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FOREWORD I D 

YwtIIIe It Is always the responsibility d gowmment to spend Its 
~ens' money wisely, newr has It been more necessary to get 
'"1'nOfe for less" than It Is rv::N/. CU )aIls and prisons ore bursting 
~ prtsoners. courts are issuing orders to maintain jail programs 
and services as If they were not crowded. and the tqxpayer Is 
requiring us to limit government spending. 

This handbook was prepared for the purpose of assisting local 
govemments to design and construct cost effective jails which 
will serve us well. long Into the future. Regrettably. this docu
ment could not have been develOj:')ed eariler for the counties 
which designed and constructed their }ails In the post two or 
three years. It Is from their experience that this Information VIOS 
developed, and we ere grateful to them for sharing It. 

The Board of Corrections is especielly Indebted to those of you 
who brainstormed with us to develop the contents end then 
polished the meterial to be more usable. 

N. A Chaderjlen, Chairmen 
Board of Corrections 
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I. INTRODUCTIO~ [!J 

This Handbook was designed expressly for Callfomla counties 
planning to construct, renovate or remodel Jail facilities, A 
jail Is radically different than most construction projects 
you'll encounter because It combines housing, food and 
medical services, with elements of a library, a courthouse or 
an administration building in a complex Inter-related opera·, 
tlon subject to special security provisions. 

More for Less provides management tools for construction 
projects In a system called Value Management. The tools 
help you control the design, function and cost of Jail 
projects, whether large or small, simple or complex. 

Doubtless you've heard of pub;;c construction projects that 
cannot be built or go over budget, of counties ending up 
with buildings that are not functional and not what they 
wanted. Both the public and the press pay a lot of 
attention to public construction projects that go aMy. It 
happens too often with jails. 

SURPRISE 

County's Construction Budget: $9.2 million 
Contractors' Bids: 

Contractor A $11.80 million 
Contractor B $12.87 million 
Contractor C $13.18 million 
Contractor D $13.27 million 
Contractor E S13.28 million 

U
ostscriPt: Due to a slgni11cant arilhmeUc error In his bid. the 

low bidder withdrew, 
Closest bid - 29 percent/S3.67 million ove; budge\. 

Slightly change the numbers, fill In the names and this 
could be a true story for any number of counties. They 
wind up with expensive, polished plans but can't build the 
jails as designed. In this scenario, the county may have 
hired an experienced architect and even cut some costs as 
design progressed. The problem was lack of a check and 
balance system from the ver'! start of the project. Without 
such a system, a bad estimate can't be detected. 

Cost control In the planning and early design phases of a 
project Is extremely important. The bottom line: Before you 
can build It, you have to know what It costs and when 
you're going to get It. Value management helps you 
identify both at the beginning of a project. . . before Irs 
too late. 
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o I JAIL CONSTRUCTION COST MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK 

Get Involved The need to be involved in your project cannot be over
emphasized. This Handbook supplies the methods, but 
your county needs to assign someone to apply them, 
someone responsible for controlling costs. Value manage
ment isn't automatic, s'lmethlng you plug into a computer 
to get an answer with the push of a buBon. It requires 
human creativity, reasoning and problem-solving in many 
areas of expertise. 

Value engineering identifies alternatives and their respective 
"values" in terms of cost/benefit. If you're involved, informed 
decision-making becomes almost automatic. 

II 
\ ill 

II I 

"I told you guys to slow down and take II easy or 
something like this would happen." 

From Gary Larson's FAR SIDE, reprinted by permission of Chronicle Features. 



PUnlNG VALUE 
MANAGEMENT TO WORK 

VALUE MANAGEMENT 

Value Engineering 

II. GEnlNG STARTED I 0 

II. A BASIC CONCEPTS 
The facllliy development process Is easier to understand 
and manage if you keep a few basic concepts in mind. 
These concepts define the underlying framework of the 
process, They also provide a base to return to whenever 
you get mired down In the numerous details of developing 
a complicated correctional faciliiy, 

This Handbook will help you ask ''why?'' when your planner, 
architect construction manager, sheriff or other parties 
propose a particular solution to the myriad Issues that need 
to be resolved throughout the planning, design and con
struction processes, Your conSUltants should help you exam
ine problems and Identify alternative solutions, their related 
costs and their impact on operations, Your participation In 
the decision Is Imperative, Irs your project, and your 
conSUltants may not fully understand all of the operational 
ramifications of each decision, You, not the conSUltants, wi!! 
have to live with the way the faclliiy operates and what It 
costs you to run It, 

The value management system breaks a project down by 
function and by the components of each function, and 
helps you Identify and compare alternative materials, 
spaces, equipment and operations that will have a 
significant impact on the Initial and long-term costs of your 
new facilliy, Analyzing your project in this way can alert you 
to any: ,ling that simply adds cost without enhancing the 
function or operation of the space, so you can use your 
resources in the most effective manner, 

Value management is the management process advo
cated and practiced in this Handbook, This process will 
help you allocate finite dollar resources to their best use for 
your countYs project, You use this management approach 
to Identify all project components and their associated 
costs and to track those components and costs from the 
beginning of the project until the day you move In, 

Value management defines what Is valuable to the players 
involved and what elements are needed for the project. 
Goals are established for the project team (Sheriff, couniy 
executive, planners, architects, engineers, construction man
agers), so the members can plan, design and build the 
project by selecting options developed to achieve those 
goals and presenting these options to management for 
decisions, 

Value engineering, a part of this management system. is 
the technique which forces you to Identify and evaluate 
your options during the process, so you can arrive at the 
best solution to a problem, Contrary to Its name, value 
engineering is not a process only your engineers practice, 
Value engineering applies to all aspects of developing a 
project from early planning through construction, 
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Project Budget 
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Cost Control 
Impact 01 Value Engineering 
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Planning Do.lgn construcllon 

Schedule Control 

To make value management work, the team players should 
work t'oward a common goal by Identifying decisions to be 
made, such as facility location, and then analyzing various 
options for solutions - whether site selection, number of 
beds, or how many coats of paint to use. The discovery 
and exploration of these options Is value engineering. 

The total project budget Includes all the cost components 
of the project. as follows: 

Site acqUisition/easements 
Off-site Improvements 
Utility connection fees 
Site development costs 
Testing and Inspection selVlces 
Construction costs 
Equipment and fumlshlngs 
Professional selVlces fees 
Management Costs 

Cost control Is the tool In this system which tracks costs 
once they are fixed, based on value engineering decisions. 
Cost control allows management decisions to be based on 
particular Items relative to the overall first cost of the 
project. user needs, and Ilfe-cycle costs. If the project team 
finds during planning, design or construction that costs can 
or need to be adjusted, the team can adjust them to 
achieve the desired result. But the boitom line must remain 
constant unless the county chooses to seek additional funding. 

WIthout a cost control process (described In detail through
out Section III) established at the beginning of the project. 
decisions are made without knowing their ultimate Impact 
on your goals. In other words, without cost control, you 
don't know what option meets the need at the least cost 
over the life of the facility. Major cost decisions are made 
early In the project! Yet component costs can be altered 
later as long as the budget stays balanced. 

Add schedule comrol to value engineering and cost 
control, and you have value management. Controlling your 
project schedule Is directly related to controlling your 
project cost. Failure to develop a thorough schedule from 
the outset almost always results In lost time because of a 
step forgotten or taken out of sequence. TIme lost due to 
mis-scheduled activities can cost money In three ways: 
Interest, Inflation and temporary fixes because of delayed 
occupancy. 

Interest. The longer a project goes on, the more you're 
bound to pay In Interest. 

Inftatlon. Lost time at one point In a project often results 
In attempts to make up that time later by accelerating 
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Cost Cuffing 

VAWE MANAGEMENT 

Example: 
Planning Phase 

design or construction schedules. Asking architects or 
contractors to accelerate their schedules infiates the price 
you'll have to pay. 

Temporary Fixes. Accelerated design schedules can cost 
more money (if not properly managed) because of the 
increased likelihood of coordination mistakes. Similarly, 
accelerated construction schedules allow little time to 
solve problems and negotiate changes In a cost.-effective 
manner. 

It is nearly impossible to hire a cost analyst or other expert 
who can definitively estimate these hidden costs. An 
accelerated design schedule can cost 10 percent more at 
bid time because of reduced time for value engineering 
and coordination. An accelerated construction schedule 
can cost from 10 to 20 percent more, dEmending on 
conditions. For instance, a slip in your schedule which forces 
you to start construction in winter instead of spring has a 
cost impact. The only way to minimize the cost impact of 
schedule delays is to maintain a detailed project schedule 
and to use it to make decisions and plan the project. You 
face radical cost cutting if you don't apply value manage
ment techniques. 

Com cuffing at the end means you're forced to settle for 
something less than originally intended. This is the least 
desirable facet of cost control, but unfortunately all too 
many projects face this final option when irs too late to 
take advantage of options available earlier. Cost cutting 
generally occurs late in a project when it becomes obvious 
that the original budget will not pay for the facility as 
designed. If your project Is managed properiy, cost cutting 
should not be needed or at least will be minimal. 

When irs too late, however, to return to initial planning 
decisions, the cost cutting ax hacks away parts of the 
building, either whole wings (very painful) or little pieces. 
This process results In a facility which may never function as 
Intended. The project may be delayed for years as the 
drawings are changed and fingers are pointed. Meanwhile, 
your project dollars drop In value dally. This painful method 
of cost control can be avoided If you start early with value 
management. 

For example, a county needing a second Jail has several 
alternatives for providing food for Its Inmates. These options 
Include: 

Building a stand-alone kitchen for the new jail. 

Uslr.g the existing jail's kitchen, either as Is or with 
modifications/additions, for both facilities. 
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Example: 
Design Phase 

Constructing a kitchen in the new jail that would serve 
both new and old facilities. 

Building a kitchen In the new jail that would serve both 
new and old facilities, plus additional beds that are to 
be added to the system later. 

Contracting with a privare vendor for food services. 

In its decision-making, the county needs to evaluate the 
initial costs (construction, vehicle(s), equipment) and opera
tional costs (staffing, transportation) of each of these 
options. Other attributes to be compared include the ability 
to provide nutritional meals at their appropriate tempera
tures, availability and locations of trustee cooks, and com
patibility with the county's philosophies and goals. 

If the county determines that centralizing food storage and 
preparation will be the least costly In the long run, but that 
food quality will be relatively poor, it should explore 
variations of that alternative - things that would keep cost 
down but Improve food quality, such as better food carts or 
a cook-chill system. 

If variations fail to solve the problems or create new ones, 
perhaps independent kitchens would work better. Their 
additional life-cycle costs may be justified and manageable. 

Granted, analyzing major issues like food services is not 
easy if a county truly considers all costs and attributes. Your 
county may wish to employ a food service consultant. But 
once your county has collected and analyzed all of the 
data from a value management perspective, an informed 
decision can be made. At the completion of the initial 
planning stage, when the county has determined what it 
needs In the new facility and how these needs can be 
met within its budget constraints, another set of decisions 
must be made. 

One of the first such decisions is: What material is the 
building to be constructed of? Frequently in jail design, the 
obvious conclusion reached is that the inmate housing 
portion of the facility must be constructed of high security 
materials such as concrete or masonry. Then, without 
looking at alternatives for other areas in the facility, the 
county assumes that it should construct the entire facility of 
the same expensive materials. If this happens, you may pay 
10 to 20 percent more for your administration space than Is 
necessary. The extra cost accrues in high security doors, 
locks, light fixtures, etc. When using a thorough value engi
neering system, these kinds of assumptions would not just 
happen. 

The security and durability needs of each space should be 
assessed before a decision on the construction system is 
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Example: 
Construction Phase 

Now You Try It. 

made. Usually there are areas such as administration, 
maintenance and support services which may not require 
such "hard" construction. These areas should be identified 
and perhaps grouped together so an appropriate construc
tion system, from a cost and needs perspective, can be 
selected. Money saved here can be used to obtain other 
project needs and wants. 

The project Is finally under construction, you're on budget 
and things are progressing. You visit the project one day 
wit'" your boss and notice that the cell window detail Is not 
quite what you wanted. Inmates could conceal contraband 
in a small crack. You discuss the problem with your 
architect and contructlon manager and come up with a 
solution. You're told it will cost $200. Two hundred dollars 
sounds insignificant in a multimillion dollar budget so you 
tell them to go ahead and change the detail. You did not 
understand that the $200 covered only one window. 

Two weeks later you get a phone call from your boss. He's 
obviously hot. He yells, "How could you approve a quarter
million dollar change order without letting me know?I" You 
wonder what in the world he is talking about until he 
raftles off figures like: $200 per cell window, 1,000 cell 
windows, plus contractor's mark-up. . . . 

If you had stopped to explore the full impact of that simple 
$200 change or if a step In the process had forced you to 
consider the full impact of your decision, you would not 
have had to suffer through that phone call. Chances are 
the change order never would be implemented because of 
the check and balance process. Unfortunately, the cost of 
such decisions on design detail often is not questioned. 

You can take this decision-making to many levels. Value 
engineering involves going from the general to the very 
specific. Use the following tests to consider your own 
assumptions and then develop similar tests to ensure that 
your County's decisions are sound and won't be regrefted later. 
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To evaluate a jail laundry 
As part 01 the lunctlonal and archlteclural programming process, a recommendatlon Is made 10 build an aOO-square-loot taundry 
to be stalled by onE! lull-time county employee and two Inmates lor one eIght-hour shUt per day. The recommendation calls lor 
12 washers, 12 dryers and dry cleaning eqUipment. The jail Is nol required 10 provide Inmates with work. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

can a laundry at the new laclllty be eUmlnated 
without impairing the lund Ion (providing clean 
clothes. sheets, towels, etc.)? 

[YES I ''--_N°----lil '--_MA_YB_E--l 

can any parts 01 the process be eUmlnaled, 
such as dry cleaning? 

YES I "--:N""O----,j .... I_MA_Y_B_E--J 

Does the recommendatton call lor more space 
than Is necessary lor the equipment, people 
and processes? 

YES I ,r---:N""O----,JI .... _MA_Y_B_E--J 

Are there more cost-elledlve methods 01 

meeting the same needs, such as reducing the 
number 01 machines and space and doubte
shlfttng, or sending the laundry to the existing 
JaU's laundry? 

'tlOS II .... __ N_O_-->I l<--_MA_Y_B_E---I 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Could someone else (a vendor) meet the same 
needs lor less? 

<--_YE_S_...JI .... 1 __ N_O_---II I<--_MA_Y_B_E---I 

, Could ctothes and Unens be washed less 
Irequently (volume driving space requirements) 
and stili comply with standards? 

YES II NO I =1 ==MA==Y:B:E == 

Could security and the supervlson 01 the two 
Inmates be handled more cost-ellectlvely other 
than by a lull-time county employee? 

YES I I NO Ir-I .... MA'=Y;;-.:-BE --, 

As a taxpayer, would you build the 
aOO-square-loot laundry as opposed to 
pursuing your other opttons? 

YES I I NO I .... I_MA_Y_B_E--J 

U any questions are answered 'YES' or 'MAYBE', alternatlves should be explored to ensure attainment 01 best value, 

To evaluate a cell door 
11 has been recommended to the managemenl team Ihat the besl cell door operalo; for Ihe Jail Is a tully automatic system of 
sliding doors, Door, Irame and operating mechanism lotal roughly $3,000 each. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Can the door have lewer -automatic feCliures 
without Impairing lund Ion (sa/ety, securlly, 
operations, programs)? 

YES II NO I IL---.MA_Y_BE---l 

U not. does this door do more than Is 
necessary? (Generally these doors are used 
In Ihe hlghesl securlly level areas.) 

YES I I NO I Ir---;-MA ..... Y;;:;B ... E--, 

Can any functton or part be eUmlnated 
without Impairing the operatton. such as 
llmliing doors to electrtc locking only? 

YES I I NO I r-"I --:MA=YB:;;-E-' 

Is there a more cost-e/lectlve method 01 

meeting the same needs? (For Instance, would 
stalling have to be Increased to supervise the 
handling of manual doors and how would 
that compare with the Ukely htgher cost 01 

lI)alntalnlng a lully automatic door?) 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Would a standard, 'oll-the-shelf' model 
'accompUsh the same desired lund Ions or 
musl II be modlfled to III the requirements? 

YES I I NO I I MAYBE 

Could the devtce be produced lor less and 
still be an acceptable product? 

YES I I NO I :1 ==MA==Y:B:E== 

Is the device produced by enough suppUers 
to ensure competlve bids? 

YES 1 [ NO I I'--,_MA_Y_B_E----' 

As a taxpayer, would you reluse to buy It 
because II costs too much? 

I YES II NO I ""-1 """"MA~YB=-::-E--" YES II NO I I'--_MA_Y-:B_E----' 
U any questions are answered 'YES' or 'MAYBE', aUernatives should be explored to ensure attainment 01 best value. 
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The Process Begins 

Needs Assessment Studies 

Before delving into a detailed discussion of the planning and 
construction process, you may want to get a more general 
picture of what to expect while pursuing your project. The fol
lowing overview provides very brief descriptions of the steps in 
the facility development process. Section III presents more de
tailed discussions of each step. 

Although the following sections of this Handbook are pre
sented In a step-by-step chronological order, keep In mind 
that the process Is very fluid In reality. Every project develops 
differently. Activities may happen in a different order or even 
simultaneously. 

The key to controlling costs during this fluid process Is under
standing which acHvHtes must occur for your project. knowing 
how much each wlil cost, and having a plan to achieve 
each acttvHy. Remember, additional costs for design fees and 
lost time are comm()n when a project team discovers a step In 
the process has been forgotten or left Incomplete or when 
costs are not managed from the beginning. Oversights require 
redesign and/or rethinking of other decisions. 

The facility development process begins when your county 
recognizes Q need for additional cells or support space within 
the jail system. The process ends when this need has been met 
with new or renovated facilities. Between these two points, the 
following activities must take place. 

Needs 
Assessment 

Studies 

Transltton 

This first step Involves defining what your county needs Imme
diately and over the long term. Also Included In this study Is an 
analysis of your existing Jail facilities, population projections 
and a general Idea of how these needs tie Into your existing 
system. 
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Master Planning 

Environmental Impact Report 

Through master planning, your county develops alternative 
methods of meeting the needs Identified in the needs assess
ment study. After consideration of the alternatives by your Jail 
Project Team and Board of Supervisors, your final Master Plan 
records the decisions regarding which alternatives will be 
included in the new project. Variables such as site selection, 
upgrading of existing facilities, and provision of services county
wide should be considered during this phase. Attaching costs 
to alternatives and matching those costs to available and 
future dollar resources will determine which scenarios appear 
feasible. 

Each alternative includes either a specific site, such as the 
block north of the old jail, or a type of site, such as 10 acres 
within 15 minutes of the courthouse. Site selection provides a 
major opportunity to control costs - both Initial (e.g., site 
acquisition) and life-cycle (e.g" transportation between jail 
and courthouse). 

To help understand the spectrum of alternatives, most counties 
find It essential to observe other recently constructed jails. You'll 
want to talk to staff (and perhaps inmates) to find out how 
well these new facilities are working. See Corrections Planning 
Handbooks (Board of Corrections, 1981) for additional discus
sion of jail planning. 

In most cases, an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) will 
required, although some counties will be able to use negative 
declarations. To avoid costly project delays, it is wise to involve 
the public early in the site selection process. By discovering 
community concerns about the environmental impacts of var
ious sites, you may be able to mitigate them before going 
through all of the work of developing the report. Timely consid
eration of environmental Impacts helps prevent litigation which 
slows down or stops site acquisition and development. 

first pants I 
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From Gary Larson's FAR SIDE. reprinted by permission of Chronicle Features. 
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Project Statement 

Architectural Program 

Schematic Design 

h 
I 
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BUILDING SECTION 

Design Development 

BUILDING SECTION 

This key document compiles previous planning decisions which 
led to this project. If your couniy opts to pursue more than one 
project, each should have its own project statement. The pro
ject statement briefly highlights what the project will include 
and what means will be used to accomplish the end goal of 
opening and operating the new faciliiy, To produce it, your Jail 
Project Team and Board of Supervisors must reach a consensus, 

A thorough project statement covers all of the owner's needs 
and objectives for the project, defines basic assumptions 
about the site and building, and outlines a preliminary budget 
based upon these .assumptions, It also may include an outline 
of categories of spaces which will satisfy those needs. This doc
ument provides a base for decisions to be made during the 
following steps in the process. This is the first step which focuses 
solely on this project. 

Architectural programming moves the project from a general 
definition of needs established In the project statement to a 
more detailed presentation of how those needs will be met. 
The program describes all spaces, the activities to take place 
in those spaces and the users. It also defines the relationship 
between particular spaces. 

The project statement is written for the layperson. The architec
tural program translates and expands the project statement 
into technical information necessary for the architect to design 
the facllliy you need, want and can afford. Decisions about 
the project design will be incorporated in the myriad data 
detailed ir, this architectural program. 

Architects do not necessarily have profeSSional programmers 
on their staffs. Make sure whoever writes your program has the 
appropriate expertise. 

Schematic design involves taking the information and concep
tual ideas developed so far (documented In your project 
statement and architectural program) and finally putting 
them In drawing form. Site plans, floor plans, elevations and 
major building sections are developed. 

Major decisions made at this point depict how the new or ren
ovated faciliiy wil'l function In physical terms and what con
struction materials will be used. 

One step closer to the final product, design development Is 
just what it sounds like - further development of schematic 
design. All materials and most finishes should have been 
chosen by now. Any changes now most likely will Increase pro
ject cost and possibly Increase design fees. 

This should be the last time you make any major changes in 
the building. From here on, the design is simply production 
work for the architect and the archltecrs consultants. Any 
changes may increase fees and delay the project. 
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Construction Documents 

6 BUILIlING SECTION 

This is the last phase In completing drawings and specifica
tions. Check the details. There shouldn't be any surprises during 
this last design effort. Details are spelled out, such as what kind 
of cell!ng tile you want in the cells or what size rebar is needed 
in your concrete walls. Some small decisions remain, such as 
numbering cells and rooms and placement of T.V. monitors, 
benches, etc. 

"It was only after we'd finished construction 
that we realized our drawings had a creaser" 
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Construction 

Transition And Activation 

Finally, everyone goes to the ground breaking and construction 
work actually begins. Decisions and management from this 
point on involve making sure the project is being built accord
ing to plans and specifications, Is on schedule and Is avoiding 
excessive change orders (extra charges by the contractor for 
Items Incorrectly designed and changed, Inadvertently forgot
ten or unanticipated). 

The big day is almost here. Irs time to prepare for the ribbon
cutting ceremony during which the Board of Supervisors, the 
rest of the team and other folks will be present to take credit. 
(Hopefully the project has been a success, is under budget 
and on schedule. Then everyone will want to come.) 

Casually, you call the contractor to ask when he's bringing in 
the fumiture and the rest of the kitchen and medical equip
ment. There is silence on his end of the phone. A lump grows in 
your throat. You open your office window and look at the street 
10 floors below ... 

You can avoid this predicament by planning for both transition 
and activation. An on-schedule, within-budget facility is of little 
value unless the facility is equipped and owners and users 
know how to operate and use it. 

Transition planning continues all during planning and con
struction, while activation takes place during a relatively short 
period before the new facility Is occupied. Transition and acti
vation require extensive forethought and planning. Even if 
you've made operational decisions prior to design, you stili 
need to train staff to use the facility. 

Planning for transition from one facility into another and for 
activation of the new facility should begin early In the design 
phase. If you are to have a smooth transition and rapid occu
pancy, staff training must commence prior to construction 
completion. Most counties desperately need the new beds the 
day they decide to pursue the project. Irs almost inexcusable 
to let a newly completed facility sit Idle even for a day. 

Regardless of the size of your project, transition and activation 
activities must be worked into your master schedule. staffing 
pattems, determined In the planning and programming 
stages, should be detailed during schematic design to allow 
time to orchestrate hiring and training. The Board of Correc
tions manual, Transition Handbook: Opening a New Facility, 
can assist you with this important planning activity. 
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Who Handles All 
Of This Work? 

The following matrix provides a rough idea of whose participa
tion is needed to accomplish all of the steps. Sections lI.e and 
III detail the roles of those involved and the activities they must 
accomplish. 

Responsibility Matrix 

, Cost Analyst ,~ Architect , ~ Architect , ~ Architect ,~ CM I 
I Programming I 

Consullanl 8 c:J 811 Contractor ~ 

~ Clvtl , 
Consultant 

~ Clvtl , 
Consullanl 1 Clvtl I ~ Consultant AlE I 

~ Struclural , 
Consult ani 

~ siruciural' 
Consultant 

1 St ruct ural , 
Consultant ~ Clvtl J Consultant 

~ MecHanical I 
Consultant 

~ Mechanical I 
Consullanl 

1 Mechanical I 
Consullanl 

~ Structural I 
Consullant 

~ Electrical , 
Consultanl 

~ Electrical I 
Consullanl 

1 Electrical I 
Consullanl 

1 Mechanical I 
Consullanl 

~ socurltyl 
Consultant 

1 Security 
Consultant 

I ~ Security I 
Consultant 

1 Electrical I 
Consultant 

~ Security .1 Consultant 

I Sub ~ Contractor 
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DIMINISHING COST 
IMPACT 

Cost 
Impact 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Decision 
Point 

Needs 

Master 
Planning 

Project 
Statement 

Architectural 
A"ogram 

Schematic 
Design 

Design I 
Development 

construction ] Documents 

Qlnstruction 

Now that you're acquainted with the process, Irs Imperative 
that you understand that your ability to have an Impact on 
total cost diminishes as the project develops. A decision such 
as whether the facility is a high-rise downtown or a low-rise In 
an outlying area will greatly Impact first costs and operating 
costs for years. The monies saved or spent to follow up on such 
a decision will greatly affect what can be achieved with the 
dollars available. Decisions arising late in the project such as 
reducing the number of coats of paint to reduce cost overruns, 
will have lIitle or no Impact on the project cost and may result 
In much higher maintenance costs In the future. 

NOTE: Additional Information on the facility development pro
cess can be found In the Corrections Planning Handbooks 
published by the Callfomla Board of Corrections in 1981. (See 
Section Vi, References.) 



WHY A TEAM? 

Participate Or Get Stuck! 

II.C ESTABLISHING YOUR TEAM I EI 

You probably know of a house specially designed and built for 
a couple - a team of two. They lived together, reportedly 
happily, for years and years prior to launching this undertaking. 
You'd think they'd have known right off what spaces they 
needed, what faatures were really Important, what would be 
nice to have If they could afford It, and how much they could 
spend. Bad assumption. 

It took them months of discussions and negotiations to work 
out the details, at least the facets they knew to address. The 
couple employed an architect, a builder and a banker to help 
figure out what they could afford to build and how to get the 
most for their money. Even with this help, they went over 
budget and had to do without some things they really 
wanted. 

Increase the complexity of the above scenario one hundred
fold and you begin to get a glimpse of whars Involved In 
building a jail. Jail projects encompass many more people 
with vested Interests: more people controlling the purse strings: 
many more needs and wants, some conflicting; far more 
details: and, unavoidably, a much more difficult challenge in 
reaching a consensus. Not everyone wins everything - some 
parts don't got built, don't function right, or cost too much. 

Without formally establishing your team and defining 
members' responslblllHes, decisions will be made by defauR. 
This will cost you mcneyand may produce a lemon when 
you wanted a lime. 

If one partner of the couple building the house had relented, 
saying to the other: "OK you make all of the decisions," the 
house would have been built faster. But once it was com
pleted, the other partner might wonder why the kitchen Is so 
small; why the bathroom tile is chartreuse; why the table saw 
won't fit In the workshop; why they both have to moonlight to 
pay for It ail. 

Again, all the above is magnified a hundred-fold on jail pro
jects, particularly when a coun1y doesn't "get Its act together." 

Just whose act Is It? Obviously the sheriff runs and is responsible 
for the jail. But he can't finance it, and he may not have the 
expertise to determine what size It should be. 

The Board of Supervisors and the Chief Executive Officer allo
cate the monies, but they don't know exactly whars needed, 
what It will cost, or how It will function. They haven't worked In 
that environment dally or stayed current on jail costs. 

Others get into the act too - the Public Works Department 
maintains county properties, the county architect reviews 
county plans, and the jail staff practically live In the county 
facilities. The county Planning Department promises the com
munity efficient organization, the Board of Corrections answers 
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The Whole Is Better ... 

to the taxpayers for the responsible spending of their money 
and consultants offer state-of-the-art expertise In very special
Ized fields. 

The act, then, Involves all of them. Why'? Because all of the 
complexities In planning, building, operating, and funding a 
jail demand multi-disciplinary expertise to do the job right. One 
facility must satisfy myriad goals, values, needs, and wants. 
These goals, values, needs and wants must be clearly Identi
fied and evaluated to find the best. most cost efficient ways to 
meet all the critical ones and most of the less critical, 

No single person knows about all current and future needs; the 
county's philosophies; the county's priorities; jail operations; 
local, state and national codes and standards; construction 
costs; operational costs; the county's revenue and budget; and 
the special needs and programs for general population 
Inmates, the mentally ill, and public inebriates. Nor Is one per
son responsible for all of this. 

RECIPE: Build a Better Jail 

INGREDIENTS 

1 Board 01 Supervisors 

I County Executive 

1 Sheriff 

Consultants 
(according to taste) 

I Board of Corrections 

1 "Know-It-All" 

I Project Manager 

Other Coun ty Staff 

Mix all ingredients together in a moderately warm 
conference room. Raise heated arguments to 
bOiling point and then simmer for 6 months. 

Remove the Know-It - All and add clear roles, 

goals and objectives. 
In a few months, jail should begin to rise. 

Stili, too many cooks spoil the broth. They may demand too 
many compromises or take six months to agree on a recipe. So 
- your team must have all the right experts, but not too many 
of them. 
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WHO SHOUlD BE ON 
YOUR TEAM? 

The Board Of Supervisors 

The Jail Project Team 

How many is too many? Each county must decide this Inde
pendently. Problems Inherent to group undertakings, such as 
difficulty In making recommendations and decisions, can be 
diminished, if not eliminated, by clarifying roles and declslon
making processes. These topics are addressed in the following 
two sections. 

Four or five groups play majcr roles In developing a jail a 
county needs and can afford. These groups include people 
who study Issues aLd make recommendations, those who 
make decisions, and those who take action to implement 
decisions. 

The Board of Supervisors makes decisions on recommenda
tions presented by the Jail Project Team. The Jail Project Team 
Is the working body of representatives from all county depart
ments that will be Impacted by the new jail. In part the Jail 
Project Team's recommendations are based on data, analysis, 
and recommendations from their staff and ConsuHants in the 
areas of corrections/detention, planning, design, construction, 
value engineering, and program and construction manage
ment. Some funding for the entire endeavor and for the con
sultants involved is provided by the Board of Corrections 
(BOC). The BOC also is charged by the Legislature with 
reviewing documents and plans for compliance with stand
ards, codes and regulations. 

The Board makes decisions. Its members are in charge of the 
Team, although they appoint an In-house Project Manager 
(described later In this chapter) to run the project on a day-to
day basis. The Board also appoints the members of the Jail 
Advisory Committee and hires conSUltants. The Board's deci
sions must take into account county priorities and fiscal com
mitments, as well as general operational philosophies and poli
cies. The Board approves the size, mission, scope, and budget 
of construction and renovation projects. When projects are 
over budget the Board shares the public heat and must find 
and approve solutions. 

The Jail Project Team, which makes recommendations to the 
Board of SupeNisors, gathers and analyzes Information re
garding how the jail must perform and how to keep the pro
ject wHhln budget. The Team formulates recommendations 
and presents them to the Board. Although the Team receives 
SUbstantial input from other county administrators, staff and 
various conSUltants, it bears a tremendous responsibility for 
reaching consensus on: 

• The mission, goals, objectives, and philosophy of the 
corrections/detention system. 

• How many beds are needed overall and by type (Including 
those for public Inebriates and the mentally III). 

• Inmate programs and seNlces. 
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Who Should Be On Your 
Jail Project Team? 

• Relationships and roles of new and existing jail faclllty(les), 
and the courthouse. 

• Slte(s). 

• Operational methodologies (e.g., direct or Indirect 
supervision ). 

• The Image of the Jail building. 

• The project budget, Including available State and county 
funding. 

• Transition and activation. 

• Recommendations of consultants to assist them In the 
process. 

Can the ideal Jail for your county, as defined In the first seven 
Items above, be built for the proposed project budget1 If not, 
the Tearn Is charged with finding out how the vital and most 
important needs, wants, and goals can be satisfied within the 
avallablc9 budget. ' 

To represent all bodies that directly impact both what is 
needed and what can be spent, the Team should Include: 

In·'-IoI.lse Project Manager to represent the Board of Supervi
sors and to run the project dally on behalf of the county. For 
most projects, the duties demand a full-time manager. The 
best c:hoice Is an Individual who is perceived as neutral and 
who has a good understanding of the county's policy and 
decision-making process, someone who can move the pro
ject fc)rward. The Project Manager may be selected from the 
other Project Team members listed below. The Board must 
have confidence In this person and give him/her declslon
making authority on routine Issues. This person also needs 
the respect and full cooperation of the sheriff and Jail 
administration. 

Coun1¥ ExecuHve OfHcer/Counl¥ Manager or his/her repre
sental'lve (such as a seasoned administrative analyst). This 
person must be able to speak for and with the Board of 
Supervisors. 

Counlly Sheriff and/or Jail Commander/Administrator or 
repreS',sntatlve(s) of the entire Sheriff's Department and Jail 
administration. 

Coun1¥ archHect or engineer familiar with applicable codes, 
regulcJtions, and physical condition of existing jall(s). 

TranslHon Team ~Inalor/Manag.r who may be one of 
the above. (Refer to discussion of Jail Transition Team later In 
this section.) 
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In addition to those people listed above, your county may 
want to Include as Project Team members or as available 
resources one or more of the following: 

Correctional officer/deputy/line staff representing jail staff. 

Board of Supervisors member who Is interested in and/or 
has expertise In jails, planning, financing, or construction. 

County planner(s) familiar with population projections, 
facility planning and development, and the county's facility 
and site-related plans for all departments. 

Public representattve to reflect the county "pulse" regarding 
what the jail should do and be. 

ConsuHant, such as a justice or facility planner, value engl~ 
near, or architect the roles of whom are discussed In more 
detail later. 

Local fire marshal to ensure compliance with fire and life 
safety codes (or your county can submit drawings for his 
review) . 

County person charged with monitoring compliance with 
handicapped accessibllily requirements. 

Judge/court administrator and/or representatives of other 
justice departments, such as the public defender and dis
trict attomey offices or the city police department. 

County counselor private attomey to ensure that the pro
ject's approach and the resulting building meet all legal 
requirements. 

County heaHh deparlreont representative to ensure that 
your project complies with all local health codes. 

Local building official to ensure you'll be able to get all of 
the permits necessary to build the project. 

The structure of the successful project team is not etched In 
stone. You have many altematives - the important point is 
that you approach the project with a structure. 

For instanc-e, a county may want to form a two-tiered Jail Pro
ject Team made up of workers and reviewers/recommenders. 
The workers gather and analyze information. The reviewers/ 
recommenders are then briefed and formulate recommenda~ 
tions for the Board of Supervisors. The reviewers/recommenders 
should be administrators, such as the sheriff. The workers should 
be the administrators' staff, such as the deputy sheriff respon
sible for department planning. 
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Team Requisites 

Jail Transition Team 

The Board Of ColTeClions 

Two-tiered teams may work better for medium and large-sized 
counties. Small counties may prefer a single committee. 
Another option is to establish subcommittees. 

If the project is to succeed, each and every member of the 
team must: 

• Know his/her role and responsibilities. On a two-tiered com
mittee, each must know his/her tier and act accordingly. 

• Be committed to the general goals of getting what the 
county needs within its budget. 

• Devote the time required to sort through information 
(depending on your county's use of conSUltants, this may 
include collecting and coding data); to debate and reach 
consensus on goals, objectives, and philosophies; and, most 
important in relation to this Handbook, to develop, review, 
analyze, and reach agreement on myriad altematives. Alter
natives will be both macro-scale, such as adding onto an 
existing jail versus building a branch jail, and micro-scale, 
such as using a less expensive and less secure cell locking 
system to keep the project within budget. 

• Be assertive and speak up, even in the face of opposition, to 
truly represent his or her area of knowledge and point of 
view, without being aggressive, antagonistic, or domineering. 
All team members have the same freedom to express their 
opinions. 

• Have a flexible enough schedule to be able to participate 
in meetings at various times of the day and week. 

In addition to the jail project team, it is critical that your 
county establish a Jail Transition Team. other counties have 
leamed that the earlier the transition team is formed, the bet·· 
ter. A transition team helps ensure that the right staff will be 
hired in time and that existing and new staff will receive ade
quate training with regard to new equipment systems, layouts, 
procedures and programs. The transition team should include, 
at a minimum, a jail administrator and members of the jail staff. 

The Califomia Board of Corrections, provider of this Handbook, 
is both a regulatory body and an excellent resource for state
of-the-art jail operations and design techniques, alternative 
financing methods, inmate programming and classification 
and state jail requirements. The BOC also can refer you to 
others in the State who've worked on similar projects. 

In controlling the cost of your jail project while meeting your 
county's needs, the BOC's role will include: 

• Provision of minimum jail standards. 

• Provision of construction cost regulations and maximum 
state funding levels. 
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CONSULTANTS 

Reprinted by permission of Tribune Media Services. 

• Advising, when desired, on everything from small details such 
as iypes of cell lighting to broad operational concepts. 

• Reviewing and approving (before disbursement of funds): 

Architectural plans. 

Plans for separating juveniles, the mentally lll, and the pub
licly Intoxicated. 

Documentation regarding the use of alternatives to 
incarceration. 

A master plan for couniy detention facilities. 

• Reviewing and commenting on: each county's needs 
assessment study, project proposals, staffing plans, life-cycle 
costs, and construction cost levels. 

To supplement your in-house expertise, several types of consul
tants are a must. Several others may prove valuable In order to 
get your jail built within your budget. Although you may 
wonder where all of the money to pay these conSUltants will 
come from. proper use of the right consultants will more than 
pay for your Investment. 

~~:7·(~·:.1'~~ 't. ' &;. ".*~ 
~.. . 
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"I'm trained, yes, but not highly trained. " 

From KINGS DON'T CARRY MONEY. copyright 1981 by Charles Barsotti. 
Reprinted .. ifith permission. all rights reserved. 
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The types of consultants you may wish to engage range from 
planners to program managers. All the consultant expertise 
you require may be provided by a single firm or by a number 
of different firms. The roles they may play In your construction 
project are explained below. 

" Is essential that you establish a plan at the beginning of 
your project which outtlnes which consuHanis will provide the 
required expertise needed and when you will need them. 
Allow yourself enough time to properly sollcD proposals, Inter
view those firms which seem appropriate, check references, 
and process contracts. If you do net allow for the months this 
process otten requires, you may end up with less than what 
you need or want. 

How to hire consultants 

1. CI Q y what servlce(s) you need, fees, schedule, 
~~ liability. rules 

3. 

4. 

5. 
1\ 

I \ , \ 
I \ 

\W' 

Visit their past projects and ask users 
how well the projects are working and 
how successful the consultants were 
In staying within budget. 

Check references. Investigate in what 
capacity they were Involved. Old they 
do all of the work they lay claim to? 
Find out how they performed, how they 
were to work with. Check on individuals 
who will be assigned to your project. 

Cover all the bases - make sure you 
have all types of consultants you may 
need and that everything you are 
seeking is included In your contracts 
with them. 

Check and Balance - have someone in 
addition to the AlE do value 
englneerlngl cost estimating. 
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Cost Analyst 

Planners And 
Programmers 

The only way to know the cost Impact of decisions being 
made Is to have someone onboard as cost analyst as early In 
the process as possible. This service may be part of program 
management or construction management services. The key is 
to Initiate the process with this person designated and In 
place. The cost analyst should have experience in the type of 
facility you are building, not simply construction. Correctional 
facilities Involve many specialty items and nuances. 

Involving the cost analyst In the process Is crucial. Too often 
counties rely on an architect to handle this role. This person 
probably doesn't have knowledge of altemative ways to 
achieve your goals. Even if the architect has the knowledge, a 
cost analyst will evaluate assumptions from a strict cost-benefit 
standpoint and will provide a check and balance to help 
ensure that the cost is within budget. 

A true cost analyst should not simply provide estimates for 
what has been designed. This person should actively partici
pate in the process, possibly doubling as the value engineer. 

In hiring a cost analyst. consider what kind of support team the 
Individual has access to. Many estimators or cost analysts do 
not have Individual expertise in all disciplines such as civil 
engineering or electrical and mechanical systems. 

As emphasized throughout this Handbook, the best and least 
painful way to fulfill your county's facility-related needs and 
wants and stay within your budget Is through thorough plan
ning. Planners may be part of a constructIon/program man
agement firm, a planning/architectural programming firm or 
an architectural firm. They develop needs assessment studies, 
systemwide long-term master plans, project planning guides, 
and architectural and operational programs. Environmental 
planners research and write EIRs. 

Planners provide objective analyses, altematlves and recom
mendations as to cost-effective ways of accommodating your 
jail population. They also may be able to help you reduce your 
need for jail beds by recommending appropriate uses of alter
native pre-sentence and sentencing programs. 

Planners do not work In a vacuum. Rather, their expertise Is In 
knowing what resources to tap, Including members of your pro
ject team, and having knowledge of state-of-the-art altema
tlves. Their function Is to provide Information on altematlves so 
you can make Informed decisions. 

When hiring planning and programming conSUltants, make 
sure that the firm and Its people who will be working on your 
project are trained and experienced In the particular service 
they will be providing. Many firms claim they are "full servlce" 
and provide planning and programming services, but do not 
really have staff who are trained as planners or programmers 
or who have much experience. 
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ConecfionalConsuna~ 

I 
Architects And Engineers 

Value Engineers 

If the planners or architects that you are contracting with do 
not have expertise in jail operations, you may wish to contract 
with a correctional consultant. A correctional consultant will 
supplement and complement your county's experience and 
knowledge regarding operational Issues. 

Your county will be faced with numerous decisions regarding 
types of surveillance and security systems, food service systems, 
staffing patterns, and so forth. A seasoned correctional consul
tant with a different set of experiences than may be available 
in your county can help you make the right decisions. This may 
help control both Initial and operational costs. 

After you have clearly defined your project through needs 
assessment study, master plan, project statement and 
operational/architectural program, irs time to bring the archi
tecture and engineering (NE) firm onboard. This is the latest 
point the A/E should be added. You may want to involve the 
NE during programming, especially if the firm is equipped to 
do the programming. 

The NE's objective Is to meet all the needs, desires, and criteria 
stipulated in the architectural program by designing a build
ing that is within your budget. The ideal NE firm provides 
expertise in jail design and engineering, cost estimating and 
budgetinG, and alternative analysis/value engineering. The 
NE, however, should not be your sole value engineering 
resource In the design due to "pride of ownership." 

If your county's other consulting firm(s) does not have value 
engineering expertise, you may wish to use a value engineer 
consultant. Value engineering Is one of those specialities which 
everyone claims to offer, but "seeing Is believing." The value 
engineer, either as a specialty firm or as part of a multi
disciplinary firm, carefully reviews design as well as written doc
uments (e.g., specifications) and drawings to look for the most 
cost-efficient means of meeting the same objectives. 

Establish a process for approving and implementing this per
son's Ideas. The major Ideas should be presented to the Jail 
Advisory Committee for consideration. If given the green light 
the Ideas should be presented to the decision-making body, 
the Board of Supervisors, to determine whether they should be 
implemented. 
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Construction Managers 

Program Managers 

Jails are very complex buildings. In constructing one, you will 
most likely develop stringent cost limits and schedule 
demands. Construction managers (CM) provide expertise in 
scheduling, keeping track of budgets, reviewing constructabil
Ity, reviewing drawings and specifications, ensuring construc
tion quality, and minimizing exposure to claims during con
struction. Construction managers also develop independent' 
estimates to help ensure that other estimates are real1stlc. 

Although many people perceive the construction managers 
role as beginning on-site after the drawings and specifications 
are complete, you definitely should have someone providing 
the above services during schematic design. The value of your 
construction manager's participation prior to bidding far out
weighs that received after the documents are complete and 
out to bid. Participation of a construction manager prior to 
construction also will familiarize the CM with the project before 
moving on-site. 

Rather than trying to gather all of the required expertise from 
many disciplines, manage these experts as well as the Team, 
and endure the tlme-consuming responsibility of bringing all of 
these people up to speed when they're brought on board, you 
may want to employ a program management firm. 

These firms are staffed to provide all of the services described 
above except design - from planning activities through con
struction management. Program managers serve as your 
advocate with the NE, reviewing the design for compliance 
with the program and for less expensive or more efficient alter
natives. They also can assist with move-In preparation and 
post-occupancy evaluation. 

Program managers employ planners, programmers, cost estim
ators, Schedulers, architects, all varieties of engineers Including 
value engineers, and construction managers. Program manag
ers develop systems at the outset which track cost, space allo
cation, and alternative analysis/value engineering through 
facility activation. 
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PUTTING THE TEAM 
TO WORK 

When to Bring Consultants on Board 

>-
u 
.:: 
tl 
0..:: 
;:10 u_ 
u-
0° ;:I 

1;;0 

Cost Analyst 

Planners 

Architects & 
Engineers (1) 

Value 
Engineers 

Construction 
Managers 

Program 
Managers (2) 

KEY 

• Start _ Continue ____ Optional 

m Some AlE IIrm~ have capability to do some or all planning activities. 

o > n.Ul 

(2) During design. program managers review A/Frs work lor compliance with codes. 

criteria the program. prolesstonal knoW-how. 

Okay - now that you have figured out who you need on your 
team, how do you get them to work together? 

Organize. With this Handbook as a guide, determine what 
needs to happen throughout the facility development process 
and how It will happen. 

Clarify Roles. As early as possible, form your Jail Advisory Com
mittee and determine who will be Involved In the first steps -
planning (both In-house and consultants). All the way through 
your project stay a step ahead In determining what needs to 
happen and who will make It happen. 

Recognize the Decision-Makers and the Decision-Making Pro
cess. The Jail Advisory Committee needs to be cognizant of its 
relationship with the Board of Supervisors. The committee 
recommends and the board approves repeatedly throughout 
the life of the project. 

Select an In-House Project Manager. This person will be the 
county's focal point. The manager will chair the Jail Project 
Team and Interface with conSUltants, the Board of Supervisors 
and the Board of Corrections. For most projects this position 
requires a full-time person, preferably with strong management 
skills and familiarity with planning, design, and construction. 
Choose someone capable of making day-to.day decisions. 
and give this person decision-making authority. 
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Make Assignments. Your Jail Advisory Committee will have a lot 
of work to do. Avoid Inaction or passing the buck by letting 
each person know what Is expected of him or her, task by task. 

stay on Schedule. Cost containment procedures need to stay 
In step with the whole process from needs assessment to facil
Ity activation. The old cliche rings true: Time Is Money. You 
don't want to add to the cost by looking too long at ways to 
contain costs. 

Encourage Creativity/Brainstorming. When exploring ways to 
meet your needs and your budget, encourage team members 
and others to offer ideas regardless of how outrageous or 
humorous they may sound at first. Don't criticize or make fun of 
one another; this stifles creative brainstorming. What first 
appears as a crazy Idea may save your county millions of dol
lars without forsaking safety and security. 

Define Goals. Needs gnd Wgnts. Before costs can be esti
mated, your advisory committee must agree about overall 
goals, needs, and wants. These goals, needs and wants need 
to be Interpreted into an Idea of building type and size. 

tiThe meeting will come to order." 

From KINGS DON'T CARRY MONEY. copyright 1981 by Charles Barsotti. 
Reprinted with permission. all rights reserved. 
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Prtorjtlze Goals. Needs and Wants. Assuming your county Is not 
sitting on top of a giant 011 well, you won't be able to afford 
everything. It Is imperative that your committee prioritize Its 
gools, needs, and wants. 

Keep This Prolect a Priority. All members of the Advisory Com
mittee must make this project their priority. Its meetings and 
their assignments must take precedence over their other roles. 
From the very beginning, if they know they can't make such a 
commitment they should assign an appropriate representative 
to take their place. Contlnul1y Is vital; the i'eam cannot keep 
changing. 

Follow Procedures for Cost Containment. The essence of con
taining costs throughout the facility development process Is 
described in detail in Section III. Your team must follow these 
steps. Once cost control Is lost, Ii Is extremely difficult to 
regain. 
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Introduction 

Construction 
Design 

Plan 

Needs 

You need 10 know at all times what your ptoJeci will cod and 
wh&t1 you will gei H. Remember: your project budget must 
cover more than ju~t construction costs. (Refer to the list of pro
ject budget components In Section IIA) 

The following steps outline how to control cost during the 
numerous activities which might occur on anyone project 
from the time a need is identified until the new facility is acti
vated. As stated earlier, the process actually Is very fluid. It may 
Include all of the activities below, combine some of them or In
volve a different sequence of activities. For scheduling and 
management purposes, it usually proves helpful, If not essen
tial, to label the project phases even though the process never 
actually starts and stops. For presentation purposes, the follow
Ing discussion Is structured by phases in a likely chronological 
order. 

Budgeting and cost control will take two different forms during 
the following activities. From needs assessment through master 
planning, budgeting will be identified by ranges of costs for 
different scenarios. The ranges will be based on costs of similar 
projects, combined with whatever Information Is available 
about potential sites and the facility. The accuracy of this Infor
mation will depend upon the depth of the study and how 
much time and resources you're able to devote to these 
endeavors. The accuracy also will depend on the expertise of 
those Individuals who prepare the studies. 

Budgeting takes on another form and tracking of costs begins 
once a particular scenario Is sel6Cted. This scenario should 
meet county needs (as expressed In the Project statement) 
while remaining realistic In terms of funds available. As pre
sented In this Handbook, the decision selecting this scenario 
would be reached at the end of the Master Planning stage. 

This Is the point when you, as decision-makers, may concur, 
"Okay, we're going to build a 400-bed Jail for $30 million." 
You've chosen your goal and set your budget. Be forewamed: 
Two years ICofer someone may ask, "Why did you build only 300 
beds and run $10 million over budget to boot?" 

Applying a cost control system, you can answer confidently, 
"Look at our cost control report for the $30 million, 400-bed Jail. 
That goal did not Include the fountains, artwork or 400 color 
lV.s with video cassette players added laterl" You may still be 
unemployed, but at least you have a record of all the political 
and non-political Items either tacked onto or dropped from 
that original project. 

Preferably though, each time someone suggests a new desire 
for the project you can respond, "Well, thafs a wonderful Idea, 
but since irs not In the budget we must either raise more 
money or cut something else out. Which would you prefer, ten
nis courts and cardboard walls or secure concrete walls as 
planned?" 
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What Is A Cost Control 
Report? 

In essence, this Is cost control and value management. Cost 
control Is knowing what is In your project and how much it will 
cost. Value management Is using this information to make 
decisions on what you need - putting your dollars In the right 
places. 

Your first cost control report should be prepared when the 
decision, 400 beds for $30 million, has been made. This report 
will be an abstract cost model representing how you plan to 
build your goal within your budget. 

The Cost Control Report lists all of the projecfs components 
and their projected costs. Even though you may not have a lot 
of Information, Irs essential to make the assumptions required 
to produce a bottom line. The detail of the report will vary 
depending on the complexity of the project, the Information 
available, the amount of time committed to this activity, and 
the expertise of the person(s) responsible for establishing this 
initial budget. 

Begin with the original budget coillmn found In the following 
examples. This will record your starting point. Depending how 
Intensively you need to track project costs, you may Increase 
the number of columns In your report as the project progresses. 
All of your projecfs components should be covered, Including 
land costs, fees, contingencies, equipment, off-site costs and 
payments for utilities, roads, etc. 

Organize your cost control repolt after considering how ycu 
intend to pay for your project In terms of phased construction, 
bid packages, different funding sources, contingencies, con
struction, fees, etc. Although you may not know all of this Infor
mation Initially, the original report should reflect known as
sumptions. It can be modified as required throughout the 
project, but the fewer modifications, the easier the process will 
be. Your cost control report should reflect assumptions made In 
your schedule. 
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Example 1 
r------------------------------.------------------------~ 

Assumptions: 

NOTE: These examples are hypothetical. Consult the Board of Corrections for 
information re: actual jail construction costs. 

(1) Site improvements, demolition and onsite utilities costs vary 
substantially. 

(2) Fees are based on the folloving percentages: 

Project Hanagerl 
Construction Hanager 
Architect/Engineer 
Hiscellaneous 

4.0% 
7.0% 
2.0% 

13.0% Total 

(3) Offsite cost may vary substantially. 

(4) For this example, equipment cost is estimated at $3,200/bed. 

(5) Based on January 1987 values. 

Preliminary Budget 

Gross 
Square 

Alternative 1 Footage 

sOO-bed Pre-Trial Pacili ty 175,000 

2s0-bed Hedium-Security 87,500 

2s0-bed Hinimum fecurity 75,000 

Facility Service Space 90,000 

Site Improvements (1) 

Demolition (1) 

Onsite Utilities 

Total Construction Cost 

Contingency (5%) 

Fees (13%) (2) 

Subtotal ($74,015 bed) 

Offsite Utilities (3) 

Equipment (4) 

Site Acqusition 

PROJECT TOTAL (5) 427,500 

$/Square 
Footage 

$ 150 

140 

105 

115 

Total Cost 

$ 26,250,000 

12,250,000 

7,875,000 

10,350,000 

2,000,000 

1,500,000 

2,500,000 

$ 62,725,000 

3,136,250 

8,154,250 

S 74,015,500 

1,000,000 

3,200,000 

5,000,000 

$ 83!215 Z500 
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Example 2 

PROJECf 
D.>.Tt 
TIKI: 

1UCO 
13""an-87 
09:20 m 

CONSTRUCfION 

CONSTRUCfION 

0VERt0T GlWlING 
ONSITt UTILITIES 
DEEP FQ~TIONS 

i-.-.,""NCR.."'Tt ,AASONRY , PRECAST 

r---
CONCRETE, , .. -
DETENTION II.'Jl.OWl\I\!: 
GLASS , GL.\%ING 
HE:ThL SIDI~ 
JIOOFING 
ELECTRICAL' HEOIANICAL 
FOOD SOVIet 
U1JNDRY SOVIet 
WMJ.S , CEILINGS 
CAAPENTRY 
FLOOR FINISI!I:S 
TILE 
EL£VM'ORS 
ASPKALT , CONCRETE PAVING 
~'IlSCAPING 

O&.v • ..-

EQUIPHENT 

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
VEHIc:.E KUHrENANet EQUIPH£Nl' 
DETENTION FURNISHINGS 

TOTAL 

CONI'IOOENCY 

CONST'RUCTIOR CONTIOOENCY 
II I D SA VIl'lGS 

TOTAL OVERHEAD 

TOTAL PRO.:rECf COST 

COST CONTROL REPORT 

(1) 
OIUGIIIIIL 

Bt1IlGET 
25-JUN-85 

70,000 
)07,771 
212,553 

3,956,901 
1,472,769 

0 

196, };" 
365,063 
444 ,085 

3,990,734 
400,000 
90,000 

647,337 
411,947 
121,356 
Gl,ln 

110,716 
363,317 
127,145 

14 1!iO,275 

126,172 
62,262 

433,408 

621,et2 

768,951 
0 

1,840,300 

1,840,300 

(2) 
PREVIOUS 

8t1lXiET 
15-SEP-86 

49,998 
177,000 
139,2~0 

0 
a 

5,203,000 
".7.620 

92,000 
371,300 

3,990,734 
400,000 

80,000 
446,595 
870,000 
121,356 

61,821 
110,716 
363,317 
127,145 

13,545,482 

133,427 
40,000 

433,408 

606,835 

i68,9S1 
607,235 

1,844,854 

1,844,854 

(l) 
CIJII,IACT 

Dt1lXiET 
17-D£C-86 

49,998 
177 ,000 
139,260 

0 
0 

5,203,000 
747,620 
~'n 

371,300 
4,000,676 

377 ,000 
8e,800 

446,595 
870,000 
121,356 

61,821 
110,716 
363,317 
127,145 

13,541,224 

1J3,4~' 
40,000 

433,408 

606,835 

768,951 
511,493 

l,I94,8S4 

17,~67,24S 18,000,000 18,000,000 

-20,002 
-130,771 
-73,293 

-3,956,904 
-1,472,769 

5,203,000 
-52,380 
-3,137 

- ", ,--
9,942 

-23,000 
-1,200 

-200,742 
458,053 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

~09,051 

-22,262 
a 

-15,007 

0 
511,493 

54,554 

(5) (6) 
GlIOSS COST/ 

SQUARE SQUARE rr 
rr 

154100 0.32 
154100 1.15 
154100 0.90 
154100 0.00 
154100 0.00 
154100 33.76 
15410'0 4.85 
154100 1.26 
' ~410a 0.60 - .. 
154100 
154100 2.45 
154100 0.58 
1541()0 2.90 
154100 5.65 
154100 0.79 
154100 0.40 
154100 0.72 
154100 2.36 
154100 o.n 

154100 87.87 

-. ., 
154100 2.u 

154100 3.94 

154100 4.99 
154100 3.32 

154100 12.30 

.... ,n 

32,755 154100 l16.81 

PAGE 
REVISION 

1 
3 

(7) (a) (9) 
OWIGE TOThL 
ORDERS CO/1!'II'I'HI:m' 

1,490 51,458 
0 177,000 
0 139,260 
0 0 

" 0 
0 5,203,000 
0 747,620 
0 193,620 
0 92,000 
0 371,300 

nnO.676 

0 46,800 
0 446,595 
0 870,000 
0 121,356 
0 61,821 
0 110,716 
0 363,317 
0 127,145 

1,490 13,542,714 

0 133,427 
000 

° '06,U5 

0 768,951 
-7,157 504,336 

0 1,&94,154 

0 1,894,854 

o 16,000,000 

-
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Example 3 

om: I 11-oln-8 

Cost Control Report 
II'(E: 1 

1ilI,: 1 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
BID IESJUPIXN JImI) Cl!GN'L IfI/I$l IUIllI' '1IIlllI' am SJ) \IIIIIlINE (B' am 

IKmE IIIlllI' BIXEl' <IRJ.fCl' \IIIIIlINE '\IeIKE 'CF 'D' 'CF '!JI' (B' 

0 ~ J.6...lN.!I5 (3 - 2) (4/2)' m:m:r m:m:r 6313535 (3/8) 

1WiIIG-

SrIE JI4\ 41,ll5 4l,125 0.00 0.27 0.00 6EIlI 0.6 

2 CINJm It" 6ll.aB 5US 6.ll 2.23 64$! 14.8 

_CINJm JI4\ 473,1B3 0.00 -3.12 6EIlI 0.0 - It" 1,2$,~ 1,337,517 !ll,iS 4.00 8.72 0.33 6EIlI 20.2 

--ar·REo JI4\ lM,1l6 1~,l27 0.00 0.96 0.00 6EIlI 2.2 

1-
OW 1.37 000 6EIlI 31 

.~ ~ 3.9 
Ilr-

PROJECT VARIANCE NOTICE -
stIIKlII JI4\ ai,79J 7J,79J 0 

ClOb-tl-S / .1i3'!'}o-e" I" .. oce:'tr I"'" ., I CINJm ~ a,WI :m,11l4 -4,00 -1.65 1.96 -0.00 all ID.9-

"" .. : #00 B£P eoul'l..-y ,..jAIl.- - Itft. 231.351 231,300 -e -O.az 1.!'ll 0.00 all 8.8 

._ ...... ,""" ..... _ ... ,_u ... _, to ...... , 
SllI.C11l'L mm. JI4\ 212.334 ~ -!n/m -4.72 l.35 -o.a; all 7.5 

..... ,", .. on ....... : CJiAJole.€ ":f"".eoM Pu:ol~T' -re. ...... .....,. JI4\ 2,7I1J 2,OW 0 0.00 o.m 0.00 all 0.1 

~~,. IN PLAc£ l1»Jc.J!£-n:; ~/!.. om"" 197,OIl -3f~ -l.4.81 1.31 -0.22 all 7.3 

M£2"2..ANNtE. ~L • .l..£~.s ~ -"13 all 2.0 

';2.r, ... .-!L" of /1I.R.E:.4Ut.lllL ~HAP£ oF' 

'PAH££..S> MItIC£~ C'A<E.-r IN PcAc.e; Motte 
!INIIRD:DI CIIIl' JI4\ 12,347,343 12,l95,saJ -l.5l,815 -l:ZZ" 

_Co$""('_ l£F'F£C-TIV€:. :HIIItClOl CllIIS 

!INIIRD:DI aNIlKBCi JI4\ CIJ,IXXl ~,1XXl 0 0.00 2.67 0.00 

lYE -;M.1l!SI[N Itft. 15,1XXl 15,1XXl 0 0.00 5.77 0.00 

lyE - R!l!tU9W: Itft. 2:i,1XXl 2:i.1XXl 0 0.00 0.16 0.00 

J\;E-= Il!SI[N Itft. 46,7I1J 46,7I1J 0 0.00 0.31 0.00 

~~r. • ".,. ~,~ .~, ...... , -~,; rn':rtc COlt 
IOIIlE IUN , IIl!IP Itft. 175,1XXl 175,1XXl 0 0.00 1.16 0.00 

" 1 (:on,fu"tfOfti, ~Ittn Crtteria 
De.fll" 'bUftCitton ... E,ti .. et ," adj •• IaOtI. 'Il!l!IHHS JI4\ 75,1XXl 75,1XXl 0 0.00 O.!ll 0.00 

01 tel Chin" ~.'vt l"D1Ntrf~ 
:=00 .. , ____ 

Prernllea ~,' ..40E: V/ft/...JJ(£;. 
C!!Sm:=!EES Itft. 2,322 :m;m 2,e 0.87 1.00 o.m 

f"Kt _ un. rue .,. en . me< ... _we: If.n.., ... , ... : alNIY/JIIIfF IJf\ 3«1,231 3«1,231 0 0.00 2.27 0.00 

~_/llIClWf _lIlI/-E!) 1lCWS@IIIC1Wt ~1I'I«l!INl" IJf\ ~;;e ~;15l 0 0.00 1.24 O.OJ 
I"h' HI nnan.; 

Ct.!>~""3;S) . ,!,,"'" lNil'.ClQl Itft. "EIJ,m "EIJ,m 0 0.00 1.74 0.00 1.0&13 471 QSS 1:51:::> 
N:ll 'I!SmG IJf\ 8O,IXXl 8O,IXXl 0 0.00 0.53 O.OJ 

N:I2 INUIKE Itft. 46,1XXl E,IXXl 0 0.00 031 0.00 

'DXo KN a:HlIlUmN CIIIl' ~ 2,~,819 2,7iI3,ZTI 2,e 0.00 18.!'ll o.m 

t 
'JJIK. m:m:r a:sr ~ lS,l<B,lIi2 U,~,lI5 -ltl,:51 -0.58 6l:I.E6 2.3 

ImS: !INIIRD:DI CIIIl' ItO Il!SI[N aNIlKBCi 
A. CIH!!'IIJIL!lIN (1rr« 0;) ll,!l'9,8!'O 
II. !!SIN tI!ImJHNr (16.In: 0;) 1l,562,«Il 
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Deslgn-To-Cost Model By establishing a budget at the outset, your entire team 
(Including planning, design, and construction management 
consultants, equipment procurement staff, etc.) will have 
budget parameters to work within throughout the project. This 
approach, designing a facility to meet established budgetary 
goals, Is referred to as a "Deslgn-te-Cost Model" approach to 
cost control. Although some of the original assumptions may 
not prove or remain accurate, management decisions on var
Iances (see Example 3) as they arise can be made In reaction 
to particular problems within the context of the whole budget 
picture. 

See the Project statement chapter for more information on 
establishing your Initial project budget. Succeeding chapters 
explain the levels of budget detail necessary for cost analysis 
through the process. 



What Is A Needs 
Assessment Study? 

Needs Assessment 
Prolllfl 

E1.hUno 
Inmates bV 
Category 

Reltne. 
Populallon 

AnolYl8 
AUernctl(vet 

10 

Incarcerollon 

Prolecllons f'v------' 

III. A NEEDS ASSESSMENT STUDIES I ~ 

NEEDS AS 
Major C SESSMENT' 

Ost Con' 
Slderat· 

lOns 

A Needs Assessment Study Is a systematic process that results In: 

• A profile of existing inmates by category (e.g. pre-sentenced 
females, maximum security sentenced males). 

• Inmate population projections for between 5 and 20 years, 
by category. 

• An analysis of altematlves to Incarceration, both for pre
sentenced and sentenced Inmates (thereby reducing jail 
beds). 

• Refined future population projections based on the projec
tions and alternatives. 

• An analysis of the ability of existing jail facilities to meet 
future needs. 

• Based on aU of the above, a determination of how many 
additional beds wlll be needed, by category, for future years. 
A thorough step-by-step guide to population projections can 
be found In the Corrections Planning Handbooks, 
"Handbook Three: Assessing Current and Future Corrections 
Needs." (See Section VI, References.) 
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Seriously Consider 
Altematives 

The Needs Assessment phase of a project provides one of 
the primary opportunities for a county to control costs. both 
consflUctlon and operational. If your coumy Is serious about 
limiting costs, now Is the time to take a hard look at just who 
needs to be locked up. 

Unavoidably, your county will be charged with locking up a 
sizable Inmate population - those Individuals sentenced to 
seNe time In a county jail. A detailed description of altema
tives your county should consider Is contained in the Correc
tions Planning Handbooks. "Handbook Three, Step 4: Consider 
and Evaluate A1temative Programs." (See Section VI, Referen
ces.) The following are some options excerpted from that 
chapter. 

A1tematives for pre-sentenced Inmates that could reduce your 
space/cost requirements Include: 

• Use/Increase the use of release on own recognizance (O.R.) 
for people charged with misdemeanors as well as low-risk 
felonies, including a supeN/sed O.R. program. 

• Reduce bail amounts. 

• Eliminate cumulative bail for people facing multiple charges. 

• Expedite the decision-making process regarding whether or 
not to press charges, Including the acceleration of: 

Law enforcement agency preparation. 
Case forwarding. 
District attomey's charging decision. 

• Accelerate arraignment on weekends and/or evenings. 

• Provide duty judges at booking facilities in the evening and 
on weekends to facilitate pretrial release decision-making. 

• Expand the use of citation release. 

• Divert public inebriates (those charged solely with public 
inebriation) to county hospitals and public or private treat
ment programs, 

• Broaden the use of Penal Code 1000.6 (special proceedings 
In cases involving domestic violence) and Penal Code 1001 
(misdemeanor diversion) diversion authorities. 

• Divert mentally ill people from the criminal justice system. 

• Expedite Penal Code 849 (release from custody) release 
decisions by assigning deputy district attorneys to the jail to 
review charges. 
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Consider ExpedHing 
Court Processing 

Explore Semencing 
AHemalives 

Means to Expedite Court Processing 

• Provide arraignment immediately following preliminary hear
ings. 

• Expedite pre-sentence investigations. 

• Limit continuances in criminal cases. 

• Accelerate the trial calendar for In-custody defendants. 

• Provide witness assistance programs to assure readiness and 
presence for giving testimony. 

Alternative Sentencing Examples 

• County parole. 

• Intensive probation. 

• Restitution. 

• Community seNice. 

• Weekend sentences. 

• Workjedvcational furloughs. 

• Community-based substance abuse programs. 

• Community-based mental health programs. 

• Horne detention. 

• Work In lieu of Incarceration. 

First, your county must project populations, decide if there are 
acceptable ways to reduce bed needs (initial and life-cycle 
costs), and measure the Impact of implementing them. Then It 
Is time to assess how many of the needs can be met by your 
existing jail system, at present and Into the future. Refer to Cor
rections Planning Handbooks, "Chapter 4.2, step 2: Evaluate 
Existing Facilities for Gontlnued Use, Remodeling or Expansion." 
(See Section VI, References.) 

You must learn: 

What are the most appropriate uses for your existing jall(s), 
both "as Is" and with renovations? 

What needs to be done to the building(s) for the existing 
jall(s) to: 
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1. Be structurally sound. 

2. Be safe and secure (from fires, earthquakes, assaults, 
escapes). 

3. Meet all applicable codes and standards, including 
Title 15. 

4. Be consistent with your county's philosophies and goals 
(e.g., for comfort, humane conditions and supeNision). 

5. Provide adequate space for all needed and wanted pro
grams and seNices. 

6. Extend its useful life by 10 years, 20 years, 30 years. 

"Hey, Durk! .•• New roommate, Durk! . : . New 
roommate! •.• Friend, Durk! ••• Friend! •.. " 

From Gary Larson's FAR SIDE. reprinted by permission of Chronicle Features. 

• 
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Number Of Beds 

Types Of Beds 

Staffing 

What are the Initial costs of the above needs, compared with 
average new jail construction costs? 

What are the annual staffing and utility costs of the above 
needs, compared with those for new facilities? 

Armed with data regarding current and future needs and 
costs, your county can develop and compare facility develop
ment altematlves In the next step, Master Planning. 

The cost per jail bed ranges from a rock-bottom low of $20,000 
to more than $100,000. Most slngle-celled, medium to maxi
mum security jails with all of the basic services and programs 
run between $50,000 and $80,000 per bed (assuming no 
double-celllng). Renovating can cost as little as several thou
sand dollars per bed or as much as or even considerably more 
than new construction, depending on what Is done. 

The types of beds to be built are a major cost consideration. In 
general, the higher the security level, the higher the Initial 
costs. So, If your county already has maximum security beds 
and all types of beds ara needed, you may wish to focus on 
medium or minimum security beds and buy more of them. 

The biggest cost factor Is staffing. It is determined by layout 
and configuration, as well as county goals, philosophies and 
means of operation. For example, a jail having a stafflnmate 
ratio of 1 to 4 and offering an average annual salary and 
benefit package of $50,000 would cost $12,500 per bed per 
year to run (excluding food, utilities, supplies, clothing, etc.). 
OVer 30 years, that cost would total $375,000 per bed, far 
exceeding the Initial cost per bed. 
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

] 

To make sure your coun'ly Is ready to move on to mas
ter planning, answer the following questions: 

Are the Advisory Committee and the Board of Supervi
sors comfortable with the population projections? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Do the projections indicate expected populations for 
all subcategories (pre-sentenced females, mentally ill, 
etc.)? 

YES ] NO I NOTSURE I 
Have all pre-sentenced altematives to Incarceration 
and means of reducing jail time been seriously consi
dered (such as release on own recognizance)? Have 
the most feasible ones been studied? 

YES NO I NOlSURE I 
Have all sentenced altematives to incarceration and 
means of reducing jail time been seriously considered 
(such as intensive probation)? Have the most feasible 
ones been studied? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 

Have all existing coun'ly jails been thoroughly studied 
regarding their most efficient and effective use for the 
future. 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 

Would you bet money that all of the beds Identified as 
needed In the future will Indeed be needed? (Your 
coun'ly will be betting on it.) 

YES NO NOTSURE I 
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Types Of Costs 

111.1 MASTER PLANNING I ~ 

With your needs assessment completed. what do you do with 
all of the information you've painstakingly gathered? 

Most counties face more than one option. Some altematlves 
are better than others depending upon criteria, which Include 
costs. Master planning Involves defining needs on a global 
level and then exploring altematlve ways of meeting them. For 
Instance, should you build courtroom space in a new facility or 
transport Inmates to arraignments at your existing courthouse? 
This exploration requires creativity and problem-solving abilities. 
It Is tlme-consumlng but not expensive In the overall scheme of 
things. 

At this stage. your county has tremendous control of cost. 
Make major decisions now on InHial colis and Ilfe.cycle 
costs for your Jail system and. to the extent possible. your 
entire Justfce system. 

Costs to be studied while developing and analyzing master 
plan altematlves Include: 

• Major renovation of existing faclllty(les) . 

• Minor renovation of existing faclllty(les). 
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Other Crtterla 

• New construction for current needs. 

• New construction for projected needs. 

• Aesthetics (often related to the site location). 

• Site location, acquisition and development. 

• Utility connections. 

• Transportation between courts and pre-sentenced jall(s). 

• Transportation between other justice departments and jall(s). 

• Staffing for existing faclllty(les) "as Is." 

• Staffing for existing faclllty(les) with renovations. 

• Staffing for a new facility. 

• Efficiencies/Inefficiencies of centralizing or decentralizing: 

1. Food preparation 
2. Laundry 
3. Intake/release 
4. Administration 
5. Visiting 
6. Populations (e.g. females, pre-sentenced) 

• Space and programs for Inebriates. 

• Space and programs for mentally III alleged and convicted 
offenders. 

• Llfe-cycle Implications of all of the above. 

Obviously, cost is not the only consideration. Master plan alter
n.:Jtlves also should be evaluated for their ability to satisfy your 
county's: 

• Philosophies. 

• Goals and objectives. 

• Program requirements. 

• Desired means of operations. 

• other financial constraints. 

• other needs and wants, both current and anticipated, for 
the next 20 or more years. 
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Ufe-Cycle Costs 

Operating Cos t 
Initial Cos t . 

~~l\TY~_)~ 
"'" \';"-1 - _ 
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Site Selection, EIRs, 
Aesthe1hics 

Although this Handbook focuses on initial project costs -
largely construction - you should be aware of this general rule 
of thumb for Jalis: initial costs total no more than 10 percent of 
life-cycle costs over a 30-year period. The National Institute of 
Corrections claims the Initial cost percent Is even smaller. NIC 
reports that the operating costs of a Jail over 30 years are usu
ally 16 times the cost of construction. With most jails remaining 
operational far longer than 30 years, initial costs become an 
even smaller percentage of total costs. 

StaffIng Is the single most Important cost faetor of a new facil
Ity. Because staffing Is the primary component of all opera
tional costs. you must give It consl~erable aHenfion. stafIIng 
also significantly Impacts your initial costs because It drives 
the configuration of your new faCility. Make sure you know 
what your staffing decisions (such as staff·~nmate ratio and 
the number of control rooms) will cost you up front and dur
Ing the IIfe.cycle of your project. 

The 10 percent rule of thumb, however, is not a formula. 
County X's $100 million jail won't cost exactly $900 million for 
staffing, utilities, supplies and food over 30 years. During master 
planning, however, County X can control whether its opera
tional costs will approximate $700 million or $1.1 bllUon. 

Deciding where your new jail Is located also will Impact COlltS 
other than staffing and transportation. If the site's adjacent res
Idents strongly oppose the location, they may protest through 
comments on the EIR or a lawsuIt, either of which can kill the 
site and put the project on hold for many months. Such delays 
often add substontially to construction costs. 

Location also can affect \-Jhat your jail looks like - its aes
thetics - and Impact costs. For example, a new jail adjacent 
to a historic courthouse should complement Its neighbor in 
formi materials and/or In details. Even If county administrators 
are opposed to spending money on looks, the EIR may require 
visual compatibility. this can drive costs. Even with the most 
creative architect Jails for which aesthetics are important cost 
more than buildings with facades that simply combat penetra
tion. 

Bearing all of this in mind, other factors may cancel or out
weigh the cost of aesthetics such as the cost of transporting 
Inmates be1ween an outlying jail and the downtown courts. 
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What To Do 

WHAT TO DO 

1. DECIDE 
2. REVIEW 
3. BRAI N5TORM 
4. ANALYZ.E 
'5. COMPARE 
6. SELECT 
7. PEVELDP 

Use your Jail Advisory Committee plus consultants to develop 
and analyze master plan alternatives and to make recom
mendations to your Board of Supervisors. More specifically, fol
low these steps: 

Step 1. Decide who on your Advisory Committee has the time and 
expertise to plan, analyze and estimate costs. (Refer back to 
Establishing Your Team, Section II.C.) Consultants experienced 
and up-te-date in master planning correctional facilities and 
estimating costs prove very valuable at this point. 

Step 2. Review your Needs Assessment Study. particularly focusing on 
how many beds are needed for a given time period (adjusted 
for ali'ernatives to incarceration) and your existing system's 
present and future capabilities. 

Step 3. Brainstorm altemaHve soluHons to an inadequate number of 
beds. During this exercise, all possibilities, regardless of cost. 
should be listed without attaching any values. Examples may 
Inciude: 

A new ''full service" jail to replace or supplement existing 
facilities. 

A supplemental facility for one or more of the following: 

1. Pre-sentenced inmates 
2. Sentenced Inmates 
3. Work-furlough Inmates 
4. Public Inebriates 
5. Mentally ill defendants/offenders 
6. Women 
7. Maximum, medium or minimum security Inmates 
8. Food services or other support services 
9. Classrooms or other programs 

Addition to an existing jail for one or more of the purposes 
listed above. 

Renovation to meet current standards, codes, programs, 
and populations. 

In addition to purpose, other features of each alternative must 
inciude: 

Design bed capacity. 

General location (proximity to courts, other jails and justice 
offices). 

Approximate size of your site. 

Centralization/decentralization of functions such as laundry, 
food preparation, Intake/release, and infirmary. 

Discuss them. Those that appear obviously Inappropriate or 
unrealistic for your county should be eliminated. They do not 
warrant additional time. 

r I 
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Step 4. AnalyZe. Those altematlves that appear to be workable (usu
ally somewhere be1ween three and seven altematlves) require 
further study. They must be defined further, addressing an esti
mate of size, total up-front costs (Including construction), esti
mates of staff (Including those required for transportation to 
jails and courts), annual staffing costs and utility costs. 

Step 5. 

Step 6. 

Step 7. 

For each altematlve the committee and conSUltants need to 
Identify: operational efficiency, compatibility with the county's 
justice system, consistency with county goals and objectives, 
ability to meet current and future needs, and compliance with 
applicable codes and standards. 

Identify and evaluate sites wr each alt\lmaHve. Since a part 
of each altematlve has a specific site or site criteria and since 
all sites have various acquisition and development costs, sites 
must be identified and then evaluated. For those that meet all 
set criteria, site-related costs are estimated. To make compari
sons, estimates should Include purchase price; added con
struction costs when poor solis are present; landscaping; mov
Ing or demolishing eXisting structures; and staff and visitor 
parking, surface or In a parking structure. 

Select the superior aHemative. Then present your choice and 
supporting logic to the Board of Supervisors and the Board of 
Corrections (if state funding is sought) for their concurrence. 

Develop your Master Plan. With the selected altematlve In 
hand, the Committee and conSUltants should develop a plan 
for Its Implementation. When needs exceed financial resources, 
an Incremental master plan should be developed (I.e., build
Ing In stages). The detailed master plan includes an estimate 
of all major Initial and operational costs 
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Step 8. Prepare the appropriate environmental document. 
Your county must comply with the relevr:lnt environ
mental regulations. Unless a project receives a nega
tive declaration, an EIR Is required. Generally the EIR is 
prepared by a consultant who will need Input from 
numerous county personnel. The draft document evalu
ates the projecrs Impacts on the environment and the 
surrounding community and the ways these Impacts 
can be mitigated. The EIR must go through an exten
sive public review and approval process for which you 
need to budget adequate time. Work on the environ
mental document should begin as early as possible 
once a site has been selected. 

"This year I'm gonna finish off the basementl" 

Copyright 1979 by Universal Press Syndicate. 
Reprlr;Jted by permission. with all rights reserved. 
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MASTER PLANNING 

CHECKLIST I ~ 

To be sure your chosen altemative is the best of the lot, 
try answering these questions: 

i. Does It meet all of your county's major objectives? 

NO I NOT"'. I 

2 Is it consistent with your county's philosophies? 
• 

YES NO I NOT"'. I 
3 Does it meet all or most of your needs, both now and In 

• the distant future (e.g., 15 or 30 years)? 

6. 

LNO I NOT"'. I 
Is It one of the most efficient ways to provide needed 
beds now and In the more distant future? 

NO I NOT"'. I 
Does it meet all codes, standards, and agreed-to 
guidelines? 

YII NO I NOT"'. I 
Is It the least costly initially? If not, does it give the big
gest bang for the buck? 

YII NO 

7 Is It the least costly to operate per Inmate:l 
• 

NO 

8 Can you afford the first phase of the altematlve you 
• selected? 

9. 

[ VII NO I NOTIUII I 

/Ve the cost estimates on which you based your 
decisions realistic? 

,. ] NO [ NOT ... I 
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To help ensure that the jail you get meets your county's needs, 
wants and budget, you need a clear, concise, complete des
cription of what it will be. In this Handbook, this description is 
called a Project Statement (PS), but it has other names. The 
State and some counties call such a document a Project Plan
ning Guide. Los Angeles County calls it a Service and Facility 
Program. Regardless of what you choose to call it. you need 
to develop a document that clarifies and defines your project 
In basic terms before you begin architectural programming 
or design. 

The Project Statement Is a bridge from needs assessment and 
master planning to architectural programming. It spells out this 
one specific project, documenting the scope of work, the cost 
of the project and the schedule to be met. 

Definition of the project scope is essential if the programmers 
are to plan and the architect is to design facilities that owners 
and users really want and need. The project statement must 
be accompanied by as accurate an estimate of project costs 
as possible. The estimate establishes a level of expectation for 
the quantity, quality and security aspects of the facility. The 
schedule Is the plan that tells you when and how you're going 
to get where you're going. Later, the project statement will 
serve as a base point to ensure that the architectural program 
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Purposes 

and design taking shape follow what the team agreed to from 
the outset. The project statement represents the starting point 
from which decisions are made. 

Get involved now. Don't let it be done for you and then pay to 
fix It later. When you walk into your new facility for the first time, 
you should know if you've achieved what you set out to by 
thinking back to this point. 

Project statement 

TECHNICAL EXPERTIg 

(J. Engineering Principals 
• Code & Standard Constraints 
• Budgetary Constraints 
• Schedule Constraints 

A Project Statement (PS) Is complied to ensure that a con
sensus on your project has been reached before the county 
spends time and money to flesh It out through programming 
and design. To produce this document, the scope of this pro
ject must prove to be something that your Jail Project Team, 
conSUltants, Board of Supervisors and the Board of Corrections 
feel is consistent with what the county can afford Initially and 
over the long run. If It Isn't, the scope can be modified or the 
project divided Into phases. Finally, the PS can clarify strotegles 
to get your project built on time and within budget. All of 
these are defined In the final document, but the exercise you 
must go through to draft It and have It approved is what 
makes the project statement particularly valuable as a 
planning tool. 
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CONTENTS 

Project Scope 

SHe Criteria 

The project statement provides your first complete clear defini
tion of project scope, addressing the needs and objectives to 
be met by this project. The wants to be met, should the 
budget allow, are easiest to handle later if they are prioritized 
at this stage. 

The document explores how county philosophies will be Incor
porated In the physical structure. It defines the populations to 
be served, the numbers of each inmate category to be 
accommodated. The project statement also identifies the 
major operational approaches, such as direct or indirect sur
veillance, and delivery of services to Inmates or transportation 
of inmates to services. It provides the first estimate of project 
square footage and cost requirements. 

No site yet? Then your project statement should contain site 
criteria. Based on Input from the Jail Project Team and the 
decision-makers, site criteria should Include location/proximity, 
size, accessibility, compatibility and expandibllity. Include site 
acquisition and developrrlent costs since site costs can be the 
most variable cost component, amounting to more than 10 
percent of the budget. When a budget problem is encoun
tered, square footages, materials, hardware and building sys
tems can be changed. 

Site acqUisition costs are generally fixed - they can run the 
gamut. Be aware that a sizable portion of funds designated for 
your facility could end up hidden In the ground. Be aware of 
costs - both for Initial cost and staffing - associated with 
building configuration, unit/pod capacity, and low-rise versus 
high-rise design. 

Evaluate several sites prior to establishing a budget. First deter
mine the associated costs of the site most IIkeiy to be used. 
Generally, the site with the lowest cost will have the greatest 
chance of being selected (especially if it is the lowest for both 
short and long term). 

The expense of making each site accessible and buildable 
should be figured in with its price tag. However, due to the pol
itical nature of siting jails, make sure that the budget provides 
for not less than the site with the second lowest cost. 

If you already have a site, the project statement should 
include a description and assessment of the site. (Has an Envir
onmental Impact Report been developed? See Section III.B, 
Master Planning, for more information.) Proximity to other jails, 
courts and justice departments; size; location; access; and 
known constraints should be included. 

Remember to include indirect site costs too - those arising 
from transportation of inmates between jails and the courts. As
sumptions about transportation should be closely examined; 
locating a jail In close proximity to courts (but not physically 
connected) does not necessarily reduce transportation costs. 
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Outline Program 

Also, consider the cost In time of police, public defenders and 
others to work at the site. The report also should evaluate 
requirements and/or assumptions for site grading, site demoli
tion, soli and sub-soli conditions, and drainage. Availability and 
cost of exliiting and future on and off-site (water, sewer, gas, 
electric, etc.) utilities must be addressed, as should fees and 
permits. 

For the project statement develop a preliminary or outline pro
gram. The detail Included will vary substantially depending on 
the size of the project, resources devoted to development of 
the project statement and available Information on what kinds 
of spaces you plan to build. 

The outline program should be consistent with decisions made 
during master planning. For example, for efficiency your county 
may have decided that the new jail will provide all laundry 
services to all county Institutions and that Intake/release will be 
centralized at the older main jail. Your brief description, there
fore, would include a laundry sized for a much larger popula
tion than Is to be housed at the new project. The estimate also 
would contain only minimal Intake/release (holding) space. In 
your project statement you should assign a space estimate for 
each component you Intend to Include in your new facility. Al-
though not all jails have all of following components and some A 
jails have additional components (such as courts), the follow- .., 
ing list represents spaces typically found In a jail: 

Common Jail Components 

1. Administrative and Staff Areas 
2. Public Areas 
3. Visiting 
4. Central Control 
5. Maintenance/Utllity 
6. Food Service 
7. Laundry 
8. Intake/Release 
9. Medical 

10. Inmate Programs 
11. Houslng/Dayroom 
12. Indoor Exercise 
13. Quasi Outdoor Exercise 
14. Outdoor Exercise 
15. Circulation 
16. Future Space 
17. Indoor Parking 
18. Courtyard 
19. Non-jail 

The Board of Corrections will provide a range of sizes for the 
above areas based on other Callfomia Jails. 
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Although briefly describing functional components, such as 
food services, and estimating creas may seem premature, if 
you have a budget you mu~t stick to, this Is a crucial exercise 
before beginning the programming process. 

This definition will help tell you how your needs and wants line 
up against your budget before you go on to the more time
consuming task of devaloping an architectural program. If you 
skip this step, you may find yourself over budget and behind 
schedule at the end of programming because you cannot 
afford the building programmed. Reassessment means a giant 
step backward. 

The outline program should contain such basic descriptions as: 
"The project wiU contain administrative space which will serve 
the new facility only. Based on statewide averages for jails of a 
similar size, administration will encompass approximately 900 
net square feet (NSF)." If you've already decided on the exact 
number of staff and spaces for administration, these details 
can be listed as well. 

In either case, the budget will be based on more information 
than a simple estimate of the size of the facility. Undoubtedly 
some of the assumptions in the project statement will change 
as the project unfolds. At least you will know what assumptions 
were used to come up with the original budget and what 
parameters are realistic during programming. 

In addition to the above information which will help project 
construction costs, you also must identify any other costs which 
you plan to include in your project budget. Perhaps the most 
Imporl'ant part of preparing any budget is making sure every
thing Is accounted for when you start (10 to 30 percent of your 
initial project costs will not be construction dollars). In addition 
to "the base construction dollars, you should account for the 
following costs: 

ConsuHlng fees. You need 1'0 budget amounts now for all of 
the conSUltants you plan to use. If the money Is not bud
geted for a consultant upfront it may become difficult to 
allocate dollar resources for that position later. Although the 
amount paid for consulting services can vary substantially, 
depending on the scope of services needed, research into 
what your county and others have paid should give you a 
range of values on which to base your budget. Consultants 
you may want to consider are discussed in more detail In 
Section II.C, Establishing Your Team. 

Testing and Inspection services. During construction, work 
needs to be tested (solis, concrete, welding, etc.) and 
inspected to ensure it is completed according to your COI)
tracts. Budget enough money to ensure you get what you 
pay for on bid day. A lax Inspection program may result in 
many substitutions by the contractors of lower quality mate
rials and methods. 
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Utility connection fees. Your site analysis should have identi
fied what utilities are available to the site and what costs, if 
any, will be necessary to tie Into the utility system. Nego
tiating utility connection fees can be very time-consuming 
and should be done early In the planning process. 

Off·slte Improvements. If you need any road improvements, 
such as turning lanes, determine whether these costs will be 
part' of your construction budget. . 

Equipment.· Budget for movable and fixed equipment. 
Clearly define what categmies of equipment will be 
Included In your construction costs and What will be pro
cured elsewhere. Confusion about what equipment Is being 
provided by what source Is quite common, usually because 
the Issue was not addressed early enough In the project. 

Communication Systems. Plan and budget for telephones, 
Intercoms, personal alarms, closed circuit television (CClV), 
and other communication systems. 

Site acqulsHfon/easements. If your county requires a new 
site, acreage adjacent to an existing site or easements, 
these costs must be identified. 

.-y --....~ '\ ~ nr' /' --. 
) J J" .... 
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''You'd better get a good grip on that ne~, Herman." 

Copyright 1979 by Universal Press Syndicate. Reprinted with permission. 
with all rights reserved. 
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OuHlne SpeclflcaHons 

Schedule 

ReproducHons. Although not a significant percentage of your 
entire project budget, a SUbstantial number of reproductions 
will be necessary for the construction project. Identify that cost 
now. 

Management costs. If you plan to pay for any additional 
county staff time out of your project budget you should Iden-
tify this cost now. . 

Some counties may wish to describe the basic systems, mate
rials and equipment selected In the deslgn-to-cost model to 
Improve the likelihood of a solid cost estimate. Included In the 
outline specification are the associated building materials for 
different levels of security. It describes the type of glazing, doors 
and hardware, fumlshlngs, partitions, floor and celling types 
and finishes for non-security areas and the different levels of 
security areas. 

Outline specifications also should contain all decisions regard
Ing cells. For Instance, is the furniture to be movable or floor or 
wall-mounted? Remember that a $100 change to a cell In a 
50O-cell jail will change the bottom line by $50,000. 

Your schedule impacts costs too. A schedule must be realistic 
and incorporate adequate design review time. A schedule 
that takes too long can cost money; a schedule which Is 
accelerated can be equally expensive because It places 
greater demands and constraints on contractors and conSUl
tants. Consultants' fees, design errors and contractor overhead 
are directly related to schedule. Scheduling encompasses 
much more than the construction process. Your project sche
dule should detail what you must do to get to construction. 
Design time, approvals, funding, etc. can be much more diffi
cult than the actual construction process, and time required 
for these activities is often underestimated. Again, don't short
change planning and design time or you may regret It later. 

It is a fact of life In construction that schedules frequently slip. If 
your schedule Is an especially tight one, It would be smart to 
get a second opinion to verify that your schedule Is feasible. 
This outside verification should come from an Independent 
expert, J:1Qf from your construction manager. 

Missing a step In the process can add time or reduce time 
allotted for other activities, thereby Increasing cost. These are 
costs which a cost analyst may not be able to estimate but 
which can affect your budget substantially. 

Bidding strategies have a significant Impact on cost and time, 
so these decisions need to be considered. A complete discus
sion of fast track. design-build, phased construction, trade con
tracting, prepurchase, and owner-fum Ish methods Is covered In 
Section III.H, Construction. If you need your jail In a hurry, make 
sure you include the acceleration cost In your budget. 
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DESIGN·TO-COST MODEL 

Preliminary Budgeting 

Based on the site, the outline program, the previously 
addressed objectives and philosophies, and the project sched
ule, a realistic project budget can now be established. Major 
IIfe-cycle costs also can be projected. The benefits reaped by 
making this extra effort before programming Include: 

• First and most Important, you now have a budget estab
lished on certain parameters. When It becomes necessary to 
deviate from these parameters, you can make Informed 
decisions relative to the overall goals established in the pro
ject statement. 

• Second, you will have a basis for the cost assumptions being 
made. If and when there are changes, you will be able to 
provide accountability for those changes. 

• Third, you have a system for tracking your project from this 
point on and for making decisions which fit into your budget. 

With the information you have assembled on anticipated site 
costs, outline programming and schedule assumptions, you 
can now begin the process of establishing your original budget. 

Construction costs can consist of cost of sitewor\<. cost of the 
building and possibly costs of Infrastructure off your site to ser
vice the new facility. A conceptual estimate should project 
costs for these Items based upon similar projects recently con
structed and whatever level of project detail you have at this 
point In time. 

Your outline program should provide a basis for projecting the 
cost of your building. Values should be assigned for each 
square foot of space In each category of your outline program 
to arrive at the cost of the building. Depending on the com
plexity of your project and the sophistication of your cost pro
jecting, you may simply have one value per square foot for the 
entire building, such as: 

125,000 GSF x $150/GSF = $18.75 million 
(construction cost) 

Or, you may Identify separate unit costs for each space, such 
as: 

Administration 
Public Areas 
Visiting 
Central Control 

20,000 GSF x $ 95 = $1,900,000 
5,000 GSF x $125 = 625,000 

18,000 GSF x $140 = 2,520,000 
800 GSF x $350 = 280,000 

TOTAL $5,325,000 

(NOTE: The above construction costs are examples only. They 
reflect typical construction costs for a low-rise jail facility at the 
time this Handbook.was prepared.) 
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Contingencies And 
Assumptions Of Cost Model 

How the dollar values for either level of detail are developed 
will once again be dependent on project complexity, resour
ces expended and level of sophistication. At a sophisticated 
level, It Is possible through computer modeling techniques 
(based on historical data from other projects) to project costs 
for a facility down to how many doorknobs will be In the facil
Ity. At a medium level of sophistication, the costs may be 
based on assumptions about what major building methods will 
be used for structural, security and mechanical systems and 
what level of quality expectation Is desired. At the simplest 
level, the overall square foot cost of the project may be based 
on another similar project. 

Whatever level of sophistication or detail Is used at this point, 
the cost analysis should be performed by someone with expe
rience In budgeting correctional facilities and at least some 
expectations for the finished product should be established 
(will It be a downtown showcase or a bare bones facility 
hidden away in a corner of the county). 

At some point during the project, It will be necessary to 
develop back-up figures depicting how the building or site will 
be constructed to meet the dollar per square foot figures pro
jected In your early budget. This Is the next step In continuing 
the deslgn-to-cost model process. If the cost analysis devel
oped for your project statement Is an In-depth study and the 
parties responsible for developing the project statement 
budget have experience and the data bases for budgeting 
correctional facilities, It may be possible to project costs for the 
building systems which make up the total project at the pro
ject statement level. If the project statement budget is based 
on simple dollars per square foot for the entire building or for 
the various functional use areas, then determination of costs 
for building systems should be completed no later than the 
schematic design phase. 

The Value Matrix section of this Handbook describes the pro
jecrs systems. Developing the costs for each system as early as 
possible will enable tracking of the project for each system. It 
will provide budget parameters for designers In every discipline. 
Use of the building system cost model Is absolutely essential for 
control of the design of each system. All parties Involved - the 
architect, the civil engineer, the structural engineer, the . 
mechanical engineer, the electrical engineer and the security/ 
communications consultant - know what part of the dollar 
pie their work must come from. Without this control dnd the 
communication of budget parameters to these designers, It Is 
impossible to have an end-cost which will meet the budget. 

Breaking down a project early on Into costs for each building 
system will not be 100 percent accurate for each system. There 
must be give and take between the systems to equal the bot
tom line. The original assumption for the mechanical system 
may be low. But when you discover that the allotted amount 
may not be enough, you can do something to compensate. 
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COST CONTROL REPORT 

Either the mechanical system will have to offset the cost, or the 
estimating contingency may accommodate the Increase. If no 
one knows the parameters of their responsibilities, no one can 
control the project budget. 

Once this base cost is established for construction based on 
historical costs of other similar facilities, the construction 
budget should take Into account the following: 

Estimating contingencies. An early conceptual budget Is 
going to be based on many assumptions; therefore, an esti
mating contingency ranging from 5 to 20 percent should be 
Included depending on how much Is known about the pro
ject at this time. This contingency may be built Into the unit 
costs or listed as a line Item. (It Is usually more useful to list 
contingency as a separate line Item so one knows where It 
Is and what It Is.) 

Schedule Impact. Make assumptions about how fast or slow 
you plan to build the project and document these assump
tions. Suppose your original budget was based on a normal 
design and construction schedule with construction starting 
In the spring after the winter rains one year from now, but 
the project Is delayed two years. You are making up for the 
delays with accelerated design and construction durations 
with construction starting at the beginning of the rainy sea
son. Your original budget may be affected substantially. 
Document your original schedule assumptions and be 
aware when making schedule changes that schedule 
affects costs. If you use historical cost data from another pro
ject, make sure to Include escalation cost in the data of 
your project. Record this assumption. 

Constructton contingencies. A construction contingency 
must be Included In the budget to cover changes to the 
construction contract after the award of contracts. Typically, 
a 5 percent construction contingency Is allocated for new 
construction projects, but a higher percentage Is prudent for 
remodeling work and sometimes for fast-track contracting, 
depending on the complexity of the project. 

LocatIon factor. If you use cost data from another project, 
make sure to account for any cost differences between that 
projects and your location - primarily labor costs and 
availability of materials. 

Once all of the pieces are pulled together, develop a cost 
control report which lists the components Identified In the con
struction budget and other non-constructlon costs (see exam
ple on page 33). This Information becomes the baseline 
against which the remainder of the project will be tracked. 
When designing the format of your cost control report, you 
might consider bidding strategies since the cost control report 
should reflect how you Intend to "buy" your project. Pre-
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DMLOPING A PROJECT 
STATEMENT 

purchasing equipment and bid packages should be identifi
able line Items or sUbtotals within the report. (See Section III.H, 
Construction, for more details.) 

h the design progresses, current estimates will be reported In 
a similar fashion In order to Identify variances from the base
line. Variances should then undergo value analysis. 

Unless your county has staff trained In planning, estimating the 
cost of, scheduling and building correctional facilities, a con
sulting firm should produce the project statement. Of course, 
the Jail Project Team must be closely involved in determining 
the project scope, outline program, site, and budget and In 
reviewing all parts of the document as It develops, Including 
altematlve building systems and costs. 

The Board of Supervisors must approve the entire document -
thereby buying Into the project - once it has been accepted 
by the Jail Project Team. Consensus Is essential before moving 
to the next step, arci1ltectural programming. If your county 
cannot reach a consensus, the project statement should be 
revised. Changes made now are easier to Implement and 
more cost efficient. 

,.---_.--., 

( om : : : :: ~ : : : :: : : m 

Reaching a consensus 
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In gathering material for the project statement, your staff and 
conSUltants should use the fol/owlng methods: 

• Extracting and expanding Information from the needs 
assessment study and master plan. 

• Listing assumptions that drive space requirements. 

• InteNlewing all decision-makers, Including the Board of 
Supervisors. 

• InteNiewing and/or Issuing questionnaires to those affected 
by the project, such as jail managers and staff. 

• Visiting other jails to Identify features you like and dislike. 

• Tapping space and cost resources/historical data such as 
that compiled by the Board of Corrections. 

• Brainstorming with the committee. 
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PROJECT STATEMENT (All answers must be "Yes" before you move on.) 

1. Has the project been defined clearly? 

NO I .. OUVRE I 

2 Has a site been selected or site criteria been specified? 
• 

[YII NO 

3 Has an outline program been developed? 
• 

YII NO I NOTSU. I 

4 Has a deslgn-to-cost model been developed? 
• 

5. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

10. 

YII NO I NOTSURE I 
Has an estimate of all first costs that Is compatible with 
the budget been completed? 

NO I IofOT lUll I 
Have you completed an estimate for life-cycle cost 
which Indicates that your county can afford to operate 
the new facility? 

VB ] NO I NOTIURI I 
Have all Items to be covered- by your project budget 
been Included In that budget? 

[ NO I NOTIURI I 
Has a project schedule been developed? 

YII :J -r=NO~ I NOT sui] 

Have Items 1 through 8 been approved by the Jail 
Project Team? 

NO [ NOTIURI I 
Have Items 1 through 8 been approved by the Board 
of Supervisors? 

I NOTSURI I 
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III.D ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM] ~ 

Your project statement provided an overview of who \Jour jail is 
for, how it will be operated, and, as a result, roughly what types 
and quantities of space are required. Its ~~~iJCe estimate was 
based on some rules of thumb, historical data, design stand
ards for similar projects and "guesstimates." 

The architectural program forms a bridge between the Project 
statement and your design. in a clear, well-organlzed pack
age, it provides the bulk of the Information that the architect 
needs to design. 

The program communicates to the county and the architect: 

Activities and functions that need to be accommodated In 
your new facility. 

How your Jail will operate, both as a system and within Its 
Individual parts. 

Who the users are, Including all staff by shift and position, 
and categories of Inmates by the number that can be 
accommodated. 

Fire and life safety provisions. 
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How To Malee It Work 

Every space (functional use area) needed, with its size, 
quantity, proximity to other areas, special features, equip
ment, furnishings, and ambient conditions (acoustics, 
heating/ventilating/air conditioning, lighting). These spaces 
Include circulation, mechanical systems and other non
usable areas. 

The type of security and communications systems to be Inte
grated throughout your facility. 

In addition, the program document summarizes information 
and decisions from previous documents regarding your pro
Jecrs mission, objectives, and philosophies. (Also see Chap
ter 5.2 of the Corrections Planning Handbooks regarding 
Correctional Facility Programming.) 

Because budget balancing must occur while developing your 
architectural program, it is important to use professionals. 
Money spent on professional programming will be some of the 
best spent money on your project. 

Hire programmers that are well versed in calculating space 
needs and tightening and loosening the collective belt. Keep 
your cost analyst Involved. Engineers, architects and correc
tions planners consulted must be familiar with the attributes 
and costs of alternative building systems, construction types 
and major pieces of equipment. 

Get your county people Involved. Jail administrators and staff 
at all levels will need to work closely with programmers to 
develop a program that truly supports their operational/ 
functional requirements. Food service, maintenance, Intake 
and medical staff should be involved In programming their 
areas. (Refer to the Board of Corrections guidelines for food ser
vice and medical services.) Set up a process that k~ps your 
Jail Project Team on top of the programming and budget. To 
be Incorporated In the program, recommendations to change 
space features or systems to balance the budget require a 
team consensus. 
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Data sheets from an Architectural Program 

LOCATION: ~ 

POSITION OR 
CODE ACTI VITY CTR 

HOlding Cill 
5,1fty Cf~l 
Stc:ure W.tthlg 
Slcure W.it.ing 

TEIII'ORARY HOLDING 

~: 

8.0l - INTAI<E AND RELEASE 
f .. porlr)' HOldtng 

AREA REOtJIREMENT 

IIOOER OF SIMILAR UNITS: ..L 
TlPE 
OF UNIT QUAN. NET 
ENCL AREA TITY AREA 

50 
50 

12" 
3110 

Total "SF: 

14 700 
2 100 
2 2'" 
1 300 

REMARKS 

1. lndh·,dul' Ctn wtth toU.tll .... ct*:l1nlt:ton hh1n1 .. nh 'aOdl1t)' 'it'""'. 
2. tndfvfdu.l clll; nO furnfshtngs; tlGOr dr.'n. 
3. Transport .'1ttnljl .. short tara; up to 5 1n •• us luted; 1 toilet/liv 

c0lllb1l11t10n; oodesty screen. 
t. Trlnsport •• tUng .. 'hort terw; up to lO ir'lllf;tes; selttdt 1-2 toilet/lay 

Cc.b'n'ttons, per code: IROdesty screen. 

LOCATION: .!l!!!!-!. 

-, 1', 
i I 
i 
I 
1 

I 

B.Dl _ INTAKE UD RELEASE 
TeIIpOr.ry tt01C11ng 

FUIICTIOIfAI. RELATIONSHIP DIAGJlAII 

When members cannot agree, the controversial items should 
be referred to your Board of SupeNisors for a decision. When 
the team does agree, recommendations should be sent to the 
Board for approval. The entire program will be reviewed and 
approved by both bodies. 
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Make sure that recommended changes do not violate Titles 15 
or 24 or other regulations and codes. Consult with the Board of 
Corrections. Its staff can review your program to help ensure 
compliance. 

When It comes to equipment and building systems - includ
Ing communications systems, security hardware, alarms, food 
delivery systems, and glazing materials - BE CARERIL ABOUT 
BEING A GUINEA PIG! Don't let your project be driven by new 
technology. Make sure that the technology you select Is tried 
and true. If you do decide to experiment with new technology, 
be sure your vendor contracts provide you with a fallback. 

Never assume everything that vendors say is true. Ask about 
and, If possible, visit jails that have used materials, hardware, 
etc. that you are not familiar with, particularly In high tech 
areas. Ask about problems, maintenance, reliability, safety and 
security, and how well these systems meet their functions. Re
member, a less expensive system may be more expensive In 
the long run If Its IIfe-cycie is short or maintenance expensive . 

• IR.II~ 

'. 

''Testing ..•• testing •.•. one, two, t.hree." 

Copyright 1979 by Universal Press Syndicate. Reprinted with permission. 
with all rights reserved. 

For example, a perimeter security system was select0d for a 
state prison, partially because It was relatively Inexpensive. 
Later, the corrections department found out that Its mainten
ance charges ran close to $1 million a yearl This negated the 
savings In a hurry. 

• 
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Cost Management And 
Programming 

During programming, previous assumptions about the types 
and sizes of spaces to be renovated or constructed will be veri
fied or found inaccurate. With thorough planning, previous 
budget projections will still be In line with current spaces as 
they are defined. 

Remember, If an expenSive space such as a medical area 
Increases by 1,000 square feet and a less expensive space 
such as storage decreases by the same amount, you may 
wind up wHh the same size building, but the budget will still 
be affected. Because the medical area may cost 400 per
cent more per square foot than the storage area, you must 
reconcile your plans before moving on to the next step. 

You should continuously compare previously projected areas 
with those being programmed. The programming process is 
not complete from a cost control perspective until the budget 
is verified or until the decision-makers acknowledge that 
including all desired program space will change the cost. This 
Is a great point at which to make trade-ofts in your priorities or 
to reassess what !"leeds will be met at this point. 

.1IRm m:xiWI a:sI~ %NET ~. m 00::: • 
I£SCRIP1'ICN NSF NSF PRXiIJ\M:IESla.! 

IN1ME '!OIIEl' 0.0 .0 0% •• 
PARI'S S'ItIWiE 160.0 267.8 67% > 
S'lM'F I..OCKERS 30.0 6.0 -80% < 
smFF '!OIIEl' 0.0 .0 0% •• 
SUPmIlIOCR. n&TE Cl..EBK 135.0 134.0 -1% 

Changing the building size will have the most direct impact 
on the budget. Should it become necessary to reduce the 
building's cost per square foot later in the process, the quality 
of the building will diminish rapidly without having as great an 
impact on the overall budget. Hard decisions must be con
fronted as early as possible. 

Update the cost report during programming to indicate the 
clearer definition of facility space reqUirements now taking 
shape. If you've received any additional Information on other 
aspects of the project, Incorporate it in the cost control report 
update. 
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PROGRAMMING (All answers should be "Yes" before proceeding to the 
next step.) 

1. Is the budget balanced? 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

YES NO I NOTSURE 

Whoi' are the functions, activities, users, equipment. 
etc., and will they be adequately provided for as 
addressed in the program? 

YES NO ] I NOTSURE I 

Does the program provide adequate beds for each 
inmate category? 

YES NO I NOTSURE] 

If compromises were made to balance the budget did 
the Advisory Committee and the Board of Supervisors 
agree with the changes? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 

Is the program consistent with the Master Plan and Pro
ject Statement? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Do all building systems, construction types and major 
pieces of equipment meet your needs? Are they rela
tively cost efficient? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Has the program been reviewed by the Board of Cor
rections for compliance with applicable codes and 
standards? 

I NOTSURE I 
Does the program effectively communicate bui!cJing 
requirements to the architect? 

YES NO I NOTSURE 
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III.E SCHEMATIC DESIGN I ~ 

Schematic design involves taking the conceptual Ideas devel
oped to date and finally putting them in drawing form. Site 
plans, floor plans, elevations and major building sections are 
developed. Drawings can be confusing to the layperson; use of 
three-dimensional presentation models help partlc1pants other 
than architects understand the project. These models also 
allow you to explore visibility and other Issues. 

During schematic design, three major considerations arise 
which will affect the cost of your project: 

The size of the building. 

The shape of the building. 

What the building Is made of. 

If the building design Is larger than originally programmed, an 
irregular complex shape and constructed of expensive building 
systems, the cost of your project could double at this point. 
Once the size, shape and primary building systems are estab
lished, a 25 percent Increase in budget would be substantia/. 
Remember, the further Into a project you get, the less impact 
you have on its cost! 
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Size 

Shape 

( 

ENTRY 

BUILDING SECTION 

Your jail will equal the sum of Its parts, right? Wrong. No matter 
how good your designer Is, no matter what layout or building 
type Is selected, a lot of space will be taken up with nonfunc
tional items such as corridors within components (e.g. within 
your Infirmary); corridors connecting components (e.g. housing 
to recreation); staircases and elevators; mechanical, electrical, 
heating/ventilating/air conditioning systems; walls; and struc
tural members, such as columns. (Note: Some programmers 
also Include janitor closets, restrooms and lobbies as nonfunc
tional space.) This space has been estimated In the PS and 
the architectural program. 

In a Jail, nonfuncHonal space can consume 40 percent or 
more of the total area. If your jail contains 100,000 squarEl 
feet of usable space (net square feet), lis total area (gross 
square feet) could be 140,000. If your average cost per 
square fool Is $100, your county Is paying $4 million for non· 
funcHonal space. Considering the total conslnlcHon cost of 
$14 million, $4 million Is quite a big chunk. What would you 
prefer to spend that m~m.y on? 

Obviously you can't recoup all of that money because non
usable space Is as unavoidable as death and taxes. But you 
can help limit the amount of that space. One proven method 
is using campus plans that put most Inter-component circula
tion space outdoors. Another approach Is to build two-tier 
housing modules, rather than one, where much circulation will 
take place in one central dayroom rather than in networks of 
corridors .. 

Refer to Corrections Planning Handbooks, "Handbook Four: 
Determining the feasibility of Developing a Correctional Facili
ty," Chapter 4.1, for more complete explanations of net and 
gross square feet and efficiency factors. (See Section VI, Refer
ences.) 

The most materlal-efflclent means of enclosinl'J space is a cir
cle. But since constructing round buildings is a contractor's 
nightmare, a square or a fat rectangle Is the most economical 
means of enclosing space. Very large squares and rectangles 
rarely allow natural light into all spaces where required. For 
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Building Systems 

example, strategically placed skylights In dayrooms can offer 
sufficient light for cells too. So, moderately large squares, rec
tangles, or cross-shapes are often the most efficient and work
able shapes for jails. Of course, the size and shape of your site 
and whether your Jail will be connected to an existing building 
also will Influence Its shape. 

To economize, keep your configuration simple. Line of sight Is 
extremely Important In correctional facilities. Complicated 
shapes generally translate to more wall surface, and every 
comer and unusual form drive up cost. Also, consider your 
building height. Meet codes, but avoid unnecessary ceiling 
heights. You should recognize, though, that two-tiered housing 
modules are generally economical. They provide dayrooms 
that are one-and-one-half to two stories high. 

Primary building systems should be finalized during schematic 
design. Because of the specialized nature of deSigning a 
secure environment selecting these systems has a greater 
Impact on cost than when selecting them for an office build
Ing. Items such as Interior walls, windows, doors, plumbing fix
tures and communication systems generally cost more In a fa
cility with strict security needs. 

(See the outline of building systems In the Major Cost Compo
nent Value Matrix at the end of this Handbook for a more tho
rough discussion of these systems.) 

CONSTRUCTION COST BREAKDOWN 

3 

lOO-MAN HOUSING MODULE 
I. CAST IN-PLACE CONCRETE 3.8% 

5 2. FOUNDATIONS-CONCRETE 5.B'K. 
3. PRECAST (GROliT Il< REBAR) 23.9'110 

4. STRUCTURAL STEEL 3.6% 

5. ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES 22.3% 

6. CELL /lc DAYROOM EQUIPMENT 
(MATERIALS) 2.2% 

7. SECURITY DOORS. WINDOWS. 
HOLLOW METAL (MATERIAL) 8.9% 

8. PLUMalNG 9.1% 
9. SECURITY TOILET UNITS ·MATERIAL 2.2·r. 

10. HVAC 6.8'1, 
11. ELECTRICAL 11.4% 
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Local Building Methods 

Building Codes 

UNIFORM 
BUILDING 
CODE 

When selecting materials to meet your security needs, make 
sure that these materials are to be used In the secure areas 
only. The costs of Items such as doors and toilet fixtures for high 
security areas versus those for non-secure areas can vary by as 
much as 500 percent. Selection of components appropriate to 
each particular use area is one of the best ways to save 
money during schematic design; failure to do so Is one of the 
most common ways to drive up costs. But don't go overboard. 
Too many types of materials increase labor costs. 

If you hire an outside design firm, make sure the architects are 
aware of local building practices when they select the con
struction methods of the structure and wall systems. If you 
haven't seen any other buildings in your area constructed 
using the same methods as those chosen by your architect, 
chances are you will pay more for your building than neces
sary. You also may inadvertently be excluding local construc
tion firms from your project. 

Although provisions to meet applicable building codes should 
have been considered prior to schematic design, this is when 
code considerations prove most important. A thorough code 
analysis of your project is mandatory because many design 
features affecting cost will be determined by interpretation of 
building codes. 

You may wish to go through the project with the local building 
inspector and fire marshal. This exercise is valuable in helping 
them become familiar with your project at an early stage. 
Consultation with the State Fire Marshal representative 
assigned to the Board of Corrections Is required and will be 
very useful. Another set of trained eyes can look for code 
requirements not already addressed - preferable to being 
confronted later In the project with expensive redesign or find
Ing solutions to a problem which could have been avoided. 

The building Inspector and/or fire marshal also can help spot 
overly conservative Interpretations of the code. Because the 
building code Is a complicated document ,subject to Interpre
tation, the easiest solution for a designer, in terms of time and 
liability, Is to choose the most conservative and simple approach 
to applying the code to your project. Oftentimes, an equally 
safe but much less expensive solution can be reached with 
more research and thoughtfulness In applying the codes to a 
project. 

Fire and life safety requirements of the code affect Jail design 
and cost considerably because correctional facilities Involve 
limiting an Inmate's ability to quickly exit from a building. Re
member, however, consideration also should .be given to all 
areas within the building that are not locked. Do not assume 
that stringent code requirements for locked portions of the 
building should apply to areas such as administration, mainte
nance, kitchens and laundries. In some cases, 
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Schedule And 
Bidding Strategies 

Cost Analysisl 
Decision-Making 

particularly for very smdll jails, having separate areas of the 
building with different building systems can Increase costs. 

At schematic design, It Is critical to revisit the scheduling 
assumptions made earlier. Also essential Is refining or develop
Ing the contracting strategies you Intend to use. Drawings and 
specifications will be developed based on your bidding strat
egy. For Instance, a lump sum general contract requires one 
set of bid documents, whereas a phased or sub-contracted 
project requires more than one set. This strategy should be fi
nalized before proceeding into design development. 
Changing strategies once the drawings and specifications are 
being prepared may require additional work by the architect. 
(See Section III.H, Construction, for a description of altematlve 
bidding strategies.) 

At this point the building components as drawn need to be 
quantified and costs must be attached In order to verify the 
budget. Once again, check the sizes of the spaces within the 
building against previous projections. Also check to see If the 
actual quantities and types of materials match the cost of pre
vious projections. (Depending on the level of detail and sophis
tication applied to cost projections in earlier phases, quantities 
of materials mayor may not have been projected. Doing 50 
now is a must.) 

Any differences between previous cost estimates and those 
conducted during schematics should be easy to detect and 
trace If your cost control report has been kept up to date. Old 
your building get bigger? Did the quantities of materials 
required to enclose the building Increase because of a com
plex configuration or additional stories? Were the assumptions 
about or qualities of materials different? Has additional equip
ment been Included or was any other change of scope made? 

After reviewing these questions, reasons for cost changes 
should become apparent. Once again, decisions about where 
to put the money must be made. Only by being Involved In 
the project and knowing where the dollars are can the project 
be brought back In line without losing something you really 
want to Include. 
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SCHEMATIC DESIGN 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Do you understand how the building and site will func
tion from the drawings and models presented? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 

If this was your last chance to modify the plans, would 
you approve them? (As the owner, you can always 
change the plans, but after schematic design each 
change costs more time and probably more money.) 

YES NO I NOTSUIE I 

Has the shape of the building been defined In terms of 
wall heights, room heights, exterior elevations? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Does .the size of the building match the program? (Re
member, less of an Inexpensive space does not bal
ance with more of an expensive space.) 

YES NO ] I NorSURE I 
Have the materials been selected for the structure, 
interior and exterior walls (at this point primarily based 
on security)? 

LYES NO I NOTSURE I 

Has your construction manager, value engineer, cost 
analyst or all three reviewed your selected materials for 
consistency with the budget and local building 
methods? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 

Have security door and toilet types been selected? 

YES NO I NOT suRi] 

Has the heating, ventilating and air conditioning sys
tem been defined In terms of concept? How about the 
water, sewage, power and telephone systems? (Which 
spaces have what requirements? For Instance, Is It a 
central boiler or numerous roof top units?) 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 

9 Has a building code review been completed? • 
YES NO NOT SURE I 



10. 

CHECKLIST I G 

Have the variances be1ween previous and curreflt 
assumptions been noted and the cost impact docu
mented? 

YES J NO I NOTSURE I 

11 Is the project, as specified to date, within budget? 
• 

12. 

13. 

YES J NO I NOTSURE I 
Has the cost control report been updated and vari
ances documented? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Have you determined the cost of each building sys
tem and communicated these parameters to the 
designers of the respective systems? 

YES ] NO I NOTSURE I 

14. Has your project schedule been updated? 

YES I NOTiURE I 
15. Have you finalized your bidding strategies? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
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One step closer to the final product, design development Is 
just as It sounds: further development of the schematic designs. 
By now, project designs should be fully developed except for 
the details of how the pieces fit together. Loose schematic 
sketches are tightened up to clarify howell spaces work and, 
more definitively, how materials and systems will work room by 
room. This tightening Is Important from a cost control perspec
tive because It prevents the project from advancing too far 
without letting you know what total cost impact your decisions 
are having on the big picture. 

At the completion of design development you should know 
how each space within your facility responds to your antici
pated use of that space. Take the time, at this point, to have 
your architect and construction manager (if onboard) explain 
the building to you. 

During previous steps, you and your team should have been 
establishing criteria and making global assumptions about 
solutions. Design development Is the time when specific deci
sions should be made. 

If you aTe concemed about cost, be aware of the false 
assumption that the "besY' solution is always the most expen
sive. When a Chevrolet will cost less up-front and over time, 
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Finalization Of Floor Plans, 
ElevaHons, Sections 

FinalizaHon Of Security 
Decisions 

why choose a Rolls Royce which costs more up-front and over 
time both in Interest and maintenance? You'll note that very 
few public employees drive county or state-owned Rolls. 

Delineation of the project during design development should 
finalize floor plans, elevations and sections throughout the 
building. Typical wall construction should be Identified. 

From a, layman's perspective, there Is little difference between 
comf-~eted design development drawings and completed 
construction drawings. The design development plans Indicate 
major dimensions and are drawn to scale for other smaller. 
spaces. They show locations of structural elements and 
mechanical chases, those spaces that allow access to the sys
tems. The completed construction drawings will display all 
dimensions and reference all details, finishes, doors and other 
Information necessary to construct the project. 

Completed design development drawings cover elevations of 
the building with wall heights, materials and locations and 
types of windows Indicated. The building sections Indicate how 
the Interior parts of the building work in the vertical dimension, 
Including delineation of how mechanical and electrical sys
tems Interface with structural elements and ceilings. More 
detailed sections show all of the components within each of 
the typical walls being used. 

BUILDING SECTION 

It Is Important for you to "walk through" each room, to see if It 
works operationally. Note the locations of doors and of any 
glazing for visibility into adjacent spaces. After this stage, the 
reconflguratlon of rooms and walls will have a substantial 
Impact on the NE and conSUltants as each of the separate 
disciplines will be working out details so they all fit together. 
Last-minute changes oftentimes detract from proper coordina
tion of the drawings. These changes translate to change orders 
during construction which are never cheap. 

Similar to your review of each space for function, a security 
review helps you verify that the design meets your security , 
needs. You should be familiar with the materials being used for 
the floor, walls and ceiling of each room. You should know 
what kind of doors you're using for each room, what kind of 
window frames and glazing, what kind of light fixtures. Do you 
need a speaker In every room; If so, should each be two-way? 
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FinalizaHon Of Finishes 

FinalizaHon Of Plumbing, 
Mechanical And Electrical 
Systems 

Have communication needs been met? Does It all work 
together as a well orchestrated and Integrated security and 
communications system? 

Once again, go through each room to see If you have carpet
ing·where you want It and simple concrete where it will do the 
job. The same applies to walls and ceilings - should they be 
ceramic tile, bare concrete or painted? 

Oftentimes these building systems are Ignored and left to the 
engineers because of their more technical nature. Because 
these Items represent approximately one-third of the first cost 
of your facility and have the potential to strongly influence life
cycle costs, the job is only two-thirds complete if you and your 
architect do not understand the Implications of the engineers' 
assumptions. At this point, the engineers have determined the 
needs for each space and developed a means of meeting 
these needs. For heating and air conditioning the mechanical 
engineer should know the size(s) of the heating and cooling 
equipment. (Air conditioning is measured in tons, heating in 
BTUs per hour.) Engineers base their designs on known informa
tion for each room, such as: 

How many people will use each space (people give off 
heat). 

What kinds of light fixtures or other heat-generatlng equip
ment will be in each room. 

How much exterior wall, window and roof area Is included. 

The architect Is responsible for making sure each engineering 
discipline has and is using all of the needed information. Ask 
your architect how the mechanical system was sized. Express 
your expectation that it was done in an accurate manner -
oftentimes engineers use "rule of thumb" design for sizing their 
systems. As with any rule of thumb design method, a conserva
tive assumption Is used to be "safe." This approach saves the 
engineer money In deSign time, but often you pay for a system 
that was oversized just to be safe. Your first and future operat
Ing costs can go up. 

The same applies to electrical, lighting, and communications 
design. Your consultant should base lighting design on known 
needs for each room. "Rule of thumb" selection and spacing 
of lighting fixtures will cost more to Install and operate. 

Ask what diversity factor Is being used In design of electrical 
equipment. Diversity is a calculation In which the engineer 
assumes 100 percent or less of all outlets, lights, etc. will be 
used simultaneously. This Is a conservative approach, whether 
or not it Is realistic. It Is more costly and some believe this 
added expense Is really an Insurance policy for the electrical 
designer rather than a realistic benefit to you. 
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The Budget By now you've made a lot of decisions. They could affect the 
cost of your new facility by as much as 50 percent if you chose 
all of the most expensive solutions. Do your selections reflect 
previous assumptions? Were you aware, during the process, 
what decisions the design team was making for you? When 
making decisions, were you thinking of your previous assump
tions and were your architects and construction managers 
Informing you of the cost Impact of your decisions? 

Ideally each decision and Its impact should have been 
tracked throughout the process. If not, verify the budget now 
by completing an estimate before proceeding. Figure out 
where you stand. Make necessary decisions now to keep on 
track through the remainder of your project. 

• 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 1. 

2. 

CHECKLIST I ~ 

Do you understand each room of your facility in terms 
of function, security, finishes and mechanical/electrical 
design? 

YES NO NOTSURE I 
Do you know the cost Impact of decisions made dur
ing this process? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 

3 Have you updated the cost control report? • 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Have you checked your budget for each building sys
tem against the schematic design budget and 
resolved any variances with the parties responsible for 
each system? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Have the variances among previous and current out
line specifications been noted and the cost impact 
documented? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
If you told your design team to complete the drawings 
while you went on vacation, based on the decisions 
confirmed, do you think you'd be satisfied with the final 
product upon your return? 

NO I NOTSURE I 
Does it meet needs Identified In the project statement 
and requirements Identified in the program? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Are designs and specifications being developed 
according to your bidding strategy? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
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At last, the final phase is completing the drawings. If all has 
gone well, earlier decisions simply need to be executed and 
all of the details worked out to make the documents Into 
something on which the contractor can bid and from which 
the project can be built. But waitl Don't shortchange this step. 
Most important in finalizing the drawings is making certain 
they are complete and understandable and that they make 
sense from a constructability perspective. 

There shouldn't be any surprises or major cost changes during 
this last design effort, but careful review is warranted. 

\
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Track Earlier Decisions; 
Perform ConsfructabilHy 
Review 

Make sure earlier decisions are carried out during this final 
phase. Also, make sure that the drafting team preparing 
details and specifications does not make achieving your goals 
an overly complicated task. You should build time Into the pro
cess to ensure the drawings do not go out to bid until they are 
cQrrect. 

The project architect should be overseeing his team. Your con
struction management team should be actively participating 
In the process. Also, user representatives should review the 
plans to make certain that the facility can be operated as 
intended. 

The architecrs final effort to complete the drawings is crucial In 
controlling costs. All too often the entire team Is wom down by 
the numerous large problems which had to be solved to reach 
this point of crucial final review. But if all of the details and 
specifications contain dIfficult methods, if materials specified 
are the most expensive available, the project cost can easily 
be affected by 20 percent without any noticeable difference 
in the appearance or function of your building. Consider the 
cost impact if the drawing of one detail costs twice as much 
to Implement as It should and that detail occurs in hundreds 
of places throughout the project. 

Because those who will more than likely be producing the 
details on your drawings are your architecrs junior staff under 
the supervision of one or two more experienced architects, it is 
essential that the drawings be thoroLlghly reviewed for con
structability by both the architecrs senior staff and at least one 
other party such as your construction manager. 

This is especially important when the archltecrs firm Is orga
nized into design and production teams or when a joint ven
ture firm is using different offices for design and technical pro
duction. Communication of design intent and budget 
considerations to all working on your project is essential. 

Specifically, go through the details of the drawings and specifi
cations as they are prepared and when they are finished to 
make 5!.Jre products specified are not unnecessarily gold
plated. 

If you think "gold plating" is just a figure of speech, check the 
specifications for the ball at the top of your flag pole. The ball 
may, in fact be gold-plated. Do you think anyone will ever 
notice or compliment you on your gold-plated ball 70 feet In 
the air? This does happen. Hopefully, the press won't find It 
before you do. 

On a more mundane level, be aware that most architectural 
firms have a standard set of specifications on their word pro
cessor. Your specifications must be checked to see if they are 
appropriate for your job. The following are a few examples of 
what may happen: 

-I 
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Avoid Leamlng The Hard Way The last job your architecrs mechanical consultant completed 
used high-pressure steam piping. Your job is low-pressure 
steam. The valves specified for your job should be cast Iron, but 
the specifications, lifted from the last job, call for brass. Al
though this may seem like a minute detail, the brass valves 
each cost $400 more than the cast-iron. You need 100 of 
them. If unchanged, when the bids come In you will have 
spent $40,000 for nothing. After the contractor gets the job he 
may offer you a $20,000 credit for using the cast iron valves. 
Such a deal. If you are fortunate enough to have the con
tractor catch this, you may get a $20,000 credit, but the con
tractor will be paying for his new boat with the other $20,000. 

Another frustrating example is a specification which requires 
one-half inch of fire coating when code calls for one Inch. If 
the discrepancy Isn't caught in review, It can delay your proj
ect by a month or more and cost tens of thousands of dollars 
to remedy. 

Check how the specifications affect the qualifications required 
for each piece of work. Specifications often will require a min
Imum amount of contractor experience for installation of spe
cialty Items. This is especially true with security items. You want 
someone with experience Installing your specialty work. But 
make sure an item like standard cyclone fencing Is not 
included with the special security systems requiring 25 years of 
experience. Installing security systems Is far more complicated 
than Installing a fence. If the two are grouped - and it has 
happened - you may prevent all of the local fence con
tractors from bidding. In fact, you may eliminate nationwide all 
but one or two specialty contractors who know they are not 
competing with anyone and will therefore charge you twice 
what the fence is worth and stili use the same local subcon
tractor at the real price. 

Check the speCifications for the appropriateness of each area. 
The cost can vary by 200 or 300 percent. Perhaps you want 
top-of-the-line material In the lobby. Is the same material 
being used in storage areas where appearance doesn't mat
ter? These are things to look for. 

WIZARDOFID BYBRANTPARKER&JOHNNYHART 
~------------~~~~ 

By permission of Johnny Hart and News America Syndicate. 
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Review For Completeness 
And Coordination 

As a general rule, a change order that increases your cost is 
usually negotiated at retail value, while one thafs bound to 
reduce your cost is offered at wholesale value. If forced to use 
change orders, make sure your negotiator is aware of this. 

It has been said that the number of change orders you experi
ence is directly proportional to the amount of time spent in 
constructability review. 

Construction industry horror stories abound about change 
orders and claims that arise during the construction phase of 
projects. Most of these problems and additional costs grow out 
of incomplete or uncoordinated drawings. 

The best change order prevention plan is to make certain 
your experts take the time to complete and check the 
drawings. 

The worst coordination problems arise when four or five differ
ent parties produce the drawings and specifications in differ
ent offices, possibly in different cities. Most architectural firms 
hire subconsultants to design civil, structural, mechanical and 
electrical systems. Additional consultants often are brought in 
for security, special equipment for kitchens, and communica
tions. Even if your architect has some of these disciplines within 
his/her office, interdisciplinary communication stili must, but 
often doesn't, take place. 

Ensuring that all of the pieces fit together is the architecfs ulti
mate responsibility. Because of the technical aspects involved 
and the volume of Information which must come together in 
the last month of the drawing process, this is a very difficult 
challenge. 

For example, imagine if the duct work for the heating system 
does not fit between the ceiling and the beams of the struc
ture. Now what? It is ac;:lvlsable to have at least one party, such 
as your construction manager or county engineer, review the 
drawings in addition to the architect. 

So, remember, when the drawings are due and your architect 
says he needs more time, you're taking a risk in cutting the 
process short even when It comes down to the final deadline 
decisions. Hopefully, your project schedule was realistic and 
everything was properly monitored to avoid a situation during 
which two months' work must be done In one month. When 
you cut the design process short one month to get construc
tion started, you may be adding three months and thousands 
of dollars In cost to the project. 
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Check Your Contract Contractual obligations define when the contractor will finish 
the job, what roles others will play in the process, and what 
water and electricity, if any, will be provided to the contractor 
during the process. This part of the contract must be clear and 
make sense. Wherever the contractor confronts ambiguities 
when preparing his bid, he will add expense as a safeguard or 
he will anticipate how he can turn the ambiguity Into a 
change order after landing the job. Insurance and bond 
requirements should be stated in the contract. 

Make sure the schedule is what you want and, at the same 
time, is realistic. To gain clout in convincing the contractor to 
meet your schedule, liquidated damages (a daily fee for 
being late) may be included In the contract. 

Remember, when you have an accelerated schedule and liq
uidated damages to enforce the schedule, the project will 
cost more because the contractor will have to pay overtime to 
get the job done or he will Include in his bid the amount of liq
uidated damages he figures he will have to pay because the 
schedule cannot be met. When establishing the schedule, the 
best approach, then, is to have realistic ideas about how long 
It will take to build the project under normal circumstances 
and what the contractor's costs will be. Is the additional cost 
worth the time saved? Was the cost of an accelerated sched
ule originally included In the budget? 

If you plan to occupy part or all of the facility for training or 
equipment installation before the contractor is completed with 
his contract. this should be stated clearly In the contract. 
Without such notification, the contractor may have legal 
grounds to charge you for slowing his work or extending his 
schedule because you are In the way. 

Also important to the building process Is making certain the 
project is adequately advertised so contractors are aware that 
the project is out to bid. Give the bidders a reasonable 
amount of time to put together their estimates. Contractors 
need time to get documents to their subcontractors, for the 
subcontractors to prepare their prices, and to get the whole 
package put back together (unless the project is bid with sub
contracts direct to the owner). Without enough time, the con
tractor Is forced to guess for those parts of the work he can't 
completely estimate. When contractors guess, they guess high 
because it is their money on the line. 

When bidding the project. consider using additive alternates. If 
the estimate Indicates the project is close to or perhaps over 
budget. parts of the project which are desired but are not 
essential can be bid as separate items. If the bids come in 
lower than expected, then these things can be included. If the 
prices are higher than anticipated, then these things can be 
left out of the contract, but the project can proceed. You 
should be identifying possible alternates no later than the 
beginning of construction documents so that th.3se alternates 
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The Budget 

can be clearly defined in the bid documents. As alter
nate bids can make the bidding forms and contracts 
complicated, take care to review them for accuracy In 
defining what Is in each altemate. 

The ongoing estimating process should verify previous 
cost projections or identify variances. If the final esti
mate indicates that some components cost more than 
anticipated or that there was a change In scope 
which Increased costs (with no offsetting drops in cost), 
then this Is your last chance to decide what you can 
live without or what you should bid as an additive al
temate (as described above). More positively, If the 
estimate reveals leftover money, you should now con
sider any items you wanted but left out initially. 

The process should not wait until the drawings are 
complete. It must be an ongoing verification of pre
vious assumptions with the cost control reports issued 
whenever a variance occurs. Then, when the drawings 
are complete, you will know where you stand with your 
budget. If you wait until the drawings are complete 
and then spend a month preparing a new detailed 
estimate, you may very well find that 1wo months of 
drawing time were wasted because you are over 
budget and must redesign before bidding. 



CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

CHECKLIST] EJ 

Are the drawings and specifications really complete or 
has the deadline arrived and Is the architect just giving 
you whafs been done to date? 

YES NO I NOT SURE I 

Are the documents well coordinated? How can you be 
sure? 

YES NO [ NOTSUii] 

Have the documents been checked for constructabllity 
and gold-plated specifications? 

YES rNO I NOT SURE I 

Does the contract layout the schedule you want? Is It 
realistic? Are you aware of the cost impact of an 
accelerated schedule? 

YES NO ] I NOT SURE I 
Does the final estimate leave you on budget? Does the 
budget for each system reflect the design develop
ment budget? If not, why? 

YES NO I NOTSURE I 
Has someone put together a thorough bidders list, 
called the contractors In advance, and sufficiently 
advertised the project? 

[ YES NO I NOTSURij 

Are the plans being developed according to your bid
ding strategy? 

m ] NO [NOTSURE I 
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The goals of a successful constr'llction project are to build a 
quall1y facili1y on schedule while minimizing claims and 
change orders. The project is not over when design is com
plete. The same care and effort exercised during earlier stages 
is required during the construction phase and on into initial oc
cupancy. 

A well-managed design phase Is the most direct route to a 
well-constructed building. However, even projects managed 
properly during design will encounter problems during con
struction. You've probably heard of claims and change orders. 
The mere mention of them Is always accompanied by a 
shudder. This chapter looks at why claims arise and how to 
minimize them. It also walks you through change orders, how 
to analyze and negotiate them, as well as how to process 
and track them. 

Keeping a construction project on schedule is as essential as 
attempting to stay on budget (and comply with court orders). 
This chapter also explores scheduling options and keys to good 
performance. Finally, high quall1y designs and drawings mean 
nothing if your project isn't built to the prescribed standards. 
Assuring this quall1y is carried into construction is another man
agement function. 
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BIDDING STRATEGIES 

Lump Sum General 
Contract 

The following documentation provides Insight Into minimizing 
ihe problems and understanding and coping with the process. 

Reprinted with permission of KFS. Inc. 

The following strategies cannot be ranked from best to worst. 
They ali have advantages and disadvantages. Whafs appro
priate for you will depend on your project and your needs. 

You should have selected your strategy during the PS phase 
and followed it throughout. 

The construction contract is awarded to one contractor based 
on a low bid fee. 

Advantages: 

Single point responsibility. Single contract. 

No expenses are committed until the entire contract is 
awarded, assuring an affordable contract or re-design if 
necessary, prior to the award of a single dollar. 

Caution - Improperly planned projects involving lump sum 
general contracting could produce the following results: 

This is the slowest option. Construction does not begin until 
all of the drawings are complete. 

Although no construction expenses are committed until the 
entire facility is designed, none of the actual costs are 
known until most of your time and money for design have 
been spent. If the bids come in high now, you may have to 
go back three steps. 
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Prepurchase 

o 

Owner-Fumished 
Equipment/Material 

The owner contracts directly with material and equipment 
manufacturers for long lead items. These items generally 
include security equipment, security doors and hardware, 
security hollow metal, security control panels, large mechanI
cal and electrical equipment, specialty items, etc. These mate
rials and equipment can be purchased as fabricated and 
delivered with Installation by the manufacturer or fabricated 
and delivered with installation by the general contractor. 

Advantages: 

Schedule efficiencies. Contractor does not have to wait for 
long lead items. 

Contractor mark-up is saved on prepurchase items. 

Direct working relationship with manufacturers of items that 
are critical to the facility's completion. 

Caution - Improperly planned projects involving prepurchase 
could produce the following results: 

Owner assumes responsibility for delivery of items which may 
require warehousing. 

O"vner-furnished equipment and material is often used inter
changeably with prepurchase. However, it differs from prepur
chase in that schedule is not the motivating factor. As a mat
ter of fact, materials and/or equipment may be purchased 
after the general contract has been let. One reason for owner
furnished equipment is bulk purchase. An item may be 
required throughout a county's building program, such as toilet 
accessories, HVAC units, etc. Therefore, for cost considerations 
(savings on bulk purchasing) and standardization, the owner 
may opt to purchase as owner-furnished. 

Advantages: 

Contractor mark-up is saved. 

Caution - Improperly planned projects involving owner
furnished equipment and material could produce the follow
ing results: 

Owner assumes responsibility for delivery of items which may 
require warehousing if they arrive early or claims for delays if 
they arrive late. 

Division of responsibility - when problems arise, who's 
responsible if it was installed by someone other than the 
manufacturer? Clarify who will Install equipment; this will 
vary from job to job. 

Coordination between owner and contractor responsibilities 
can be a problem If not clearly defined. 
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Phased Construction 

Fast Track 

Construction contracts are awarded at different times In order 
to accelerate the construction schedule. Contracts are based 
on completed design packages which are not related or are 
loosely related such as a site grading package, site utility 
package, or different buildings bid separately. 

Advantages: 

Design can be focused on Individual pieces Instead of the 
whole project. 

If parts of the project have different critical end dates, 
phased construction will accommodate this. For example, If 
bed space Is required as soon as possible, support spaces 
can be built afterward or later without slowing down the 
process. 

Construction schedule Is accelerated. 

Caution - Improperly planned projects Involving phased con
struction could produce the following results: 

Minor increase In architect fees for producing additional bid 
packages. 

Multiple building packages can result in unique building 
materials and systems In each building. This makes mainte
nance difficult and spare parts Inventory excessive. However, 
this can be avoided by proper use of prepurchase and/or 
owner supply of items such as doors, hardware, toilets, etc., 
which you want to be consistent. 

Coordination of multiple packages in the field is more diffi
cult. 

Fast Track Is similar to phased construction In that multiple 
contracts are let at different times. However, fast track differs 
because bid packages are closely related. An example of fast 
track bid packages are foundations, precast, finishes, structural 
steel, Interior partitions, Interior finishes, etQ. Irs Important to 
keep In mind that fast track bidding Is not n~essarily a means 
of saving money, but rather a means Qf saving time. Fast track
ing is most likely to save money In times of high inflation. The 
reverse also can be true, and fast-tracking too fast can cost 
more. 

Advantages: 

The quickest approach to achieving a completed project, 
fast track starts construction earlier and mandates that 
design decisions for each subsequent phase be made In a 
timely fashion. Often when you don't have Immediate pres
sure to make decisions during design, the Issues hang on 
much longer than necessary. Once a fast track project 
starts, It demands a momentum which Is difficult to stop. 
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Trade Contracting 

Caution - Improperly planned projects involving fast tracking 
could produce the foilowing results: 

Minimizing design flexibility. For example, relocating a wall 
becomes expensive once a foundation has been installed. 

Increases chances of change orders and claims. Special 
attention and staffing in the field are a must if you are to 
maintain coordination and communications. 

Multiple construction contracts are let to what would normally 
be considered subcontractors. Examples of contracts are con
crete, masonry, steel, HV AC, electrical, etc. 

Advantages: 

General contractor mark-up is eliminated on subcontractor 
work since the Individual subcontractors are contracting 
directly with the owner. If done properly, this is the least 
expensive way to build a facility. 

Owner has direct link to contractor actually performing the 
work In lieu of working through a second-party contractor. 

Increases the ability for a local contractor to compete In 
smaller towns. 

Improved quality and pride of work has been observed 
when trade contracting Is used. This may be attributed to a 
subcontractor being his own boss, working directly for the 
owner. Local pride is enhanced by local contractors. 

Trade contracting may be used as an option to a general 
contract bid that resulted in a poor response. 

One bad subcontractor is not as likely to hurt a project as 
compared to a bad general contractor. 

Caution - Improperly planned projects involving trade con
tracting could produce the following results: 

Most of the disadvantages associated with trade contract
ing can be eliminated/minimized if the job is well man
aged. Instead of one general contractor to manage, you 
must keep track of as many as 15 to 30 subcontractors. 
Documents need to be clearly defined; bid packages need 
to encompass the entIre package without duplicating or 
letting items slip through the cracks. Packages need to be 
defined so that systems have single point responsibility. For 
example, if the roof leaks, there should be only one responsi
ble party. 

NOTE: Trade contracting may be phased, fast tracked and 
bid simultaneously. 
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Multiple Prime 

Design/Build 
Guaranteed Max 

Negotiated Contract 

CLAIMS MANAGEMENT 

More than one contract Is awarded for the project. Phased 
construction, fast track, trade contracting and even prepur
chase are considered multiple prime strategies. 

This contract strategy awards one contract to an architect! 
contractor to design and build a project for a fixed fee. 

Advantages: 

Owner assured of a project at a fixed cost. 

Caution - Improperly planned projects Involving design/build 
could produce the following results: 

This option offers the least owner participation and control. 

Owner gets a project at a fixed cost but not necessarily the 
desired project. If the owner requests anything outside that 
listed in the contract document, it is added to the project. 
For example, If the owner wants a certain type of valve, this 
would be an add. 

This approach moy be difficult or Impossible with a public 
project. 

Some counties in Califomla can contract for jail construction 
work through negotiated contracts. This process Involves Issuing 
Requests For Proposals (RFPs), developing short lists, and nego
tiating prices with those contractors short-listed. This process 
allows contractors to offer altematlve solutions to construction 
parameters In an attempt to make their proposals more 
appealing. 

Remember, if you pay for something through a change order, 
you have probably paid more than you would have through 
the bidding PIIOCeSS - sometimes up to twice as much. All of 
the following tips require having an experienced staff repre
senting your Interests In the field. 

Most counties have their own contractual language/terminol
ogy for handling change orders, but procedures generally fol
lowed to process them are as follows: 

Claims may be made by either the owner or contractor based 
on changes that occur outside of the basic contract docu
ments. Claims are based on cost, time or damages. A defini
tion of claims may be found In the American Institute of Archi
tects' General Conditions of the Contract (A201-1976-7.4). (See 
Section VI, References.) 

"Should either party to the contract suffer injury or damage 
to person or property because of any act or omission of that 
other party or of any of his employees, agents or others for 
whose acts he is legally liable, claim shall be made in writ-
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Concealed Conditionsl 
causes Beyond 
Contactor's Control 

Concealed Conditions 
In The SHe 

ing to such other party within a reasonable time after the 
first observance of such injury or damage." 

Claims are generally resolved by clarification or change orders. 
In extreme cases arbitration or court litigation may be required. 

Contractor claims, also referred to as "Request for Change 
Orders," result for four reasons: concealed condition/causes 
beyond the contractor's control; design deficiencies; usar and 
owner request for additional/change of scope; or coordination 
of multiple contractors. Each of these reasons for claims are 
described below. 

These are the only types of claims that technically should 
occur on a well-managed project. They arise most frequently 
on renovation projects - those that have the most unknowns. 
Since these claims generally are unanticipated, they are diffi
cult to control. However, there are ways to minimize them. AlA's 
General Conditions of the Contract (A201-1976-12.2.1) 
descrtbes these claims as: 

" ... should concealed conditions encountered in the perfor
mance of the work below the surface of the ground or con
cealed or unknown conditions in an existing structure be at 
variance with the conditions indicated by the contract doc
uments, or should unknown physical conditions below the 
surface of the ground or should concealed or unknown con
ditions In an existing structure of an unusual nature, differing 
materially from those ordinarily encountered and generally 
recognized as Inherent In work of the character provided for 
In this contract ... " 

The best way to minimize concealed conditions In the site is 
through comprehensive testing and accurate surveying. 

If soli conditions are a potential problem, It is preferabl9 to 
Incorporate a linear foot price In the bid document for deep 
foundations. This cost would be used as a basis to pay the 
contractor for any additional piles that had to be drilled, 
Instead of allowing him to quote a potentially higher price 
when submitting a change order. Unit pricing may be used in 
other applications as well, such as cost per cubic yard of rock, 
etc. this way the contractor bids on a known quantity and 
establishes a prtce at bid time for any additional work. 
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Concealed COnditions 
In The Building 

Other Conditions Bey.ond 
Contractor Control 

'~ ... and we can save 700 lira by not faking soil tests" 

Concealed conditions in the building result from the unknowns 
of renovation work. These claims often arise as a result of poor 
"as-built' drawings, If any are available. If true for your project 
make sure the architect performs a thorough walk-through 
and documents existing conditions In the bid documents. 

You will pay more for the work If the contractor is uncertain of 
existing conditions when he bids the work. You also will pay 
more to finish the job If the existing documents are Inaccurate. 
For example, when a wall designated to be removed tums out 
to be a supporting wall for other parts of the building, you're 
put In a situation where the design may be compromised by a 
workable solution. You wi" have an unforeseen cost In your 
budget and you will probably pay more for that work as a 
change order than If it had been properly documented origl
na"y. 

Additional Items which result In claims are described In AlN.s 
General Conditions of the Contract (A201-1976- 8.3.1) as: 

\\ ... labor disputes, fire, unusual delay In transportation, 
adverse weather conditions not reasonably antlclpatable, 
unavoidable casualties, or any causes beyond the contrac-
tor's control ... " . 
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Design Deficiencies 

Weather and other time delays beyond the contractors' control 
are impossible to manage. However, the contract documents 
should contain a reference to the number on non-work days to 
be expected as normal. This may be a set number or a refer
ence to the National Weather Service's typical amoun't of rain 
days exceeding so many inches per day In the project's 
location. 

Claims of this nature are merely a barometer gauging the 
quality of the construction documents. These claims generally 
arise from contractor misinterpretation, design conflict or omit
ted items. In all cases, the contractor will generate what is 
known as an "Information Request" (IR) or "Request for Infor
mation" (RFI). If the architect needs to implement a change, a 
"bulletin" (also referred to as a "Request for Change") will be 
generated. 

Contractor Clarifications. RFls do not necessarily mean that 
the scope of the contract will change. Many RFls simply 
require clarification from the architect. Before agreeing to a 
claim, make sure the change is not covered in the plans, 
specifications or addendums. 

If a request for clarification results in an answer to the con
tractor which does not increase the scope of work (it doesn't 
cost you any money), it is a "field order." Make sure your 
team Is staying on top of answering requests for clarifications. 

If a potential problem is clarified before other work is 
installed which would have to be corrected, the solution 
does not cost you any money. If questigns go unanswered 
and work is installed which does havero be changed, the 
change will cost you money. Also, If your team does not 
answer the contractor in a timely manner and the project is 
delayed, the contractor has just cause for a claim because 
his time on the job is prolonged, increasing his overhead 
costs. You may end up paying for him to work overtime at 
the end of the project to finish on time. 

The best way to keep what should be a clarification from 
growing into a scope Increase is by maintaining the conti
nuity of your team from design through construction. When 
new players are added during construction, they don't have 
the front-end team's working knowledge of the design. 

Design Conflicts and Omissions. When a conflict or omls·· 
sion in the drawings or specifications results In additional 
work for the contractor, a "change order" must be Issued 
which directs the contractor to a solution. This increases the 
cost of the contract. (See the following section on change 
order processing for further discussion.) 

Consider building a cell mock-up prior to construction. A 
$100 mistake made in an Isolated area Is not as critical as a 
$100 mistake made on 500 cells. This $50,000 problem can 
be avoided by building an exact replica of a cell during the 
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Additional/Change 
Of Scope 

early design phase. This $5,000 to $10,000 Investment will 
help establish critical dimensions, generate lighting and 
heating data, build your confidence in the design and per
haps save you considerable money In change orders. 

Construction is the worst time to make a change In scope. 
Generally, you will get roughly 50 to 75 cents value on every 
dollar for change order work. If the change requires moving 
walls or other major revisions, then the change will produce 
even worse retums. On average, change orders on new proj
ects cost 2 to 3 percent of the total project budget. Remod
eling and phased projects, however, experience change orders 
of up to 10 percent. 

If chanbe orders are becoming a problem early In the project, 
the use of an Independent claims management consultant 
may be prudent to offset future lawsuits. The consultant can 
thoroughly document problems a~ the project progresses. 
Trying to sort out problems later only gives contractors the ad
vantage. 

if changes In scope or additional scope are crucial to the suc
cess of a project, they must be Implemented. Because the 
facility may be operated for more than 40 years, making sure It 
Is functional and safe Is paramount. 

Additional scope may be desired if you have funds left due to 
a good competitive bidding. A better way to handle this, how
ever, Is by using additive altemates. Additive altemates should 
be Included in the bid documents, ensuring competitive bids 
on all work in lieu of a negotiated change. 

Additive Alternates. Use of additive alternates Is one of the 
steps involved In determining wants versus needs during the 
design phase. Since there Is no certainty that funds for addi
tive altemates will be available, these Items must be consid
ered "wants." A1temates may Include an additional housing 
unit, square footage above and beyond the programmed 
space, landscaping, upgrade In materials, etc. A1temates 
should be clear In that minimal additional design Is required 
and bid preparation for them by contractors Is easily per
formed. The number of altemates should be limited to 
approximately six. These are generally Identified during the 
schematic and design development phases. 

If you have not followed the bidding and claims advice pre
sented up to this point In this Handbook, you should plan to 
hire a claims consultant at the start of construction. 
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Multiple Contractors 

CHANGE ORDER 
PROCESSING 

Change Order 
Evaluation Steps 

Finally, claims also result from multiple contracts, owner
fumlshed items and owner labor. When damages are caused 
by destruction of completed work or schedule delays due to 
lack of coordination, the party who was damaged will receive 
compensation. 

When the owner takes on the responsibility of multiple con
tracts, It Is best that a CPM schedule be utilized. A CPM sched
ule, short for Critical Path Method, is a meC!ns of networking 
activities together to determine the impact one task (such as 
a delay in the delivery of doors) has on the remaining sched
ule. This tool is permissible evidence in a court of law. (See 
Schedule Control for further explanation.) 

AlA's glossary of construction terms describes change orders as: 

"A written order to the contractor signed by the owner and 
the architect, Issued after the execution of the contract, 
authorizing a change In the work or an adjustment In the 
contract sum or the contract time. The contract sum and 
the contract time may be changed only by change order. 
A change order signed by the contractor Indicates the con
tractor's agreement therewith, including the adjustment In 
the contract sum or the contract time." (Refer to PJA's 
General Conditions of the Cpntract (A201-1976). See Section 
VI, References.) 

Prior to a claim becoming a change order, It must first be ana
lyzed and negotiated. It Is important to analyze and negotiate 
a cost rebate as well as an expense. A cost control report 
should be issued prior to approval of a change order so you'll 
know its Impact on the overall budget. Pending change orders 
should bf'~ carefully tracked in your cost control report so that 
all of the seemingly small ones don't all of a sudden add up to 
a big surprise when they come due. 

Once a claim has been acknowledged as a change above 
and beyond the scope of the contract documents, a price 
needs to be negotiated. If there Is a difference of opinion as to 
whether the claim is indeed additional scope or if a price can
not be agreed upon, then arbitration or court litigation may be 
required as a last resort. Your contract should give you the 
capability to order the contractor to proceed wHh the work If 
a price cannot be agreed upon. The difference of opinion will 
be satHed afterward. Remember, do not let the contractor 
pressure you wHh delays In negoHating change orders. 

The following are helpful In evaluating change orders. 

Make sure that the change Is not covered In the plans, the 
speclflcaHons or the addenda. 

Verify the contractor's estimate. The contractor is obligated 
by the contract documents to submit a proposed cost for 
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SCHEDULE CONTROL 

TYPES OF SCHEDULES 

the change. This cost generally Is submitted for materials 
and labor. The contract document should state a fixed per
centage for mark-up for both subcontractor and contractor 
work. 

Verify quan'tltles and materials. 

Use previous estimates and requests for payment to deter
mine costs. 

Contact suppliers or use other sources In order to deter
mine cost. 

NegoHate costs and "me extensions (If applicable) with 
the contractor. The gool of negotiation Is to be fair and 
equitable while maintaining a positive working relationship. 
You aren't striving to beat the contractor down to save a 
few dollars. You are entrusting the contractor with millions of 
dollars for a faclll1y that will run for many years. It doesn't 
pay to Irritate him for a few dollars. 

Try to negotiate the change order prior to the work being 
completed. This leads to the best price. However, If a price 
cannot be reached and the change order Impacts the 
schedule, it may be necessary to begin work prior to resolu
tion. 

Consider the option of correcting items after constNction, 
using maintenance crews In order to avoid the up to 50 
cents on the doliar change order price. Is the change a 
"must have" or a "like to have"? 

Detennlne If the cost exceeds your IndMdual change 
order limit or your total change order limit. 

Finally, obtain proper approvals. 

Keeping In mind that schedules In contracts vary from those 
used as management tools, the best way to keep a project on 
schedule Is through careful on-site monitoring. You need a 
baseline to monitor. The baseline may be milestone dates, bar
charts, or network diagrams. These reports are discussed below. 

There are several ways of displaying a schedule, depending on 
the Information and the level of detail to be communicated. 

Once a scheduler has defined all the activities relevant to his 
project and the relationships of these activities to each other 
(I.e., the logic and sequence of activities), a critical path or 
critical activities are determined by a series of computations 
which can be done either manually or by computer. The cal
culations Include determining the earliest and latest possible 
start and finish dates for each activity and the permissible lag 
(or float) between the completion of one activity and the start 
of a subsequent activity. 

-----------------,~<--------~-----------------------------------------
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Activity Status Report 

Milestone Report 

This output can be presented In one or more of the following 
reports: Activity Status Report, Milestone Report, Barchart and 
Network Plot. 

The Activity Status Report Is a listing of all activities with their 
start and finish dates. This report Includes some or all of the fol
lowing: original and actual start and finish dates, original and 
actual duration, and percent completion and accountability 
(I.e., which person or group has the primary responsibility for 
the task). 
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The Milestone Report is a selection key of milestone activities. 
This is a summary level of the Activity status Report and pro
vides the end user with a concise report of key dates. For 
Instance, a Milestone Report might summarize the start and 
end dates of each contract within a multiple contract project, 
such as sitework, foundations, structural steel, etc. 

STATUS DATE: 11/15/1984 MILESTONE STATUS REPORT 

!MR. DOCUMENT STATUS 

SITE ACQUISTION 

PRE-DESIGN 

MASTER PLAN 
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l1archart The Barchart, generally referred to as a Gantt barchart, Is a 
graphic depiction of the schedule. This chart may display two 
bars - one that depicts the original (target) schedule and the 
other the current (actual) schedule. The Barchart can consist 
of any number of activities, depending on the level of detail 
the user wishes to convey. The user can also group activities 
together on the chart. For example, he may want to divide the 
barchart up by contract. 

SAMPLE SCHEDULE PLOT 
SECOND HEADER LINE 

THIRD H(...oER LINE 

A COlORED SOlID LINE UNDER A BAA INDICATES ORICINAl. OATES 
• TRIANCLE REPRESENTS SLIP OATES 
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Network Plots 

Schedules To Include In 
Contract Documents 

Networks are another graphic method of displaying the sched
ule. The Network Plot actually shows the logical relationship 
between activities. The plot Is time-scaled and . activities are 
drawn as straight lines. Their start and finish points, referred to 
as nodes, are connected to other activities, as defined by the 
scheduler when the project schedule was initially developed. 
For Instanc{;:', if the schedule was set up with the following 
sequence of events: completion of schematic drawings, fol
lowed by review by the user and value engineering by the 
project manager, followed by approval from the owner, the 
network would show two lines originating from the finish node 
of the activity "complete schemm'lc drawings." One of these 
lines would be the activity "user review." The other would be 
''value engineering by PM." Both of these lines would then con
nect to the activity "obtain owner approval." 

Complele 
Schematics 

User Review 

Value Engineering 

Owner Approval 

This form of displaying the schedule allows the user to see all of 
the constraints in his schedule and the impact of changing 
any activity. In the above example, It is evident that owner 
approval cannot take place until both user review and value 
engineering are complete. If value engineering is delayed two 
weeks, owner approval will be delayed as a consequence. 

The importance of a Critical Path Method (CPM) schedule is 
that if an activity is delayed, the impact of that delay can be 
determined on the rest of the schedule, since activities have 
been networked together. 

Include either milestone dates or a simple barchart In the con
tract documents. To get any more definitive than that would 
be restrictive for the contractor since there are many 
approaches to constructing a building. The contract should 
require the contractor to submit a detailed schedule based on 
the milestone dates you have Identified In the bid documents. 
Once the contract has been awarded, the contractor will sub
mit his own schedule. Check this schedule for compliance with 
the dates established In the bid documents. car_dly review 
your approved schedule for Its cost and liability to the county. 
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Schedules To Use 
During Construction 

L~se Of Uquidated Damages 

If the project Is a single contract, the contractor's schedule 
may be sufficient. Depending upon the complexity of the job, 
you may want your staff to maintain a schedule against which 
they can check the contractor's. If the project Involves multiple 
contracts, it then becomes essential to have one of your repre
sentatives maintain a schedule that combines and inter
relates all schedules Into one master. 

From the moment a schedule update first reflects that your 
project is behind, take action. Your representative and the 
contractor should devise a plan of corrective action to bring 
the project back on schedule. Once behind schedule, projects 
have a tendency to drift The longer It takes to develop a cor
rective plan, the larger the problem will become. If it becomes 
a problem, correcting It will more than likely cost you directly 
or indirectly. 

If a corrective plan cannot be reached and the contractor Is 
unwilling to exert an effort to bring the project within schedule, 
you have several options: 

First, expedite the job dally. Document number and trades of 
workers and progress in dally reports. Work on a corrective plan 
with the contractor. Evaluate pay requests, making sure that 
the only work paid for is work completed. Pay requests should 
be tied to the schedule so that each working activity has a 
dollar value. 

If this does not resolve the problem. use the written word, such 
as a telegram, to express the need to accelerate the schedule. 

N:, a last resort, initiate a seven-day notice for "Failure to Per
form." Generally County Counsel will prepare this document, 
and the Board of Supervisors will approve it. Different counties 
may have different processes. A copy of this letter will be sent 
to the contractor's bonding company, making it difficult for the 
contractor to get bonded on future jobs. Ti"lis action, if pursued 
further, could result in the removal of the contractor. Keep In 
mind that the object Is to maintain a positive working rela
tionship with the contractor. Removing the contractor Is messy 
business. It should be noted that the contractor has no incen
tive to be on the Job any longer than necessary. OVerhead Is 
costing him money every day. 

Another tool you can use to encourage on-schedule perform
ance is liquidated damages. These damages are an Incentive 
to complete the project on time. They are assessed for each 
calendar day that the job comes In over budget. You Include 
this in the bid documents. 

There are, however, drawbacks to liquidated damages if 
they're not used properly. First, liquidated damages cost you 
money. The contractor is likely to increase his bid if liquidated 
damages are Included, Second, if other jobs are being bid 
simultaneously, contractors may prefer to bid on jobs without 
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Use Of PosHive Incentives 

QUALITY ASSURANCE 

liquidated damages. Third, if a project has a tight schedule, 
the contractor may assume the project will take an extra 30 
days and incorporate that cost Into his bid. Therefore, If a 
$l,OOO-per-day assessment Is Implemented, the contractor may 
Increase his bid by $30,000. Finally, In a court of law, liquidated 
damages will only be awarded if you can prove damages 
have been experienced equal to the value assessed to the 
contractor. For example, this would be satisfied If you are man
dated by the courts to pay a dally fee for not having the new 
facility occupied. 

Another Incentive used In contract documents for on-schedule 
performance Is a reduction In the contractor's retalnage. 
Generally, a 10 percent retalnage is withheld from the work 
completed In order to protect the owner. This retalnage costs 
the contractor Interest. 

A positive Incentive may be applied to withhold only 5 percent 
for each on-schedule month. Lower retalnage also may be 
used in conjunction with liquidated damages. In other cases, 
bonuses for on-schedule performance have been used. Once 
again, each county will have different policies as to what can 
and cannot be done. 

Projects are built below standard because the plans and spec
Ifications are inferior or the construction falls to comply with 
them. Full-time field supervision Is required at all times. Having 
an archltecfs representative on-site is not free, but you may 
want to pay for this service. others who supervise for quality 
Include construction managers and county Inspectors. Addi
tionally, user group representatives, Including- custody and 
maintenance staff, should walk through the building and focus 
on operational COhcems. 

Before starting construdlon, the construction managment 
team should establish a relationship with contractors that wel
comes contractor proposals for alternative methods of con
struction that can result in negative change orders. Substitu
tions and altemate methods should be approved by the 
architect and the County to ensure modifications are compati
ble with the desired quality level and that delays will not 
adversely affect other parts of the design. Be aware that these 
types of changes can increase the archltecfs fee if not pro
vided for when the architecfs contract is negotiated. Con
tractor suggestions are most efficiently handled before con
struction documents are fully completed. 

When work does not meet the requirements of the plans and 
specifications, all similar work should be halted Immediately. 
The completed substandard work should be removed and 
replaced until It is installed properly. By demonstrating to the 
contractor that inferior work will not be tolerated and that It 
costs him more to do It that way, the quality of future wort< will 
Improve. 
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"I saved some money on the footings. But don't worry-no one Will,f'IIf'r 
notice. '! 

Reprinted with grateful appreciation to the artist, Reamer Keller. 

Money saved by not allocating resources for proper supervision 
and Inspection during construction may cost you many times 
over In the future when poor workmanship becomes apparent 
and must be corrected. If the contractors know they're being 
watched, you have a far greater chance of having the work 
done properly, 
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111.1 TRANSITION I [!!!] 

When the last nail has been driven, the last wall painted, and 
all the construction debris cleared away, your construction 
project is not yet complete. A functioning correctional facility Is 
a complex network of building systems and operating proce
dures. You must make sure that the new facility is operating 
satisfactorily for both staff and Inmates - then and only then 
can you consider your construction project concluded. 

A final facility development activity that you must be aware 
of from project initiation Is the transition to the new facility. 
Although major cost decisions regarding construction and 
operation of the facility will be made In the early stages of the 
project. thorough transition planning is necessary to give you a 
final chance to double-check everything about the facility. 

During the transition planning - which should begin In eamest 
as much as a year before the scheduled opening of the 
faclll'!'! - you will make sure that all equipment and systems 
operate as Intended and that the staffing budgeted for the 
new facility is adequate. 

Sound transition planning will help control the costs that arise 
from last-minute corrections of oversights and errors In design 
or construction. Because this activity is so Important to the 
successful completion of your project. the Board of Corrections 
has prepared a manual titled Transition Handbook: How to 
Open a New InstiMion. Consult this manual for a full discussion 
of transition planning. 
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This section provides a very basic understanding of the various 
construction systems which will be inciuded in any building 
project. The Handbook divides a project into 14 separate sys
tems. In reality, all of these systems are inter-related and will 
have different relationships and costs depending on the overall 
composition of the project. 

The chapter covers the following information for each system. 

• A brief description of what the system entails.· 

• A matrix of altematlves and attributes of those altematives 
(when applicable). 

• A checklist identifying when decisions on each system 
should be considered. 

• A brief description of each alternative or pertinent informa
tion regarding altematives. 

• When applicable, a list of approp;iate uses for each system. 

• When applicable, a list of items to look for in and questions 
to raise about each system. 

Keep in mind that this portion of the Handbook is not an ency
clopedia of all possible altematives for every part of your new 
facility. The intended purpose of this section is to acquaint 
laypersons with the many possibilities and different solutions to 
design problems they may encounter. The section is styled to 
prompt questions about why a particular solution was selected 
and to make the reader aware that numerous solutions exist 
for every problem. 

When weighing the cost impact of various altematives, con
sider that choosing standard items or ordering an extra supply 
of non-standard items can save you money over the long-term. 

When testing sample equipment or materials, be sure to test 
random samples, not just samples provided by the vendor, to 
make sure the items will perform consistently as required. 

This section is not intended to provide the solutions to problems, 
but rather to evoke an attitude that to achieve economical 
solutions in building a facility, one must always ask why the 
selected solution Is the best one and how much that solution 
will cost in first and life-cycle costs. Keep in mind that the cost 
values presented In this section are only guidelines. The least 
expensive alternative may not always be the best choice for 
your project. Always select what is most appropriate for each 
space, and be sure cost decisions are based on your pro
gram's needs, not just on cost. 
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In this chapter, you/II find Information on the following systems: 

• Sitework 

• Foundations 

• Structural Systems 

• Exterior Enclosures 

• Interior Partitions and Ceilings 

• Interior Finishes 

• Windows 

• Doors 

• Specialties and Equipment 

• Plumbing 

• Mect,anlcal Systems 

• Electrical Systems 

• Security and Communications Systems 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RElATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATMS 

SlrEWORK 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT NO 
MASTER PLANNING YES 
PROJECT STATEMENT YES 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING YES 

NO-Need not consider. 
MAYBE-This system may be considered. 
YES-This system should be considered. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN YES 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT YES 
CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS DONE 
CONSTRUCTION DONE 

DONE-Thts system should have already been considered. 

Sitework consists of construction elements of your project which 
are not part of the building, but are necessary for the building 
to function. Four major categories of sitework typically encoun
tered In a construction project Include: 

Earthwork, including site grading for placement of buildings, 
water drainage and landscaping. Demolition of existing 
structures or removal of natural growth also may be 
necessary. 

SHe uHllHes, which Include piping and distribution of utilities 
above and below ground. Site utilities include: 

• Domestic water supply. 
• Sanitary sewer. 
• Natural gas. 
• Storm drains. 
• Heating/cooling distribution between buildings. 
• Electrical distribution and site lighting. 
• Communications distribution (including alarms, radio and 

telephone ). 
• Data processing connection requirements. 

PavIng, including sidewalks, roads and recreational areas. 

fencing, Including security and non-security fencing 
(see matrix). 

Sitework is what ties your building Into the particular site, pro
vides access to your building, and provides the utility hookups 
to operate your building. Pay special attention to the attributes 
of your site (soils and utilities) during site selection and prelimi
nary budgeting - you may find many hidden or Inconspicu
ous costs associated with site development. 

Note: See value matrix for fencing alternatives. Because of the 
multitude of conditions and materials which are possible for 
other sltework, items affecting the cost of sitework other than 
fencing are only briefly discussed below. 
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SHework 

Paving 

Fencing Matrix 

The key way to save money on site utilities Is In the materials 
speclf!ed. Numerous kinds of piping materials are available. 
One material which can create a savings but may be over
looked Is plastic piping for sewer, storm, gas and domestic 
water. 

Paving and base are used In different thicknesses for different 
purposes. Make sure the paving selected for your project 
matches its use, similar to matching security building com
ponents to secure portions of your building. Concrete paving 
costs roughly twice as much as asphalt paving. 

ALTERNATIVES 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
OTHISR SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATIVES 

Spread Footings 

StrIp FootIngs 

FOUNDATIONS 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT NO 
MASTER PLANNING MAYBE 
PROJECT STATEMENT YES 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING NO 

NO-Need not consider. 
MAYBE-This syslem may be considered. 
YES-This system should be considered. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN YES 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT DONE 
CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS DONE 
CONSTRUCTION DONE 

DONE-ThIs syslem should have already been considered. 

The foundation system of and the solis beneath the building 
prevent the complex from moving vertically. When a load is 
placed on soli, most solis settle. This creates a problem when 
the building settles but the utilities do not. Even more critical 
than settlement is differential settlement. This occurs when 
parts of your building settle at different rates, resulting in 
cracks, some of which may affect the structural integrity of the 
building. Conversely, in some rare instances solis may swell, 
pushing your building upwards and resulting in similar prob
lems. Therefore, the foundation system must work in tandem 
with the solis to support the building. 

The type of foundation system selected depends on the soils, 
loads and the structural system. If you encounter unusual foun
dation problems, consider more than one option to ensure the 
least risk and the most cost effective solution to the problem. 

Unfortunately, deciding what type foundation to use can't be 
based on how much money you have In your budget or how 
much you can afford. Often the soli conditions will dictate the 
type of foundation that has to be used. If you find your foun
dation design Is costly because of soils conditions, you may 
want to get a second opinion to verify that the solution is ap
propriate, that there is not a less expensive altemative, or that 
the altematlve selected Is overly conservativ:e. 

Spread footings generally are square reinforced concrete col
umn supports 12 to 24 Inches deep. Each spread footing sup
ports a point load of the columns above. This Is a simple and 
Inexpensive approach to be used with good solis. 

Strip footings, wall footings and thickened slabs are used to 
support linear loads such as bearing walls. They provide a sim
ple and Inexpensive approach to be used with good solis. 
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Grade I3eams 

Imported Fill 

Mat Foundation 

Pile Foundations 

caissons 

Grade beams are like strip footings supported by spread foot
Ings. They are used when both columns and bearing walls sup
port the building's loads. They offer a simple and Inexpensive 
approach to be used with good solis. 

Often soil close to the surface Is unsuitable for building. This roll 
may be removed and replaced with good soli (fill). Afterward, 
one of the foundation systems can be used. The cost depends 
on the depth of the poor solis and the distance which good 
solis must be transported. 

A mat foundation system acts like a raft floating on water. The 
slab on gra(~'€) becomes thick enough so the entire building 
acts as a single load applied over the entire slab surface. This 
Is used when you have poor solis. It Is used less frequently than 
the previous systems mentioned. 

Pile foundations are deep foundations consisting of concrete, 
precast concrete or steel. The pile Is a slim member either 
Injected or hammered Into the ground. Generally multiple piles 
are inserted next to each other. They are joined by a pile cap 
acting much as a spread footing would In supporting a col
umn load. 

Pile foundations support a load primarily by depending on the 
friction created between the sides of the pile and the solis. The 
longer the sides and the more plies, the greater the system's 
load capacity. 

Caisson foundations are deep foundations which use holes 
drilled and filled with reinforced concrete. The caisson Is a 
wider member than the pile; Its radius is greater than the col
umn it Is supporting. Unlike the pile, which gets Its support from 
the sides, the caisson also depends on it~ bearing capacity -
the capacity of the soli or rock below the caisson which sup
ports It. The greater the caisson diameter, the larger the area, 
the greater the bearing capacity. To use the bearing capacity, 
the depth of the caisson needs to reach either rock or load 
bearing 50115. 
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foundations Matrix ALTERNATIVES 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATMS 

Precast Concrete 

STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT NO 
MASTER PLANNING NO 
PROJECT STATEMENT MAYBE 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING MAYBE 

NO-Need nol consider. 
MAYBE-This syslem may be considered. 
YES-This syslem should be conSidered. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN YES 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT YES 
CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS DONE 
CONSTRUCTION DONE 

DONE-This syslem should have already been considered. 

The structural system of your new facility keeps the building 
standing. Most of the other building components are attached 
to It. Typically, It Is composed of beams, load bearing walls, 
roofs, columns, and floors. (The foundation system, also an inte
gral part of a building's structure, is addressed separately 
because of specific criteria which affect foundation design.) 
Determination of what criteria for wind, live loads, dead loads, 
and seismic safety factors will affect the design substantially. 
Find out what your engineer is basing his design calculations 
on and perhaps obtain a second opinion on the appropriate
ness of these assumptions. 

The exterior closure and interior partitions of the building may 
act as structural components in helping support floors and 
roofs or in providing lateral support. 

Because many interior and exterior walls of a correctional facil
ity are constructed of substantial materials for security pur
poses, they can and should be used for structural purposes 
also. A structural design which Ignores the usefulness of walls in 
helping to support roofs and floors Is redundant and, therefore, 
not cost effective. Although Interior and exteriors walls will often 
be a part of your structural system, they are addressed sepa
rately because of other cost considerations particular to their 
use as walls. 

Precast concrete consists of concrete members cast at an off
site precast plant and trucked to the site for Installation or cast 
on site and put in place with a crane. 

If used In the right places, precast concrete can be a good 
solution for a reasonable price. Because it is not Inexpensive 
and Is subject to wide price swings depending on how it is 
used, it can be a very expensive solution. Some of the advan
tages and disadvantages of precast concrete are: 
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cast·ln·PI,ace Concrete 

• Prices can be very competitive with other systems when you 
use numerous pieces of the same size and shape. One of 
the most costly aspects of a precast system Is the Initial cost 
of making the forms. Once the forms are made, each addl~ 
tlonal piece becomes less expensive. 

• Precast concrete can save time because It Is fabricated In a 
plant where weather conditions do not affect production. 
Once trucked to the site, It can be erected extremely ra~ 
Idly. To take advantage of this, make sure the building com
ponents are designed from a constructability perspective. 
Consider the sizes of pieces relative to trucking and erection 
with a crane and how the erectors In the field will be putting 
the building together. 

• The Inherent nature of concrete eliminates the need for fire 
proofing or additional finishes for durability. 

• To achieve the maximum potential from precast concrete, 
keep the number of different pieces to a minimum and the 
shape of each piece as simple as possible. Every comer, 
reveal, embed, etc. adds to the cost of each piece. 

• Consider the local market when specifying precast. The. 
material must be trucked from the plant to the site, so truck
Ing costs must be considered. Also, If the amount of precast 
Is not significant the Interest from the precast Industry may 
be minimal - a lack of competition can drive up costs. 

• When cOl'lslderlng floor or roof planks, a number of "off-the
shelf' panels are available. Usually these are less expensive 
than custom pieces. 

Cast~ln-place concrete consists of concrete which Is poured 
Into forms, onto decking, or on the ground at Its final location 
In the building. 

Although cast-In-place concrete has many typical uses (such 
as slabs on grade or topping for roof and floor decks), this use 
of concrete Is probably the most expensive and the slowest of 
structural systems available. But, because of correctional facil
Ity security concems, cast~ln-place concrete can sometimes be 
an economical solution for parts of the building. Most com
monly, cast-In-place concrete structural components are used 
for parts of the building which are difficult to manufacture off 
the site or to construct with steel because of Irregular shapes or 
fireproofing/durability needs of the finished product. 

Cast-In-place concrete can be a competitive solution for hlgh
rise buildings If the structural components also are used for 
floor, ceiling and wall components. The key to an economical 
design of a high-rise cast-in-place concrete structure is to con
sider how the building will be constructed, targeting a mlnlm
allzatlon of the system's labor Intensiveness. One common 
practice with high-rise concrete structures Is to use "slip 
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Tift-Up Concrete 

Steel 

Pre-Engineered Metal 
Buildings 

forming" of floor slabs where the same forms are used for each 
floor and then moved to the floor above after the concrete 
cures., Design of Interior walls and supporting columns and 
beams must be considered carefully in such an application. 

(See exterior enclosures as this system Is primarily a wall system 
which can double as a structural system.) 

Steel, as used in a structural system, typically consists of steel 
beams, columns and floor and roof decks. Concrete topping 
typically Is poured over steel floor decking as a structural part 
of the floor system and as the substrate for floor finishes. Roof 
decks mayor may not have concrete topping, depending on 
fireproofing and spacing of beams which support the roof deck. 

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of structural steel 
within a correctional facility Include: 

• Structural steel generally Is more economical as a framing 
system than concrete. 

• structural steel typically takes less time than concrete to fab
ricate and erect. 

• Steel Is a more economical means of spanning open spaces 
such as dayrooms. 

• steel is a very durable material if detailed properly. 

• One disadvantage Is the need to fireproof structural 
members in many instances, although this cost alone 
doesn't make it more expensive than concrete. It becomes 
more expensive when the fireproofing also must be covered 
by expensive finish systems that are accessible to Inmates. 
The cost can be more than concrete. 

As implied by the name, this building system uses standardized 
metai components which are engineered to maximize use of 
the material's structural properties. This system typically is 
offered as a complete building package, including structure, 
metal roof and metal wall panels. (Tilt-up concrete walls can 
be used on a pre-engineered building alSO,) Because irs 
already been designed very close to Its limit the building sys
tem is meant to be used without modifying a manufacturer's 
standard design if you are to achieve the cost benefits of the 
system. 

Pre-engineered metal buildings are not recommended for 
areas where the building Itself provides the security enclosures 
because the metal wall and roof panels are light gauge. They 
are very durable, however, having a 20 to 3D-year life span. 
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Wood 

Structural Matrix 

If used in areas where vehicle, forklift or materials are In motion, 
the metal siding should be protected with plywood wainscot 
steel bumpers, etc. These buildings are not adaptable to areas 
which require fireproofing. 

This is probably the least exponsive quick way to enclose large 
areas, but the use must fit this system because it is very difficult 
to modify. 

This structural system consists of wood columns, beams and 
framing for floors, roofs and walls, as commonly found in 
smaller commercial or residential buildings of up to three floors. 

It Is relatively inexpensive for non-fire resistive construction -
buildings which do not have strict security requirements and 
which are similar to wood framing found in the private sector. 
Wood construction is more common with local, smaller com
mercial contractors who typically do not bid on concrete or 
steel buildings. 

Good for non-secure areas as discussed below. 

If a substantial part of your facility is strictly administrative or 
selVes some function other than security, a wood structure may 
be more economical than steel or concrete alternatives. 

ALTEI<NATIVES 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATMS 

cast-In-Place Concrete 

Precast Concrete 

111t-Up Concrete 

EXTERIOR ENCLOSURES 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need not consider. 

NO 
NO 
MAYBE 

MAYBE 

MAYBE-This syslem may be considered. 
YES-This syslem shoutd be considered. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN YES 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT YES 
CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS DONE 
CONSTRUCTION DONE 

DONE-This syslem should have already been considered. 

The exterior enclosure of your facility serves iwo purposes: to 
keep Inmates In the facility and to keep the weather out The 
enclosure consists of walls, windows and roof membranes. 
(Windows are discussed in a separate section of the Value 
Matrix as they apply to interior and exterior walls.) 

As discussed In the structural and interior partitions sections of 
the Value Matrix, the exterior walls of a correctional facility 
often act as structural components. They may hold up the roof 
and intermediate floor structure of low-rise buildings. Typically, 
the exterior walls of a multi-story building (particularly buildings 
more than 40 to 50 feet high) will not act as structural ele
ments but wlil be attached to the structure as an enclosure 
only. 

Because of the labor intensiveness and one-time use of form
Ing, the use of cast-in-place concrete exterior walls is, in most 
cases, the most expensive and time consuming exterior wall 
system. 

As discussed In the structural section of this Value Matrix, pre
cast concrete can be an economically competitive exterior 
wall system for areas with high security and durability needs. 
The cost of precast members Is affected greatly by the number 
of pieces of the same size and shape. Use of precast exterior 
walls for a limited number of pieces can be very expensive. 

When using precast concrete, the design team should con
sider Including In the specifications the options for the contrac
tor to cast the panels on-site. Many general contractors do the 
concrete work with their own crews. This offers the contractor 
the option to use his own work forces and cast the panels on 
temporary on-site casting beds. When using this approach, 
take care to maintain quality control because the finish of a 
site-cast panel is more difficult to control than one that is plant 
cast. 

In many respects, tilt-up concrete is similar to precast concrete, 
except It is less expensive. You save because it Is cast at the 
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Concrete Blocks 

Ught Gauge Metal And 
Wood Stud Sysems 

site on th1e building's floor slab and simply "tilted" Into place 
with a crane. Tilt-up concrete is very common In low-rise com
mercial buildings throughout the country. When using a tilt-up 
concrete design, your building design and construction sched
uling are important In obtaining the full benefit of this method. 
Because the exterior walls are cast on the building floor slabs, 
the schedule must ensure that the floor slab is in place and 
provides enough area to cast the walls. Also, construction of 
the interior of the building (such as columns for the structure) 
cannot commence until the walls are cast and tlited into 
place. The design should Include simple wall panel shapes, 
generally 20 to 30 feet In length and not more than 40 to 50 
feet in height. 

Concrete block In correctional facilities is very common. The 
price Is usually equal to or less than other high security systems, 
such as cast-in-place concrete or precast concrete. This is 
especially true in buildings with many different wall shapes or 
configurations. This system is very flexible because concrete 
block walls are constructed of many small pieces. 

Key economic factors to consider when using concrete block 
walls are: 

• Keep the configuration of the building as simple as possible. 
Every comer (particularly those that aren't 90 degrees) slows 
down production and, therefore, drives up labor costs. Labor 
cost represents a high percentage of the total cost of a 
masonry wall. 

• Keep the number of special shapes and custom blocks to a 
minimum. Blocks with special ballnose comers, special 
shapes, special finishes or colors all cost more. When your 
details include these special blocks and the details are 
repeated over and over, the cost of a masonry wall system 
can increase 100 percent from typical masonry construction. 

• In a secure environment, the inside cores of masonry blocks 
typically are grouted solid. They include a lot of steel rebar 
reinforcing to tie the blocks together. A non-secure block 
wall only has rebar placed Intermittently and only the areas 
In the wall which have rebar are grouted. It is extremely Im
portant to review the security wall plans to make sure only 
the areas which need to be further reinforced and grouted 
are 50 designated. If you are using masonry In areas which 
are not high security but need the durability of masonry, 
don't spend the money to fully grout the wall and add 
unnecessary reinforcing. 

Metal or wood stud framing systems are economical and look 
nice in non-secure areas of the facility. A variety of exterior fin
ish systems can be used over this framing system, such as 
stucco, metal panels or wood siding. When using concrete or 
concrete block for walls In these areas, you usually will want 
them finished Inside with Insulation and gypsum board and 
outside with some more aesthetically appealing finish. 
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RoofIng 

ExteriOIl' Enclosures Matrix 

Many products on the market can be competitive, depending 
on how they are specified. The two types of roofs most com
monly used today are built-up roofing and single-ply mem
brane roofing. Consider the following cost implications when 
designing your roof: 

• Because the market for these materials changes frequently 
(many are petrOleum products), the roof system may be 
specified as more than one type of roof, allowing the con
tractors an option to bid on the most competitive roof mate
rial available at the time. 

• If the roof Is scheduled to be Installed during the wet season 
(snow, rain or whatever applies to your area), try to limit the 
number of roof penetrations, complex flashings, or complex 
slopes. These conditions add cost and Increase likelihood of 
roof leaks. 

• Check the specifications for the thickness and type of Insula
tion required. 

e Check the specifications for the thickness of and types of 
materials used for flashings. Unpainted, galvanized steel Is 
the least expensive material; painted sheet metal is the next 
least Inexpensive. Materials like lead and copper are the 
most expensive. 

ALTERNATIVES 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATMS 

Cast-In-Place Concrete 

INTERIOR ENCLOSURES 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need not consider. 

NO 
NO 
MAYBE 

YES 

MAYBE-This syslem may be considered. 
YES-This system should be considered. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS 
CONSTRUCTiON 

DONE-This syslem should have already been considered. 

YES 
YES 

DONE 
DONE 

What materials you use for the Interior walls of your new facility 
will play an Important part In determining the durability, secu
rity and first cost of your project. Many options, each with a 
range of costs, are available. In general, the more secure and 
durable the construction of the wall, the more it will cost. N, 
emphasized throughout this Handbook the key to controlling 
your spending for this system is to select the appropriate wall 
system for the appropriate use. Do not use the expensive wall 
system selected for your high security areas in low or non
secure areas. 

Look at each wall. Consider its purpose, how long unsupervised 
Inmates will be in that area, what types of inmates will be 
detained there, and where the inmates will go if they go 
through the wall. Remember, a typical masonry wall without 
the extra reinforcing and grout is stili a substantial barrier in a 
location where unsupervised inmates are not detained for a 
long time. Also, always consider the total wall system the secu
rity wall is being used for. If you have glazed openings in a wall 
or some other material which is less secure, then additional 
money spent on part of the wall Is not a prudent use of your 
resources. 

N, stated in the structural systems of the Value Matrix, interior 
walls also can act as structural elements of your building. If 
your design Includes masonry or concrete interior walls, these 
walls can and should be used for structural purposes. Although 
this may seem to be common sense, It Is not unusual to find a 
structural framing system with beams passing directly over 
walls which could serve the same purpose as the beam or act 
as Intermediate support points, thereby reducing the size of 
beam required. 

Because of the labor intensiveness and one-time use of forming, 
the use of cast-In-place concrete Interior walls is, In most cases, 
the most expensive and time-consumlng Interior wall system. 
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Precast Concrete 

Concrete Blocks 

Metal Framed Wall 
And Ceiling Systems 

Plaster 

Gypsum Board Over 
Plywood, Wire Mesh Or 
Sheet Metal 

As discussed In the structural section of this Value Matrix, pre
cast concrete can be an economically competitive Interior 
wall system for areas with high security and durability needs. 
(Refer to the earlier discussion of precast concrete in this sec
tion under Exterior Enclosures.) 

As discussed earlier In this section, concrete block In correc
tional facilities Is very common. The price Is usually equal to or 
less than other high security wall systems, such as cast-In-place 
concrete or precast concrete. (Refer to the full discussion of 
concrete blocks earlier In this section under Exterior Enclosures.) 

In areas of your facility where physical detainment or security 
are not necessary or the need for such systems is reduced, light 
gauge framing systems can offer a savings. 

Key places to seek savings are non-secure areas such as 
administration, maintenance and support, such as kitchens 
and laundries. These areas can represent 10 to 30 pArcent of 
your facility and serve purposes similar to non-correctional 
commercial spaces. They should be designed accordingly. 

Other areas in which to consider reduced levels of secure wall 
construction are those where Inmates are supervised and con
tained within the overall security system of the building. These 
areas might Include classrooms, medical clinics or inmate 
work areas. 

Plaster over metal studs or over a ceiling suspension system Is 
often used In secure environments because Its durability is 
greater than gypsum wall board. Plaster, however, Is a very 
expensive, labor-Intensive material which will cost as much (or 
more) as masony or concrete, yet does not provide the dura
bility of a concrete or masonry wall. Use of plaster as a ceiling 
system does offer durability advantages over materials such as 
drywall, but It stili doos not offer a non-destructlble solution. If 
you need a very durable secure ceiling, exposed structural 
roofing or floor decks above are the best ways to accomplish 
this. This consideration should be made during selection of 
structural systems and development of building sections during 
schematic design. The reason to consider this as early as possi
ble Is that the mechanical distribution systems are affected by 
the design of ceilings or plenum spaces above ceilings. 

Gypsum board or other Inexpensive materials can be used In 
areas normally requiring more durability than gypsum board 
by using other common building materials over or behind the 
gypsum board. (The cost of gypsum board is one-fourth the 
cost of plaster.) Common materials to consider are: plywood 
(very Impact resilient), wire mesh (Increases time required to 
break through the wall) or IIght-gauge sheet metal (same 
quality as wire mesh). 
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Suspended Acoustical Tile 

Interior Enclosures Matrix 

The use of a material like plywood over or behind gypsum 
board can make the surface extremely durable without really 
Increasing the cost. Take care in specifying materials such as 
plywood to ensure compliance with non-combustible require
ments of most correctional facilities. 

Many suspended ceiling systems on the market can cost even 
more than a plaster ceiling. A standard 2-by-4 or 2-by-2 ex
posed grid suspended acoustical ceiling Is the most economi
cal ceiling system. (Of course, an exposed structure can be 
the least expensive solution.) Although suspended acoustical 
ceilings typically are not used in secure areas, they are an 
appropriate solution for non-secure areas. Once again, find out 
what Is specified and how the cost of the selected system 
compares to other available ceilings. Concealed spline, spe
cial finishes, or special panels or grids all add to the cost; so 
select the proper solution for the appropriate use. 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RElATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

INTERIOR FINISHES 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need nol consider. 

NO 
NO 
MAYBE 

YES 

MAYBE-This syslem may be considered. 
YES-This syslem should be considered. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN YES 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT YES 
CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS YES 
CONSTRUCTION DONE 

DONE-This syslem should have already been considered. 

Interior finishes serve three purposes: 

• Allow for malntE'mance and clearing of surfaces. 

• Protect materials from weather and physical abuse. 

• Improve aesthetics of the final product. 

Amounts spent on finishes can vary greatly, depending on how 
much money you have In your first-cost budget how much 
you can afford to invest to offset future maintenance and 
repair costs, and how much you can spend to make the envi
ronment more appealing to the Inhabitants. 

Finishes usually are the last thing "designed" or specified and 
often are not essential to the operation of a facility. Conse
quently, they are often subject to drastic cuts to bring a proj
ect back within budget during later phases (construction doc
uments or redesign If bids come In over budget). This happens 
when too much of the budget has already been committed 
to other building systems which are more difficult to cut during 
the eleventh hour. 

The goal of any well-managed project should be to complete 
the project with the desired finishes which create the sought
after operating environment. The only way to achieve this 
when you have a limited budget Is to control the costs of all 
systems which precede the finlshe~_ 

Finishes protect other project components and make them 
aesthetically appealing. Metals must be painted to prevent 
rusting; gypsum board needs to be painted to be cleaned; the 
kitchen floor may require tile or another surface to be cleaned 
and protected from organic acids In foods. Types of finishes 
required to complete floor, wall or ceiling systems should be 
considered when the substrate material Is selected. Finishes 
applied to a substrate will determine the true final cost of the 
complete system. 
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ALTERNATMS 

Floor Finishes Matrix 

The attached matrices for floor, wall and ceiling finishes repre
sent the most common choices. The volume of Information 
required to even begin discussions of each of these alterna
tives precludes its inclusion In this Handbook. Ranking of each 
material by cost and properties depicts those materials as 
commonly used in commercial applications. Any materials 
could be specified to increase the cost from a typical com
mercial application by as much as 100 percent. It is Important 
to have someone who Is familiar with market costs review the 
materials specifications. 

For exampie, sealing masonry or concrete can be done for less 
than $.20 per square foot, whereas thick-set quarry tile will cost 
close to $10 per square foot - a 5,000 percent difference in 
cost. If 01/ of the floor of your $125,000 building was finished 
with sealed concrete, the cost would be $25,000. If done in all 
quarry tile, it would cost $1.25 millioni Although this may be an 
extreme example, just imagine the cost impact If your floor, 
wall and ceiling finishes were all specified as top-of-the-line 
products. 
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Wall finishes Matrix ALTcr~N ATIV ES 
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WINDOWS 

WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATIVES 

Glazing Products 

Glass Products 

WINDOWS AND WINDOW FRAMES 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need nol consider. 

NO SCHEMATIC DESIGN YES 
NO DESIGN DEVELOPMENT YES 
MAYBE CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS DONE 
YES CONSTRUCTION DONE . 

MAYBE-This system may be considered. 
YES-This syslem should be considered. 
DONE-This system should have already been considered. 

Windows In the facility let light In and allow visibility to adja
cent areas In and out of the building. Windows In this discus
sion consist of the frame and glazing. 

Window frames, like door frames, may be an Integral part of 
the Interior and exterior partitions. Some combinations of parti
tions and frames may not require the frame prior to installing 
the wall; check with your architect. However, generally the 
frame should be available when the wall Is being installed. 

Delivery of window frames is almost always a problem. Due to 
the limited competition and the ambitious correctional con
struction program ongoing across the nation, the manufactur
ers are overextended. Deliveries of the hollow metal can toke 
12 to 24 weeks from the approval of shop drawings. 

Note: Glazing Information was excerpted from the Security Test
ing Glazing Program and Recommendations, July 10,1985, 
prepared by Kitchell CEM for the State of Callfomla Depart
ment of Corrections. Security glazing products are evaluated In 
four basic categories which are Inclusive of all of the security 
glazing types generally available In the market today. These 
are: 

• Laminated glass 
• Laminated polycarbonate 
• Laminated glass and polycarbonate 
• Air-separated products using the above 

Glass products are comparatively low In strength but high In 
heat and scratch resistance. Annealed glass, strengthened 
glass and special glass will be discussed. 

Annealed Glass. This Is the basic glass product used by the 
Industry for general purposes. Annealed glass Is often further 
processed by strengthening, tinting, coating, etc. to produce 
special qualities. In security applications, annealed glass Is usu
ally strengthened and laminated with similar or other materials. 
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Polycarbonates 

In bullet resistant products, It Is often laminated In Its pure form 
due to Its ability to flatten bullets and Its breakage pattern 
which reduces vision the least of all products when shattered. 

Strengthened Glass. This glass may be strengthened either by 
heat or chemical treatment, increasing Its tensile strength. 

Fully tempered glass will fracture Into small cubes or pebble
like fragments when broken. If the glass Is laminated, It will stay 
In place, completely obscuring vision. For this reason It Is most 
often used as a single piece and not as a laminate. Seml
tempered glass approaches the strength of fully tempered 
glass but has the breakage characteristics of annealed glass, 
makln,g It more appropriate for laminates. 

Heat treatment tends to produce minor distortions of vision 
through glass. Generally, this may not be objectionable; how
ever, under conditions of constant sUNelllance through glass 
this could become highly objectionable. Heat-treated glass 
products must be cut to size, Including cut-outs, prior to treat
ment, as any cut through the compression layer after treat
ment will fracture the product. Annealed glass and polycarbo
nate may be cut at any time, but this Is not recommended 
due to loss of the compression layer at cut edge and resulting 
reduction of strength. 

Special Purpose Gla~. Most special purpose glass, such as 
tinted and reflective glasses, can be laminated with other 
materials and used In security glazing; however, those of most 
Immediate concern to us are wire glass, tinted glass and mirror 
(one-way) glass. 

Wire Glass. Wire glass Is used where fire ratings are required. 
Wire glass Is annealed glass, usually 1/4-lnch thick. containing 
a layer of wire In the event of breakage by Impact or heat. 
Wire glass can be laminated with other products. 

Tinted Glass. Tinted glass for reducing solar heat gain and 
glare Is available. It enhances the comfort level and db=reases 
the light transmittance. The principal use for this product Is In 
control stations exposed to the building exterior. 

Mirror Gloss, Mirror glass permits one-way visibility. The room 
from which you do the viewing must be darker than the room 
being viewed. This glass is available in float, heat-strengthened 
and tempered forms. 

Polycarbonate Is a highly Impact-resistant material used exten
sively In security glazing. Compared to glass of any type, it has 
high degrees of strength and flexibility with light weight and 
good insulating qualities. Its other features, when compared to 
glass, tend to be negative - low resistance to heat, scratch
ing, marring, discoloration and expansion. 
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Interlayers 

Surface treatments significantly Increase resistance to various 
forms of abrasions and discoloration; however, the perfor
mance of the product In these areas will not equal that of glass. 

Laminations of glazing materials are adhered by Interlayers of 
various chemical compositions and thicknesses. Interlayers not 
only adhere one lamination to another but actually Impart sig
nificant additional strength to the product by way of shock 
absorption. The Interlayer also serves to retard further breakage 
after an adjacent lamination has shattered. In the event of 
breakage, the Intertayer holds the pieces In place, making It 
very difficult to separate a broken piece from the whole. 

In general, the composite strength of a given thickness of a 
glass-laminated product will Increase as the number of inter
layers Increase. This Is not true, however, In bullet-resistant prod
ucts because the Interlayer has little resistance to bullets. 

Special problems arise In laminated glass and polycarbonate 
I='roducts. Because polycarbonate has a coefficient of expan
sion eight times that of glass, the Interlayer must be highly flexi
ble, yet stable, to maintain bond throughout temperature 
extremes. 

In conventional glass-laminated security products, except 
those with very high glass-to-Interlayer ratios, the difference In 
the composite strength befw~n the weakest and the strong
est glass available (annealed vs. tempered) will represent a 
difference of only 3 to 7 percent of the composite strength of 
the product. Therefore, the type of glass selected will most 
often be determined by breakage characteristics, qualities 
previously cited or trade and manufacturing considerations. 

Laminated Glass. This glass has a wide variety of applications, 
from the thinner laminates for light security (burglar-resistant) 
to medium thickness for higher security needs to thicknesses of 
1-1/4 Inch and more which have excellent bullet-resistance 
qualities. These products may use annealed glass, strength
ened glasses or various combinations. Although the outer face 
of this product can be "broken" with little difficulty, resistance 
to total penetration Is relatively high. 

Laminated Polycarbonate. Polycarbonates are produced In a 
variety of thicknesses. While the product Is sometimes used 
monolithically, It Is often laminated for Its high strength. Planes 
of weakness sometimes appear as shear cracks. Laminating 
will minimize structural failures due to this phenomena. Com
paratively thin products provide excellent resistance to Impact. 
Heat resistance requires greater thicknesses and/or more lami
nations. 

Laminated Glass and Polycarbonates. This product combines 
the best qualities of both materials - the Impact resistance of 
polycarbonate and the heat and mar resistance of glass. 
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Due to the large difference in thermal expansion characteris
tics of glass and polycarbonate and the relative Inelasticity of 
interlayers, delamination problems have occurred In this prod
uct In past years; however, recent Improvements In interlayers 
have greatly reduced this problem 

Air Separated Glass and Polycarbonate. This product is pro
duced in a wide variety of unit and component thicknesses 
and glazing types. It Is most often used in high strength Instal
lations with polycarbonate separated from glass laminations 
by air. One advantage of this product Is the elimination of po
tential delamination. Another advantage Is that some of these 
windows can have, if specified, an outer layer of glass 
replaced without replacing the entire unit, thereby reducing 
IIfe-cycle costs. 
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DESCRIPTION 

WINDOW FRAMES 

Hollow metal frames generally are the only options available 
for a secure setting. The gauge of the frame may vary 
depending on the level of security; 18, 16, 14 and 12..gauge 
hollow metal frames are available, although 18-gauge Is a 
medium commercial gauge of door. Sixteen-gauge frames are 
considerably less expensive than the heavier gauges and will 
do the same job in many cases. (Glazing actually determines 
the security of a window.) If you are unsure of the differences 
among gauges, get samples of each. It should be noted that 
hollow metal wall systems with security glazing will cost 5 to 10 
times more than concrete or block security walls. Also, costs 
can be kept to a minimum with simple shapes. More angles, 
mUllions, etc. drive cost. 

For cell windows, however, metal angles have been used on 
some California jails and prisons In lieu of hollow metal frames. 
Bars may be used on cell windows in order to divide a larger 
window Into sections equal to 5 inches thick. (Five inches cur
rently is the accepted width.) An alternate approach to bars 
are the 5-lnch slit windows. The window may be 5 Inches horiz
ontally or 5 inches vertically with the length as desired. The 
5-lnch slit window is less expensive than the window with bars. 
The window with bars does allow for more light. Both windows 
meet standards. 

The metal angle window consisting of one metal angle 
installed to the wall below the glazing and another metal 
angle outside the glazing is less expensive than the hollow 
metal frame. The hollow metal frame, however, is more con
ventional and provides a more finished appearance. Another 
advantage to the metal angle slit window Is that because the 
window Is constructed of simple angle pieces, It Is no longer a 
long lead Item. 

This new concept has been used on a few facilities outside of 
california. Glass brick Is a solid piece of glass installed !n a row 
or grouped In a masonry wall Just as any other block would be 
installed. Glass brick doesn't require a frame and offers a level 
of security that rivals a bulletproof rating. The block If scratched 
or marred, can be polished to reach its original translucency. 
On the other hand, the block distorts visibility and, If dam
aged, is difficult to replace. 
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Glazing Matrix 

SKYLIGHTS 

Although this concept In jails may seem out of place, it has 
been used in correctional facilities. Based on an initial cost, it is 
not very likely that you would be putting skylights in your facil
ity. However, skylights do offer long-term operational savings in 
lighting. Before agreeing to skylights though, make sure this 
long-term savings can be justified within a reasonable time 
period by your consultant. 

ALTERNATIVES 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RELATIONSHIPS TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATMS 

Swinging Doors Versus 
Sliding Doors 

SECURITY DOORS 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need not consider. 

NO SCHEMATIC DESIGN YES 
NO DESIGN DEVELOPMENT YES 
MAYBE CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS DONE 
YES CONSTRUCTION DONE 

MAYBE-This system may be constdered. 
YES-This system should be considered. 
DONE-This syslem shOUld have already been considered. 

Security doors control entry, as well as acting as fire, smoke 
and acoustical partitions. Security doors In this discussion con
sist of a frame, door blank, locking system, hardware, door 
glazing and accessories. 

The security door is an integral part of the entire security sys
tem. The selection of security doors should be done simultane
ously with identifying video, audio and direct or indirect sUNeil
lance; emergency evacuation; and flow of operations. For 
example, If you have a four-foot-wide food cart, make sure you 
don't have to pass through a three-foot-wide door. 

The security door frames also may be an integral part of the 
interior and exterior partitions. Some combinations of partitions 
and frames may not require the frame prior to installing the 
wall; check with your architect. However, generally the frame 
should be available when the wall is being installed. Delivery 
of frames and doors is almost always a problem. Due to the 
limited competition and the ambitious correctional construc
tion program ongoing across the nation, manufacturers are 
overextended. Deliveries of the hollow metal can take 12 to 24 
weeks from the approval of shop drawings. 

Swinging doors are hinged and open in or out. Sliding doors 
are on a track with a housing above. The cost of swinging 
doors Is approximately the same as sliding doors, depending 
on the options selected. Where the costs differ Is in installation. 
A swinging door takes approximately six man hours to install 
while a sliding door requires 12 hours to install. Swinging doors 
also require less maintenance than the sliding' door because 
they have fewer parts. 

Swinging doors are used In minimum and medium security 
cells, control rooms, secure closets, mechanical and electrical 
rooms, low traffic sallyports, emergency exits, and exterior doors. 
They provide a much better seal for weather protection than 
sliding doors. 
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Locking Systems 

Sliding doors are used In medium and maximum security cells, 
high traffic sallyports and holding cells. When selecting a slid
Ing door, remember that the width of the door plus an addi
tional six Inches Is required for operation. Therefore, a three
foot-wide door will require a six-foot-six-inch corridor opening. 

When placing a door, pay attention to tolerances and dimen
sions such as the height of the housing above the door and 
the distance from adjoining doors. 

Manual Propelled Manual Lock. Door movement is controlled 
manually. The dead bolt is opened by a key and locked by a 
key. This may be keyed on one or both sides. It is generally 
used for mechanical and electrical rooms and is the least 
expensive system. 

Manual Propelled Manual Slam Lock. Door movement Is con
trolled manually. The lock is opened by a key and automati
cally locks when closed. This may be keyed on one or both 
sides. It Is generally used with a door closer to provide auto
matic locking. This price is comparable to the manual pro
pelled manual lock. 

Manual Propelled Electric Lock. Door movement is controlled 
manually except for being pushed ajar when unlocked. Locks 
are controlled individually or as a group from a remote control 
panel. The system is generally used for sallyports, cells and con
trol rooms. The cost is approximately 60 percent greater than a 
manual lock (not including wiring and controls). 

EI~ctrical Propelled Electric Lock. The door movement and lock 
are controlled electrically from a remote control panel. This sys
tem is used on sliding doors only. It is generally used for hold
ing cells, maximum cells and sallyports. The cost is approxi
mately 80 percent greater than the manually propelled, 
electric locking system. 

Manual Tool Override (Sliding Door Only). The door lock may 
be overridden by a wrench type device. It Is located In the 
housing of the sliding door and is accessible in emergency sit
uations. This is standard equipment with most manufacturers. 

Mechanical Group Release. Doors may be unlocked mechani
cally in groups or individually from a control cabinet. It is gener
ally used for emergency situations when power is out. Three posi
tion levers provide open/closed/maintenance (access to locking 
mechanism) positions. The cost is approximately $200 per door 
(the length of run and location of cabinet affect price). 

Electric Keyswltch. The door can be electrically unlocked by a 
(mogul type) key mounted on the door frame outside of the 
cell. These switches may be enabled/disabled from the control 
panel. The cost for a sliding system Is approximately an addi
tional $450 per lock, $100 per lock for a swinging door. This 
option generally is too expensive for cells. It Is used most often 
In sallyports. 
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Door Blanks 

Inmate Pushbutton. The door can be unlocked inside the cell 
by a pushbutton mounted on the door frame. These switches 
may be enabled/disabled from the control panel. This option 
may be purchased with the electric keyswitch. It Is generally 
used in minimum cells. 

The selection of a door type usually Is determined by the type 
of inmate being incarcerated. In addition to the type of door, 
the size of the door also must be selected. Adjusting the door 
height or width two inches does not significantly affect the 
cost of the door system. Changing the door size by more than 
four inches increases the price significantly. The thickness of a 
security door normally is 2 inches. For minimum security In
mates, a 1-3/4-inch door may be used. 

Hollow Metal. The hollow metal door is the most commonly 
used security door. It is recommended for minimum and 
medium security inmates. It is constructed with two 14-gauge, 
cold-rolled steel face sheets, with 16-gauge vertical reinforcing 
members spaced every four to six inches. The perimeter of the 
door is continuously reinforced with 12-gauge steel channel 
welded to the face. This door, without openings, is classified 
with a three-hour fire rating; with openings it is classified with a 
1-1/2 hour rating. 

Hollow steel. The hollow steel door Is similar to the hollow metal 
door except the face sheets are 12-gauge and vertical 
reinforcing occurs more frequently. This door is recommended 
for maximum security inmates. The cost is approximately 10 to 
15 percent higher than the hollow metal. 

steel Plate. The 3/16-inch steel plate door was a common 
security door but has since been replaced by the hollow metal 
door because the steel plate is heavier and less durable. Its 
current application is for chase doors. The cost is less expensive; 
however, additional and heavier hinges may be required 
which offset the savings. 

Solid Wood. A solid wood door may be adequate for minimum 
or medium security inmates only. Wood doors are one of the 
least expensive options available . 

.GrQtejJail Steel. This door comes in many shapes and materi
als. These include several different types of meshes, tubular 
steel bars and solid steel bars. These doors provide good sur
veillance, voice communications and air circulation while stili 
maintaining security. What makes this type of door desirable in 
some instances also makes it undesirable in other instances. It 
is most expensive option. 
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Door Frame And 
Hardware Comparison 

The door frame and hardware are generally determined given 
the door type, locking system, and whether the door swings or 
slides. Frames may be manufactured locally when faced with 
a time constraint but are generally purchased with the entire 
door system allowing for single point responsibility. 

Hollow Metal Frame. The hollow metal frame is a 12-gauge, 
cold rolled steel frame, continuously welded at the corners with 
integral stops. Each frame receives a minimum of three 
anchors per jamb. During installation the frames are fully 
grouted. The hollow metal frame is generally used with hollow 
metal doors. This frame also is used when the lock is housed In 
the frame instead of the door. 

Steel Channel Frame. The steel channel frame is a 12-gauge, 
cold cooled steel anchored similarly to the hollow metal. The 
steel channel frame is used for heavy doors such as steel plate 
and jail steel. The steel channel frame also may be used for 
sliding doors where the lock is housed in the door. The steel 
channel frame is considered more secure than the hollow 
metal. 

Institutional Hinge (Swinging Doors Only). The institutional 
hinge is made of cast brass with stainless steel non-removable 
pins. This hinge is 4-1/2 inche!J square with two sets of har
dened ball bearings. This type of hinge is recommended for 
hollow metal and other light doors. Three hinges are required 
for each door. 

Heaw Dutv Hinge (Swinging Doors Only). Hinges are drop 
forged of mild steel and have heavier bearing thrust for heav
ier doors. This hinge may be used on lighter doors requiring two 
hinges or heavier doors requiring three hinges. The 5-inch hinge 
is welded on one side. 

Recessed Door Handle. This handle is most often used on the 
inmate side. It is cast bronze and fastened with safety screws .. 

Door Knob or Door Pull (Swinging Doors Only). The knob is a 
non-operable pull used on both sides of the door. It is solid 
brass fastened with safety screws. 

Door Closers. Recessed door closers are generally used. This 
type of closer is recessed Into the door frame head so that no 
hardware is exposed. Exposed closers constitute a real hazard 
because the closers can be tom off and made into weapons. 
Surface-mounted closers generally are used only in minimum
security areas. 

Vision/Observation Panels. This is used to allow light and visibil
ity through the door. Sizes and shapes may vary depending on 
user preferences. The cost of the opening is approximately the 
square foot price of the glazing being installed. For example, a 
5 x 12-lnch observation panel that costs $100 will cost an addi
tional $100 for the opening. The size of these panels may be 
dictated by fire code. 

--
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Door Frames Matrix 

Speaking Device. Speaking devices vary in size depending on 
the manufacturer but are approximately six inches by eight 
inches. They are inserted below the observation panel and 
covered with a steel baffle to prevent the passing of contra
band. The approximate cost is $130. 

Shutter. The shutter is a hinged steel plate .applied over the 
observation panel or ove. both the observation panel and 
speaking device. Its approximate cost is $130. 

Food Pass. The food pass is a 3-1/4 inches by 5 inches clear 
opening with a heavy duty snap lock. It allows you to present 
food to maximum security inmates. The approximate cost is 
$150. 

ALTERNATIVES 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRI~~f\~ 

RElATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

SPECIALTIES AND EQUIPMENT 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT NO 
MASTER PLANNING MAYBE 
PROJECT STATEMENT YES 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING YES 

NO-Need not consider. 
MAYBE-This system may be considered. 
YES-This system should be considered. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN YES 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT DONE 
CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS DONE 
CONSTRUCTION DONE 

DONE-This system should have already been considered. 

The specialties within your building include items which make 
the building operative such as toilet partitions, cabinetry, pass 
throughs, etc. Although these usually represent a small per
centage of the cost of the project, they should be reviewed to 
ensure that only those Items which are needed are included in 
the project and those materials specified are economically 
appropriate. 

The equipment part of your project budget can be quite a 
high percentage of the total cost (as much as 10 or 15 per
cent) depending on what is included In your equipment 
budget. The most important part of budgeting for equipment 
is determining what is included in the scope of work for 
equipment. Typically the equipment in a construction budget 
is the "fixed" equipment or those items which are permanently 
attached to the building. This might include cell and dayroom 
furniture (bunks, desks, tables, etc.), kitchen or laundry equip
ment, which is fastened to the building, or a computer system, 
which is an Integral part of the building's security or environ
mental control systems. (These mayor may not be included 
with the actual systems they seNe as the computer may seNe 
more than one system.) 

When you e~tablish your budget, be very specific about what 
you Include in your construction budget and what will be 
bought from furnishings or operating budgets. It is very easy to 
let some Items fall through the cracks. 

When planning and designing for equipment and specialties, 
make sure these items fit the design of the rest of the building, 
particularly if you are purchasing the equipment direct for the 
contractor to Install. If the contractor measures for the equip
ment and it does not fit, It is the contractor's problem. If you 
buy the equipment and have It delivered to the site and It 
does not fit, it becomes your change order problem. This 
applies not only to dimensions, but also to fitting electrical, 
plumbing and mechanical hookups. 
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ALTERNATMS The scope of this Handbook is not broad enough to cover a 
"typicalll list of options for specialty and equipment items. 
However, a few cost-related tips may prove helpful. 

• When specifying specialties such as toilet partitions or fire
hose cabinets, you can purchase painted metal products or 
stainless steel. Although the stainless steel products may be 
less prone to vandalism because the paint finish cannot be 
scratched off, these products cost more than painted metal 
products. Consider the location of the item and the finish of 
other materials in the same place. Consider staff toilet rooms 
separate from inmate toilet rooms. Placing stainless steel fire
hose cabinets in inmate areas where all of the other metal 
products (such as doors and window frames) are painted is 
similar to installing a heavy duty security wall with a non
secure glass window. 

• When selecting cell and dayroom fumishings, consider your 
altematives carefully. Because these items are repeated 
many times in your facility, seemingly small differences in 
cost per ce:l can multiply substantially. 

• Cell, dayroom and dining room furnishings are manufac
tured by state prison systems throughout the country, includ
ing the California Department of Corrections Prison Industry 
Authority. You may want to compare the prices of these 
products to costs for similar items manufactured by the pri
vate sector. 

• Making a mistake in the purchase of specialty equipment 
can be very expensive. Consider tapping the expertise of 
kitchen or laundry specialists. If your architect will be select
ing this equipment find out before finalizing the contract if 
the firm has in-house expertise or who it will be consulting. 
Tapping expertise in this area ensures the equipment speci
fied is available in your market. 

• Make sure you communicate your desires and budget goals 
clearly to whomever is specifying the equipment. Without 
this input the designer may assume you want something 
you do not want or cannot afford. Involve the person who 
will be responsible for the operation of the equipment in the 
process. 

• If" ,'U plan to use inmate labor for any of these operations, 
you should make this clear to the individual specifying the 
equipment. The equipment can be specified to use more 
labor-intensive or simplified controls or processes. 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATMS 

PLUMBING AND FIRE PROTECTION 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need not consider. 

NO SCHEMATIC DESIGN 
NO DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
MAYBE CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS 
YES CONSTRUCTION 

MAYBE-This system may be considered. 
YES-This system should be considered. 
DONE-This syslem should have already been conSidered. 

YES 
YES 

DONE 
DONE 

Your building's plumbing system consists of the plumbing fix
tures, such as sinks and toilets, the piping connecting these fix
tures and the building fire protection system (sprinklers or fire
hose cabinets). Two primary areas in which you can control 
plumbing costs are the selection of appropriate fixtures and 
fire protection systems. 

Fire protection systems are determined by the design of the 
facility and consideration of variables such as areas between 
fire-rated walls, location of access doors and location of the 
building on the site. Plumbing fixtures affect the surfaces they 
are fastened to and the means by which the piping to these 
fixtures will be accomplished. 

The type of people who will be using the fixtures Is a key con
sideration In their selection. Many types of institutIonal and cor
rectional fixtures are available. Three categories are most com
monly used: stainless steel, security porcelain, and standard 
commercial-grade porcelain. 

Most correctional facilities have numerous toilet fixtures. Conse
quently, the selection of these fixtures will affect the cost of 
your facility substantially. Your design team should establish 
which areas will need Individual fixtures for each cell as early 
as possible. Consider your high security areas and whether your 
low security areas will have gang toilets. 

Once you've determined this, you can make your selections. 
Explore different scenarios to see what the cost range could be. 

When choosing fixtures be sure to consider all of the costs 
involved, Including the valves and piping necessary to operate 
plumbing fixtures. Although a wall-mounted toilet fixture may 
cost the same as a floor-mounted toilet, installation of the 
floor-mounted fixture will be less expensive. Wall-mounted fix
tures require added valves and supports. Wall-mounted fixtures 
often are speCified because they are easier to clean, but they 
also are subject to breakage by abusive Inmates. 
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In addition to toilet and sink fixtures for inmate housing areas, 
you will need numerous other plumbing fixtures for showers, 
drinking fountains, and staff and public toilets. Once again, 
appropriate use will determine cost, but consider that buying 
one product in volume is usually less expensive than buying 
numerous different kinds of fixtures. One way to get a good 
price is to pre-purchase them directly from the manufacturer. 
You wouid supply them and the contractor would install them. 
If you do this far enough in advance, you may be able to re
ceive bids on the fixtures desired and on an alternate that 
may be less expensive or more secure. The benefit is having 
actual costs to consider before making a decision. Because 
security fixtures can be long-lead items, an extended delivery 
schedule also may reduce the cost. 

Alternatives in urinals are similar to toilet fixtures. Stainless steel 
security fixtures cost the most, security porcelain fall next in line, 
and commercial-grade fixtures are the least expensive. The pri
mary difference between security and commercial porcelain 
fixtures is the security fixtures have push-button valves while 
commercial fixtures have lever valves. Automatic flushing units 
may be used for gang fixtures but add considerably to the 
cost of individual urinals. 

Shower area construction alternatives include: 

• Prefabricated stainless steel units are very durable, vandal
proof and easily maintained, but they are expensive. 

• Ceramic tile over conventionally constructed walls and floors 
is cleaned easily and visually appealing for moderate cost, 
but can be subject to tile breakage and requires some 
maintenance of grout joints. 

• Epoxy paints over masonry or concrete surfaces are probably 
the most economical solution. Epoxy paints are very durable 
but require special care to ensure proper installation. The 
substrate must be properly prepared to achieve an ade
quate bonding of the epoxy paint. 

The cost of a fire protection system and its affect on the design 
of the entire facility varies substantially depending on the 
designer's creativity and willingness to thoroughly explore the 
possibilities allowed within applicable codes. Fire and life 
safety in an environment where inmate movements are res
tricted must be considered carefully, but an overiy conserva
tive and uncreative approach to meeting building code 
requirements can add 1 to 3 percent to the cost of the build
ing. It is essential to know how the exiting, occupancy require
ments and construction type will affect this system before mov
ing beyond schematic design, because once the floor plan 
and sections are established, it becomes very difficult to mod
ify a design to meet code requirements in an economical way. 
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Determine at your earliest opportunity whether the building 
requires a fire sprinkler system. Factors which determine this are: 

• The occupancy classification of all spaces (one building will 
often have different occupancy classifications for different 
areels) and the construction type (type refers to type I, II, III, 
etc. with combustibility ratings, such as fire-resistive, non
combustible, combustible, etc.). 

• :he open areas around the building and proximity to other 
buildings. 

• The area of the building or of separated spaces within the 
building. Because correctional facilities are construded of 
SUbstantial materials for security purposes, many of the walls, 
roof and floor assemblies will already have ratings and can 
be used to separate the building Into smaller components. 

• The number of access points Into the building from the out
side can determine whether sprinklers are required. Ofien a 
few additional doors can be added to eliminate the need 
for sprinklers. Once the floor plan Is established, It may be 
too late to add doors. 

Sprinkling of correctional buildings requires special care to 
keep the piping and heads as Inaccessible as possible (to 
avoid Inmates setting off the sprinkler system). Routing of pipes 
and location of heads Is a design decision which should be 
considered during schematic design and finalized during 
design development. The cost of concealed heads and piping 
Increases substantially the cost of a conventional sprinkler system. 
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Plumbing Fixtures Matrix ALTCkNATIVES 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need nol consider. 

NO SCHEMATIC DESIGN 
NO DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
MAYBE CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS 
YES CONSTRUCTION 

MAYBE-This syslem may be considered. 
YES-This syslem should be considered. 
DONE"Thls syslem should have already been considered. 

YES 
YES 

DONE 
DONE 

The building's mechanical system provides the environmental 
control, Including heating, cooling, fresh air supply and humid
ity. This system typically costs 10 to 15 percent of the cost of 
the building, depending on the climate, design of the building 
envelope, and the type of systems selected to provide the 
desired environmental conditions in the building. 

The most Important thing you can do to get the mechanical 
system you need. want and can afford Is communicate these 
goals to your designer. The designer needs to know: 

• How you will use each space and how many people will be 
located there. 

• Your environmental needs for each space. Do you want to 
heat the space only or heat and cool the space? If the 
space is cooled, what temperature do you want to main
tain? Just because a sp~"Jt;~e will be cooled doesn't mean the 
space must be cooied to what most people think of as air
conditioned. 

• Your budget for the mechanical system. As discussed in the 
Introduction of Section III, the design-to-cost model breakout 
of the project should allocate dollar resources to each build
ing system so the design can be developed according to a 
budget amount for each system. When designers are un
aware of budget parameters, they will strive to "give" the 
client the "best' system possible. As with most things, the 
"best' system is the most expensive solution. Therefore, it is 
essential the architect, as coordinator of all the consultants, 
communicates the budget parameters for the mechonical 
system. 

• The amount of control you wish to maintain from space to 
space in the building. Controlling the environment in each 
room differs in price substantially from controlling a number 
of adjacent spaces together. 

• The type of equipment and lighting fixtures you want in 
each space. Because equipment and lighting emit heat, 
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RElATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATMS 

the cooling portion of the system must be able to accom
modate these loads. This heat gain will offset the heating 
needs of a space. 

Because your architect is responsible for the overall coordina
tion of the systems within the building, the mechanical consul
tant will be working for the architect. It Is the architecrs job to 
make sure all of this information Is collected and communi
cated to the mechanical consultant. If these questions are not 
being asked, the mechanical designer may be basing the 
design on assumptions from previous similar projects. Generally, 
such assumptions lead to an over-deslgned system. 

Life-cycle cost Is important when selecting your mechanical 
system. The energy cost to run the system, the equipment 
replacement time, and the amount of control should be com
pared to the first-cost. In general, the more expensive first-cost 
systems typically provide more control and have greater lon
gevity than low first-cost systems. Analyze your options. ,'-\5 with 
any life-cycle analysis, the figures are derived from many sub
jective assumptions. Scrutinize these assumptions more so than 
the bo1tom line cost to make a prudent deCision, whether the 
pay-back on a more expensive system is worth the first-cost 
and if you have enough first-cost dollars to pay for the "besr' 
system. 

When your design team is presenting options on first-cost versus 
IIfe-cycle cost, be aware that a complicated "energy efficlenr' 
design will only be energy efficient and provide a better envi
ronment if properly maintained. Therefore, a simpler, less 
expensive and perhaps less comfortable system (in terms of 
controls) may, in fact, prove to be a more economical choice 
in life-cycle terms because it will be easier to maintain. To 
avoid buying Cl complicated mechanical system which looks 
good on paper, Involve a staff maintenance person when you 
make your selection. If that person doesn't understand how it 
works and what it will take to maintain it, the "besr' choice 
may be wasted. 

The mechanical system must fit among the other building 
components, such as roofs, ceilings, columns and beams, 
piping and ductwork. The equipment must be accommo
dated Inside the building, on the roof or on the ground. The 
electrical system will affect sizing of heating and cooling loads 
because of the heat It generates. In a secure environment, In
mate access to the system's components becomes an Impor
tant consideration 

Because of the volume of information required to describe all 
of the systems available (the most common are listed In the 
matrix), a discussion of each in this Handbook Is not practical. 
The matl'ix should be used os a general reference. Discussion of 
some general differences follows. 
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Centralized Systems Versus 
Decentralized Systems 

Mechanical Systems Matrix 

A centralized system uses heating or heating and cooling 
devices located throughout the facility, piping or ducting a 
heated or cooled medium (steam, hot water or air) to various 
locations throughout the system. This system can service one or 
a number of buildings. You have greater control with a central 
plant; its primary equipment Is designed for long-term use. Flrst
costs and energy costs usually are higher. 

Decentralized systems use a number of heating or heating 
and cooling devices located throughout the facility. The 
energy source, typically gas, for heating and electricity for the 
cooling are delivered directly to the units. First-costs are usually 
lower and energy costs also may be. Control, however, is not 
as good, and some of the equipment is not designed for long
term use. 

Gas-fired unit heaters (typically found in industrial and ware
house/maintenance facilities) are found at the low end of the 
cost scale. Central heating and cooling plants define the high 
end. It Is very common to use a variety of equipment for one 
facility to serve different purposes. For instance, you can use 
unit heaters in the storage and maintenance areas, evapora
tive coolers in the housing areas, and a variable air volume 
system for the administrative areas. The cost per square foot for 
these altematives will range from under $5 per square foot to 
$20 per square foot. Mechanical needs for each space should 
be considered separately. 

ALTERNATIVES 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

NEED~_ASSESSMENT 

MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need not consider. 

NO SCHEMATIC DESIGN 
NO DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
MAYBE CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS 
YES CONSTRUCTION 

MAYBE-This syslem may be considered. 
YES-This system should be considered. 
DONE-This system should have already been considered. 

YES 
YES 

DONE 
DONE 

Your facility's electrlcal system will have the following compo
nents: 

• Site distribution. 
• Site lighting. 
• Major electrical equipment such as switchgear, transformers 

and emergency generators (may be located outside the 
building). 

• Building distribution elements Including raceways, wire, cir-
cuit panels and smaller transformers. 

• Lighting, outlet and switch devices. 

Similar to a mechanical system, the best way to get a func
tional, cost-effectve electrical design Is to establish user needs 
and budget parameters before the design work begins. If you 
lack the technical expertise, you must rely on your architect to 
ask the right questions about user needs and on your architect 
and cost analyst to determine budget parameters. 

Establishing user needs (lighting levels and power requirements 
for equipment) before beginning design Is Important because 
when designers are left with uncertainties, they tend to over 
design lighting and power systems. If the footcandle levels (the 
measurement 0( light in a space) are specified 20 percent 
higher than need be and every light and outlet is assumed to 
be used at all times, the design of the entire system will cost 
more due to larger service, switchgear and emergency equip
ment. (The calculation of amount of power Is determined by a 
"diversity factor," that Is how much of the electrical load will 
be used at once.) 

When hiring your architect, find out who the electrical conSUl
tant will be. Question the firm's design methodology and clarify 
that you expect the system to be designed avoiding the "rule 
of thumb" conservative and "safe" approach to design. The 
designer should use computerized programs for calculating 
necessary lighting levels and power loads. 
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RElATIONSHIP TO 
OTHER SYSTEMS 

ALTERNATIVES 

Site Disiribufion 
And Ughfing 

Building Distribution 
And Power 

The electrical system must respond to the other systems it ser
vices. The finishes, ceiling heights and number of windows play 
a large part In how the lighting works. Providing power to the 
rnechanical, kitchen, laundry and other equipment determines 
power load and switchgear needs. Once again, the architect 
must make sure all of the systems work together. 

Electrical systems are composed of too many components to 
be displayed In a matrix. However, a number of cost-related 
concepts are briefly discussed below. 

Depending on the size and complexity of your facility (one 
building or numerous buildings), the amount of electrical distri
bution may range from simple service to the building and 
parking lot lighting to a complex distribution system between 
different buildings on the site. If you have a great deal of site 
distribution, consider overhead wiring as it can be less expen
sive than underground distribution if economically designed. 
Security and appearance aspects also must be considered in 
this decision. The least expensive underground distribution uses 
PVC conduits for raceways. A more expensive solution is rigid 
steel conduit. Still more expensive (roughly 10 times the 
expense of PVC) Is the option of encasing them in concrete. 

High voltage distribution generally is less expensive than low 
voltage because the size of cable increases dramatically for 
long runs of low voltage cable. 

Wood poles for overhead power or lighting are the least 
expensive. "Roadway design" poles and fixtures are the next 
rnost economical; "architectural" are the most expensive. 
Roadway design are standard economical fixtures used for 
roadways. Architectural design uses more customized poles 
and fixtures with more expensive finishes and shapes. 

PVC conduit under slabs is more economical than rigid steel 
conduit. 

Aluminum feeders are less expensive than copper feeders but 
must be installed properly at connection points. Inspection of 
connectors Is critical. Aluminum buss panels are less expensive 
than those made of copper. Drawout breakers cost approxi
mately twice that of molded case breakers. (Drawout breakers 
can be removed without de-energlzlng the panel.) 

Listing a number of manufacturers for any specified product 
improves competitive material prices. 

Use of stub-In breakers Is less expensive than bolt-on breakers. 

The diversity factor used to size power loads dramatically 
affects sizing of equipment. A factor of 1 assumes all outlets 
and power loads will be used simultaneously. This results In the 
most conservative design. 
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Ught Fixtures 

Electric Metallic Tubing (EMT) conduit (also known as thin-wall 
conduit) costs a fraction of rigid steel conduit. 

Selecting fixtures should be conducted room-by-room because 
security fixtures can cost many times more than standard fix
tures. Zone where security fixtures are needed. Heavy duty, off
the-shelf Industrial or commercial fixtures often will suffice 
where security is an issue. Consider access to the fixture. If it Is 
inaccessible, a security fixture may not be necessary. 

Specify as many competitive brand names as possible to 
Increase competition. 
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WHEN TO CONSIDER 

DESCRIPTION 

ALTERNATMS 

Velephone Systems 

SECURI1Y AND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
MASTER PLANNING 
PROJECT STATEMENT 
ARCHITECTURAL 

PROGRAMMING 

NO-Need not consider. 

NO 
NO 
MAYBE 

MAYBE 

MAYBE-This system may be considered. 
YES-This system should be considered. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
CONSTRUCTION 

DOCUMENTS 
CONSTRUCTION 

DONE-This system should have already been considered. 

YES 
YES 

DONE 
DONE 

Your security and communications systems must work in con
cert throughout your facility. Many facets of these systems must 
be explored to properly tie them together while still meeting all 
of your needs. This section provides an introductory look at tele
phone systems, security and administrative intercom systems, 
closed circuit television systems, public address systems and 
master antenna 1V systems. 

Since the divestiture of Bell Telephone, each correctional Insti
tution must Investigate Its requirements quite closely. Public 
utilities no longer offer this service. 

Many options are available. If you don't have the necessary 
expertise on your staff, consider hiring an outside communica
tions consultant. Modem technology dictates use of a digital 
system in lieu of an analog system. Digital transmission opens 
up an entirely new communications dimension that employs 
not only voice, but data, video, text, graphics and the new 
world of Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). Determine 
th,9 most cost-efficlent system that not only wlii serve imme
diate needs, but also wlii meet the new technological require
ments just over the horizon. 

Your selection should answer the following questions: 

• What type of system do you want? 
• Do you need a totally Independent on-premises system? 
• Should It be part of an overall city, county or state PABX or a 

centrex system? 
• Does It Integrate 911 Emergency Services? 
• Does It combine your voice and data requirements? 
• Do you need to prepare a Request for Proposals to get com

petitive bidding? 
• What does the local utility central office offer? 
• Are the methods of data and voice transmission to off '-site 

facilities microwave, fibre optics or hard wired? 
• Will you use local or wide area network planning? 
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Security And Administrative 
Intercom Sy!;tems 

Closed Circuit 
Television Systems 

Public Address Systems 

Master Antenna TV Systems 

Other System~ Ant tissues 

This difficult task requires careful planning, implementation and 
follow-up on an on-going basis. 

All correctional Institutions use extensive Intercom systems not 
only for inma"re control, but also as a staff communications sys
tem. A well-thought-out and integrated system can reduce 
staffing and maintain the utmost In security and life safety. 
Specialized systems also exist for door control, inmate visiting 
and line-up, nurse call systems and overall monitoring systems. 
Systems also may be used for emergency or all calls to locate 
personnel In areas not normally equipped with public address 
systems. 

Closed circuit system design is critical. It should be designed in 
conjunction with Intercom for maximum function. Obviously 
closed circuit lV is used for surveillance, door control, security 
and generally controlling key areas that require visual cover
age. Unless this Is closely investigated land planned properly. it 
can become an expensive system that in many cases Is 
ignored or misused. Proper system design will greatly reduce 
maintenance costs which can get qUite expensive. 

Correctional facilities use a variety of public address systems 
primarily to locate personnel within a faclllty, as well as for 
emergency announcements and possibly background music. 
In certain cases, an Intercom system used In inmate areas can 
also be used for public address. There is a tendency to over
design PA systems with many zones of paging that are found 
non-functional for the Intended purpose. Considering your 
desired end result, investigate clearly the basic functionality of 
any system considered. 

An MAlV system distributes lV signals throughout an Institution 
as required for lV reception. Normally you provide this in 
Inmate dayrooms and cells. Usually MAlV systems are designed 
to receive all available local "off air" stations plus one or more 
channels from a VCR (Video Cassette Recorder/Player) for spe
cial or educational plJrposes. Normally, before design, on-site 
tests by qualified technicians are necessary to determine de
sign parameters. Distribution methods vary. Methods consid
ered for correctional facilities should reduce Installation costs 
and help keep maintenance and vandalism at a minimum. 

other security and communication systems related to correc
tional fac1l1tJes that you may want to explore include: 

• Pneumatic (vacuum) tubes. 
• Radio systems. 
• Security detection microwave systems. 
• Duress alarms. 
• High-frequency radio antenna systems. 
• Computer systems. (A related Issue to consider Is whether 

conduit should be run throughout the facility during con
struction In anticipation of future computer needs.) 
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The following agencies and associations are excellent sources 
of Informa"tlon related to criminal justice issues and correctional 
faclltles planning: 

American Correctional AssoclaHon (ACA) 
4321 Hartwick Road, Suite L-208 
College Park, MD 20740 
(301) 699-7600 

American InstHute of Architects (AlA) 
Committee on Architecture for Justice 
1735 New York Avenue 
Washington, DC 20006 
(202) 626-7300 

Collfomla Board of CorrectIons 
600 Bercut Drive 
Sacramento. CA 95814 
(916) 445-5073 

CoIKomla Criminal Justice Planning Directors Assoclatlc:m 
3640 13th Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(714) 787-2224 

National Association 01 Counties 
Criminal Justice Program 
440 First Street NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 393-6226 

National CrIminal Judea Reference Service (NCJRS) 
User Services 
Box 6000 
Rockville, MD 20850 
(301) 251-5500 

National Institute of CorrectIons/NGlional Infonnatlon Center 
1790 - 30th Street Suite 130 
Boulder, CO 80301 
(303) 444-1101 

National InstHute of Justice 
Construction Information Exchange 
Box 6000 
Rockville, MD 20850 
(800) 851-3420 or (302) 251-5500 

NOTE: Refer particularly to the following NIJ publication: DeWitt. 
Charles, B. National Dlrectorv of Con"ectlons Construction (First 
Edition), Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Justice, National 
Institute of Justice, 1986. 
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